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Web services are nowadays a popular technology used in practice when diverse
software system integration is in demand. The ability to make some functionality
available through the Web has inspiring consequences. The Web services provide
features which are very interesting also from a research point of view. They are
studied from several aspects to propose solutions allowing their more sophisticated
exploitation.
One of the intensively researched areas is the study how Web services can
be used to dynamically create a functionality, based on the actual requirements.
The basic idea is that multiple Web services can be combined together, to form
a composite service, supplying more complex needs. The particular composition
is realized automatically, on the fly, based on the actual goal. To facilitate this
kind of Web service utilization, additional metadata depicting the functionality
of single services is required. These metadata are provided in a form of semantic
annotations.
This thesis deals with automatic dynamic semantic Web service composition.
It discusses the problem of service composition in a wider context and deals with
selected sub-problems concerning this topic. The sub-problems include the proper
description of the behavior of Web services, management of the changes in the
service environment, and handling multiple composition requests.
In the context of service behavior description, we precisely define the pre/post-conditions of Web services and the rules followed when these are considered
during the composition. We show that it is feasible to perform pre-/post-condition
aware composition. The question if service composition is realizable is studied
also from the point of view of large-scale repositories including a huge number of
Web services. We show that composition can be performed in an acceptable time
even if repositories consisting of several ten-thousands of services are considered.
This is true even if optimization according to the non-functional properties of the
services is required. We also show that the changes in the service environment,
such as adding/removing a service, or a change of the values of non-functional
properties, can be effectively managed. Finally, we show that effective service
composition is possible also in real scenarios where multiple composition requests
arrive independently from several users.
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Webové služby sú v súčasnosti rozšı́renou technológiou použı́vanou v praxi na
integráciu rôznorodých softvérových systémov. Schopnost’ vystavovat’ funkcionalitu v prostredı́ Webu má inšpirujúce dôsledky. Mnohé vlastnosti Webových služieb
sú zaujı́mavé aj z pohl’adu výskumu. Z tohto dôvodu patria medzi intenzı́vne skúmané oblasti s ciel’om vytvorenia sofistikovaných prı́stupov k ich využitiu.
Jednou z najintenzı́vnejšie skúmaných oblastı́ je štúdium použitel’nosti Webových služieb pri dynamickej tvorbe funkcionality na základe zadaných požiadaviek. Základnou myšlienkou je kombinovanie viacerých Webových služieb s
ciel’om vytvorit’ kompozı́ciu služieb poskytujúcu komplexnejšiu funkcionalitu. Táto
kompozı́cia je vytváraná automaticky na základe aktuálnych požiadaviek. K dosiahnutiu takéhoto použitiu Webových služieb je potrebné obohatit’ ich opis o metadáta vhodne opisujúce ich funkcionalitu. Tieto metadáta sú poskytované v podobe
sémantických anotáciı́ služieb.
Táto dizertačná práca sa zaoberá automatickou dynamickou kompozı́ciou sémantických Webových služieb. Problém kompozı́cie je diskutovaný v širšom kontexte, ako aj z pohl’adu vybraných čiastkových problémov. Čiastkové problémy zahŕňajú vhodný opis funkcionality služieb, manažment zmien prostredia Webových
služieb a spracovanie sústavne prichádzajúcich požiadaviek na kompozı́ciu.
V kontexte opisu funkcionality služieb formálne definujeme pre-/po-podmienky
vykonania služieb a pravidlá ktorými sa riadi v tomto prı́pade kompozı́cia. V práci
ukážeme, že kompozı́cia uvažujúca pre-/po-podmienky je realizovatel’ná. Otázka
realizovatel’nosti je skúmaná aj z pohl’adu obrovského počtu potenciálnych služieb
na kompozı́ciu. Ukážeme, že kompozı́cia je realizovatel’ná i v prı́pade ak uvažujeme
desiatky tisı́c služieb. Toto platı́ aj v prı́pade potreby optimalizácie kompozı́cie
vzhl’adom na nefunkcionálne požiadavky. Taktiež ukážeme, že je možné efektı́vne
manažovat’ zmeny v prostredı́ služieb zahŕňajúce pridanie alebo odobratie služby,
či zmenu hodnoty atribútu kvality služby. Nakoniec ukážeme, že je možné realizovat’ kompozı́ciu uvažujúc sústavne prichádzajúce požiadavky od rôznych použı́vatel’ov.
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Preface
Already during my life time before attending the university, I realized that gaining knowledge, investigating how different things work, and finding solutions for
various problems is an important part of my personality. My decision to acquire
higher level education was made without hesitation. The same is true as for my
decision about the doctoral study.
Already during my master study I showed an interest in research and science.
This is supported by the character of my master thesis and the fact that already
before my doctoral studies, I was involved in some research projects at the Institute
of Informatics and Software Engineering of our university. As a master student I
was a part time researcher working at one of the biggest research project in the
informatics area in Slovakia: the State programme of research and development
under the contract No. 1025/04. The acronym of the project is NAZOU and its aim
was to develop tools for acquisition, organization, and maintenance of knowledge
in an environment of heterogeneous information resources. The participation in
this project was strongly influencing my future in academia. It was the first time
I seriously touched research.
The beginning of my doctoral study was a term when another research project
started at our institute. The project was supported by the Slovak Research and
Development Agency under the contract No. APVV-0391-06. It was known as
SEMCO and it covered the area of semantic composition of Web and grid services.
This area was quite new for all the staff at the institute. I did not have a deep
background in the field of services computing. Hence, the project was a challenge
in this context. I was selected as one of the researchers who will be mainly assigned to SEMCO. This was the beginning of my work in the area of Web services
composition, which was this way intended to be also the area I would deal with in
my doctoral study.
Since I was new in the area of Web services, I had to study a lot to have an
insight. Moreover, the aim of SEMCO was not narrowly focused so I had to cover
a fairly wide topic at certain level. My research dealt with the problem of semantic
Web service composition with the focus on meaningfulness of the result. Part of
my work was devoted to the need of incorporating a user into the composition
process. I dealt also with the problem of the need of additional information about
the Web services, required to make the automatic composition feasible. Beside
these issues, I struggled to overcome the problems related to high computation
demands of service composition.
The research of effective service composition approach was strongly motivated
by Web Services Challenge, a world competition aimed at developing software
components and/or intelligent agents that have the ability to discover pertinent
Web services and also to compose them to create higher-level functionality. As
I was surveying information about the challenge organized in 2008, I knew that
it would be a great opportunity to participate in it. Immediately after the Web
Services Challenge 2009 was proposed, I got working on taking a part of it.
The rules of the challenge in 2009 requested a system realizing semantic Web
V

service composition optimizing the solution according to the non-functional properties of Web services. The competition proposed a few important aspects of the
composition, which were not a part of my research at the moment. The most
important was the optimization according to the quality characteristics of the services. Even though, I developed a composition method and implemented it as
a composition system satisfying the requirements of the competition and participated it. The achieved results at the competition site were really satisfactory as I
won the architecture category and was third in the performance category.
I consider my participation at the most highly rated conferences in the area of
Web services, which are IEEE International Conference on Web Services, IEEE
International Conference on Services Computing, and IEEE World Congress on
Services as a very important, too. Presenting my results at these forums was
significantly helping me to get my work moving. I got into contact with several
researchers from all over the world, which helps me to keep in touch with the
current research in the field.
The overall effort made during my doctoral study resulted in this thesis, which
deals with automatic dynamic Web service composition. In particular, I studied
the problem of service composition automation, which is necessary if dynamically
changing composition goals are considered. I dealt with the precise definition of
semantics required to realize meaningful compositions and showed the feasibility
of the approach. A lot of my effort was devoted to the effectiveness. I proposed
a solution showing to be a suitable way to deal with several high computation
demanding tasks during composition.

Peter Bartalos
September 10, 2010
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Introduction

The World Wide Web has become a very important information delivery platform since the beginning of its existence. Its ubiquity is a non-replaceable feature
bringing benefits in business, government, and private area as well. As the Web
technologies had been evolving, the Web tended to be a place where not only
information could be found. It has become an infrastructure able to provide functionality in a form of diverse Web applications.
However some software engineering principles can be applied also when Web
applications are built, the new infrastructure requires some issues to be considered
in a special way. The need for new practices in Web application development had
evolved into a creation of a new discipline, the Web engineering. The emerging
discipline promotes a systematic way how Web based applications and complex
systems are developed and maintained. As Web engineering deals with special
issues, it cannot be considered as a part of software engineering. There are still
discussions about what exactly Web engineering is. In our opinion it should be seen
as a multidisciplinary area cutting across computer science, information systems,
software engineering, and several non-IT specializations (White, 2010).
The Web applications did not bring only problematic issues which have to
be solved at engineering level during their development. The current Web offers
options making possible the creation of applications providing features as never
before. These have to be researched to explore the benefits which can be thus
provided to the Web users.

1.1
1.1.1

Service oriented software
Current application of Web services

Since the existence of software engineering, several software development techniques have been proposed. Some principles in software design and implementation showed to be so essential that they appear in each technique. One of the
most important are decomposition and reuse. Both of these are present in different levels and phases of software development: analysis, design, implementation.
During analysis we decompose a complex problem into sub-problems to simplify
it and to understand the main issue better. The models developed in this phase
may be reused in several projects. Analogical approach is applied also in the next
phases. Based on the (hierarchical) problem decomposition, also the software is
decomposed into smaller pieces, called modules. The aim of the modules is a separation of concerns, i.e. the concentration of related, interconnected features into
one component. They have well-defined interfaces expressing the features they
provide. Modules are reusable within the same software system, but they can also
be shared by more of them. The software system is built by integration of several
modules to provide the required functionality. The design of the modules and
-1-
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their integration should be done according to the loose coupling principle, to avoid
strong dependencies between modules.
Nowadays, one of the most spelled software development methodology have
been the Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) and Service Oriented Computing
(SOC) (Papazoglou, 2003a; Papazoglou and Heuvel, 2007; Papazoglou et al., 2007).
They introduce a concept of services as a base for building software systems. This
new paradigm is one of the most researched topics of the last years and is covered
by several sub-areas (Zhang, 2008). SOA and SOC correlate with the aforementioned principles of building a software system from loosely coupled modules. The
modules corresponds to services providing different functionality. SOA requires
that the services are interoperable and platform independent. This guarantees
that also in the case of diverse software entities exposed as services, one service
can exploit the functionality provided by another one. The integration of different
services to provide complex functionality is called orchestration.
One way how to implement services in SOA is to use Web services. The definition of Web services given by W3C is as follows:
”A Web service is a software system identified by a URI, whose public interfaces and bindings are defined and described using XML. Its definition can be
discovered by other software systems. These systems may then interact with the
Web service in a manner prescribed by its definition, using XML based messages
conveyed by Internet protocols.”
The basic idea of Web services which is to expose a functionality in such a way
that it is accessible through the Internet is not new. Technologies such as Remote
Procedure Calls have been known for a long time. Web services are nowadays
a very popular technology. Their usage is supported from several aspects. The
Internet is faster, more reliable, and accessible, which is directly reflected also by
Web services. This allows higher rate of computation distribution over different
nodes in the Internet. The support of Web services is strong also regarding software
development kits. Most of the software development tools and frameworks provide
an easy way to implement and deploy Web services.
One of the most important issues when developing a software aiming at supporting business is the study of the business processes. For the purpose of better
understanding, a model of the business process is developed. It is then analyzed,
simulated, and improved until there is a strong assumption that the real process
behind the model could bring maximal satisfaction for the business. The business
process model stands as a subject of a common mean of understanding of the
business process between the customers and software developers. If the software
development follows the SOA principles, those activities in the business process,
which should be realized by the software system, are implemented as (Web) services. These services are then orchestrated based on the business process model
to form a composite service, which is a base of the software system.
-2-

1.1

1.1.2

Service oriented software

New ideas to exploit Web services

The motivation for service orchestration as just mentioned is more about solving
technical problems related to the software integration. Unfortunately, the overall
principles of SOA are not fully adapted and used in practice. During the last years
there has been a vision that Web services could be automatically arranged to
supply a complex functionality. A lot of research effort has been made to develop
approaches able to find and arrange relevant services in a meaningful, optimal
manner to satisfy the goal defined by the requestor. This idea moves toward the
exploitation of single services. However, the complexity of single services is not
limited, it is not effective, or it is even impossible to develop services satisfying all
possible (expected) requests. Thus, other methods must be investigated to be able
to supply variable functionality. A more feasible approach is to arrange several
simpler services on the fly (dynamically) based on the given request. This is called
also explorative service composition (Yang and Papazoglou, 2004).
There are several principal differences between the situation when the Web
services are used to realize some activities prescribed by a business process and the
situation when they are automatically arranged on the fly to supply the need of the
requestor. In the situation when the arrangement of services, i.e. orchestration,
is done based on the given business process, it is made manually by a software
developer. The resulting arrangement is realizing a defined task for a long period
of time, for multiple users. In the second situation, the arrangement is done
automatically, based on the descriptions of the available services and the given
user goal. In this case we will call it service composition. This approach suits well
also in the case when the user goal is varying and the situation requires flexible
arrangement of services.
Service composition is also possible in the case when the number of potential
services is very high. The manual composition is not effective, or is even impossible
in this case. On the other side, the service orchestration does not require additional
description of services, since the developers can use the documentation of the used
services. Service composition relies on additional metadata about services, to make
them distinguishable and understand what functionality they realize. These must
be provided in a standardly defined form.
The automatic dynamic Web service composition introduces new possibilities
in the area of Web services (Dustdar and Papazoglou, 2008; Dustdar and Schreiner,
2005). Its aim is not to solve existing problems with the manual composition, or
automate this process. The manual composition still has its place in the software
development process of on-demand software solutions based on the given requirements. The automatic dynamic composition provides the opportunity to exploit
the available services to supply a wide range of varying user goals.
-3-
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1.2

Research topics for Web services composition

The Web services is a research area which has tremendously been studied during
the last years. A lot of work has been devoted to studying different aspects of
Web services related to modelling, interoperability, adaptation, quality of services
(QoS), semantics, security, trust, automation of different processes such as discovery, selection, and composition. Several research projects aim to contribute
in these areas. Some European projects, funded within the Seventh Framework
Programme under the Service and Software Architectures, Infrastructures and Engineering research area, include SOA4All, Service-Finder, S-Cube. SOA4All aims
to provide a comprehensive framework that integrates complementary and evolutionary technical advances into a coherent and domain-independent service delivery
platform1 . The already finished Service-Finder project contributed by a semantic search engine for Web services, a Crawler able to identify Web services and
their relevant information, and a Web 2.0 portal supporting the user in search2 .
The objective of S-Cube, the European Network of Excellence in Software Services
and Systems, is to establish an integrated research community enabling Europe
to lead the software-services revolution3 . From the projects outside of Europe,
we mention ARGOS: Dynamic Composition of Web Services for Goods Movement
Analysis and Planning 4 . Although a lot of solutions for different problems had
already been proposed, there are still a plenty of questions and challenges which
have to be addressed.
The automation of the Web service composition belongs to one of the most
researched topics in the Web services area. It is motivated by two main reasons.
First, the user goal may be complex and its fulfillment requires multiple services
to be involved. The manual creation of the composite service, by humans, can be
a long-running, error-prone process, or even impossible. Moreover, it is expected
that dynamically varying user goals will have to be fulfilled, each requiring different services to be composed on the fly. Second, the set of available services is
dynamically changing. Useful services are added/removed. Hence, manual modification of the composition is not effective. To handle the dynamism from different
aspects, the automation of the composition process is essential.
During the last years, several problems associated with different aspects of the
Web service composition automation have been identified and promising solutions
have been proposed. There has also been an extensive movement from the original intention of what kind of objectives can be satisfied. Beyond the basic goal
to arrange multiple services together to provide a complex functionality, the research interest is also oriented to dealing with the non-functional properties of
1 http://www.soa4all.eu/
2 http://www.service-finder.eu
3 http://www.s-cube-network.eu
4 http://www.isi.edu/~argos/
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services, transactional behavior of composite services, and user context and preferences aware composition. All of these increase the applicability of the service
composition, but also introduce additional requirements and related problems.
The automation of the composition process brings the need of additional metadata describing the behavior of the services in a machine readable and interpretable
form. The existing approaches rely on semantics associated with the services to
understand what functionality they provide. Several formalisms and languages are
reused and also new ones have been proposed to depict the semantics of services.
The creation and maintenance of the semantics precisely expressing the functionality of a service, which is also well interpretable by distinct parties, is still a problem
of high interest.
The enhancements of the basic aim of automatic service composition involves
additional demanding computations. These together with the continuing rise of the
number of services, which can be potentially used in the composition, present a big
challenge from the performance and scalability point of view. To satisfy the user,
the computations must be realized quickly enough. Achieving fast responses to
composition queries requires development of sophisticated algorithms. This led us
to deal with a problem of Web service composition capable of creating meaningful
service arrangements, satisfying the user needs, with focus on performance of the
approach under circumstances expected in practical scenarios.

1.3

Thesis objectives and outline

The aim of this thesis is to deal with the problem of automatic dynamic semantic
Web service composition. The main objective is to deal with problems related to
the following issues:
• Functional aspects of Web services. A proper representation of the functional
aspects of Web services is crucial for automatic Web service composition. The
existing approaches exploit additional meta-data depicting the semantics of
the I/O parameters to describe the service behavior. This approach shows
to be insufficient. The proposed solutions are oriented to expressing the
pre-/post-conditions of Web services. Our aim is to clearly define the pre/post-conditions and show that it is a feasible way to compose services while
considering their pre-/post-conditions.
• QoS optimization. Beside the functional requirements, the user is usually
interested also in non-functional properties of Web services. Hence, the QoS
optimization during service composition is important. We deal with a service composition aware of the QoS and capable of finding the best solution
considering them.
• Changes in the service environment. The Web service environment is frequently changing in time. New services are deployed, some of them are
-5-
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removed. The changes relate also to the QoS attributes, the values of which
might evolve in time. Our goal is to develop a composition approach capable of reacting to these changes and thus providing a solution reflecting the
actual situation in the service environment.
• Effectiveness. As the Web in general grows, also the set of Web services which
are available in repositories is rising. We deal with the problem of performance and scalability of the composition process considering large number
of services to be searched and composed.
• Composition system. Our aim is not only to develop a composition method,
but also to design a composition system realizing it.
• Continuing user query arrival. In real scenarios, the composition system
must dynamically compose services based on the actual user goal. The composition queries may arrive from multiple users. We study the behavior of
the composition system due to continuing user query arrival, while reacting
also to possible frequent changes in the service environment.
To deal with these objectives, we developed a set of methods, which we supposed could provide a solution for a particular problem, carried out experiments
to evaluate them, and analyzed the results to make conclusions. Based on this,
the following topics are covered in the thesis. In the section 2, we present a wider
view of the Web service composition. We discuss the need of semantics and the
way how it is represented. Other aspects, important from the point of view of
practical application are discussed too. This includes one of the essentials on
which the automatic service composition is based, the correct interpretation and
understanding of the semantics of services. Further, the way how the composition
might be utilized by the users is proposed. Then, the dependence of the composition on service execution is discussed. This is followed by an overview of the
theoretical basics which can be applied to the service composition problem. Several techniques known from the artificial intelligence are mentioned here. Existing
approaches solving particular problems are overviewed as well.
The section 3 presents a formalization of the Web service composition problem.
It is important to precisely state what is necessary to realize during the composition
process. We present a formal model of Web services providing an expressive power
able to represent the functional aspects at a higher level than it is possible by
simply defining the meaning of the inputs and outputs of the particular service.
The formalization clarifies also the rules which must be followed when arranging
multiple services into a composite one, to supply complex user needs.
In the section 4 we describe our solution to effective service composition. We
present a method of fast and scalable composition as it is formally defined in section
3. The used data structures and algorithms are explained. We analyze what tasks
can be preprocessed ahead of composition time. We also show how the changes in
-6-
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the service environment can be effectively handled, which is necessary to compose
services based on the current situation. Finally, we present a system performing
the proposed composition method. We describe the architecture of this system.
We evaluate the effectiveness of the composition system by simulating multiple,
independent composition queries, and changes in the service environment.
We summarize and discuss the contributions of the thesis in the section 5. The
achieved results are analyzed here and consequences are drawn based on them.
The conclusions of the thesis are presented in the section 6.
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The aim of this section is to introduce and discuss the automatic dynamic Web service composition in a wider context. The automation of the service composition is
crucial to be able to supply varying composition goals. To make it possible, we cannot rely only on pure syntactic descriptions of services, since these are insufficient
for machine processing. Thus, the Web services descriptions are enhanced with
semantics. This makes the automatic composition feasible, however, the semantic
annotation and the correct understanding of semantics still deals with challenges.
Although that the dynamic Web service composition is relatively a new area, the
solutions for the base of the whole problem, which is the arrangement of services
in such a way that they supply a defined goal, has its roots in existing theories.
These include different artificial intelligence planning approaches.

2.1

Overview of automatic service composition

The aim of Web services is to provide a functionality, which can produce the
required data and effects in a widely accessible, easily discoverable form (by machines). Fig. 1 shows the basic architecture suiting this purpose. It includes the
service provider, requestor, and broker. The provider makes accessible a service.
To make a new service discoverable, it publishes the service description to a broker.
The service broker provides a way to find a suitable service for a service requestor.
Based on the service description found in the registry, the requestor is able to bind
and to invoke the Web service with defined inputs, to get the desired results. Web
service composition enhances to potential of single services. Its aim is to combine
several services to supply more complex needs, which cannot be achieved using
a single service. Even if there is no single service in the registry providing the
functionality as the requestor desires, it may be possible to design a composite
service from single services, to provide the desired functionality.
In this context, the Web service composition problem is defined as follows: given
a query describing the goal and providing some inputs, design a composite service
from the available services, such that if it is executed, it produces the required goal.
It is important that in our context, the Web service is a an abstract entity
providing its functionality through the Web. It consumes inputs and produces
outputs. It can be also associated with pre-/post-conditions. The Web services are
divided into two main classes: RPC style and RESTfull services. Although both of
them are associated with the I/O and pre-/post-conditions, there are fundamental
conceptual differences between them. Considering Web service composition, the
research attention is almost strictly focused on RPC style services. However, there
are some works dealing with RESTful service composition (Zhao and Doshi, 2009).
Although that both classes of Web services fits our definition, our work is conceptually about composition of RPC style services, i.e. the focus is on the operation
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Figure 1: Web service architecture.

performed by the service, which is specified by description of its I/O and pre-/postconditions. Note that in this context, we can consider also human tasks as services
realized by humans. If the procedures performed by humans are described by the
I/O and pre-/post-conditions, we can consider during the composition also these.
There is a correspondence between service composition and declarative programming. In declarative programming paradigm, we describe what should the
program accomplish, instead of describing how to do it. It is the responsibility of
the program interpreter to accomplish the described intend. Similarly, during service composition, the user describes what he wants to and the mechanism behind
the service composition takes care about accomplishing it.
From another point of view, there is a lot of in common between artificial
intelligence planning and service composition (Peer, 2005; Rao and Su, 2005).
Depending on the concrete assumptions to the problem, they are more or less
overlapping. The basic problem which is finding a sequence of actions, whose
execution leads to achievement of the desired goal, is common for both. Differences
may for example follow from a different perception of the time required to realize
an action. Service composition usually does not design a time schedule of service
executions. Another difference is that the service composition focuses more on
the inputs required to execute a service and the outputs produced by it. The
examination if the outputs, produced by some service, can be consumed as inputs
by another service in a meaningful manner, has a lot of attention in the field. The
artificial intelligence planning focuses more on the pre-conditions and effects of the
actions. On the other side, the same techniques can be used when solving service
composition, or artificial intelligence planning problem, i.e. the base of both can
be transformed to the same problem.
The parallel with the artificial intelligence planning shows an important fact
affecting the set of problems which can be solved by service composition. It is
important to know that not each real problem can be described and solved using
- 10 -
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planning. Examples are environments where the future state cannot be determined
before it is reached. For instance, the n-body problem belongs into this category.
It deals with the finding of motions of n bodies determined by Newton’s laws of
motion and Newton’s law of gravity. The first contribution to the solution of the
n-body problem has been done by Poincaré in 1892 (J. H. Poincaré, 1892, 1967).
The first version of his contribution contained an error, described in (F. Diacu,
1996). The problem was finally solved by Karl Frithiof Sundman (for n = 3) (K.
E. Sundman, 1912). The result is that, in general, it is not possible to solve the nbody problem analytically. Only numerical methods can be used to find a solution
with arbitrary precision (greater than zero). Consider a planning problem that we
want to fly to the Mars and land on an exactly specified place. The existence of
the n-body problem proves that there cannot be found a plan solving this problem.
The consequence is that also the Web service composition cannot deal with any
problem, however, the set of solvable problems is wide.
The overall process of the Web service composition should be seen more widely
and includes also the problem of the user goal description, acquisition of the necessary input data from the user, design and execution of the best possible composite
service, presentation of the results to the user (Yang and Papazoglou, 2004). As
shown in Fig. 2, the overall process incorporates two parties: the user and the composition system. The user, who may be a human, or a software system, requests
a composition (1). The request contains the goal description (2). The user also
has to provide some input data (3). These may be defined by the user himself, or
the composition system identifies what data are required. After these steps, the
workflow design and execution takes place (4). In common, the user goal can be
achieved by several alternative solutions. These vary in different issues which can
be divided into two groups. The first includes issues affecting the users’ satisfaction degree based on the quality of the result, achieved by the composite service
execution, e.g. the user might have preferences. The second concerns the quality of
the execution process affected by the QoS (Quality of Service) attributes which are
non-functional properties of services. The aim is to find the best solution considering all these issues. Usually, there is no solution being the best from each point of
view. Hence, a suboptimal one, having the best total asset, is selected. The found
solution is executed to produce the required result (5). If the user requested some
data, these are retrieved from the result and provided to him (6). The user is also
informed about the resulting status of the execution, e.g. if it was successful (7).
The user goal has two basic essences: desired data and effects. This corresponds
to the results of Web services execution. Usually, the desired goal cannot be fulfilled
by executing a single service. Instead, a composite service is designed, in which
the Web service execution stands as an atomic activity.
The services are combined together using control constructs such as parallel,
sequential execution. The combination of services is required from two reasons.
First, the user goal may consist of several subgoals, each fulfilled by different
- 11 -
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Figure 2: Service composition process overview.
service. Second, execution of certain services could be required, to produce data
or achieve effects, which are necessary to execute other services. The mechanism
behind service composition must design a schema describing the control and data
flow of the execution, i.e. it depicts the synchronization of the particular service
executions and prescribes which service produces output data used as input by
other services, or achieves effects required to hold before other services can be
executed.

2.2

The need of semantics

The Web was primarily designed for use by humans. Nevertheless, there is an effort to automate its use and bring the Web more accessible for machines. This has
brought forward the need for machine processable representations of semantically
rich information: a vision at the heart of the Semantic Web (Berners-Lee et al.,
2001). Nowadays, approaches based on giving additional information - semantics,
to the content of the Web are researched. The semantic description focuses both
on the content information and services available on the Web. The added metadata are used to enhance the processing of Web resources (documents, services).
Without metadata, we explore only low level data such as HTML and WSDL files.
These are originally not intended to be used for advanced processing and thus, the
accuracy is low in this case. The semantics allows more sophisticated exploitation
of the Web resources.
Web services enhanced by additional metadata expressing their semantics are
called Semantic Web services (Bussler et al., 2002; Cardoso and Sheth, 2006;
Curbera et al., 2003; McIlraith et al., 2001; Payne and Lassila, 2004; Studer et al.,
2007). Semantic Web services are the result of the Web evolution in two directions:
adding dynamic elements to the Web and enhancement of the syntactic description
of Web services, see Fig. 3. At the beginning, the Web was only a collection of
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documents, i.e. it offered a static content. This had evolved into an environment
offering also different functionalities via services, i.e. dynamic elements had been
appended. The additional semantics tends to solve the problem of hard interpretation of the syntactic description of Web resources. This has been causing problems
when searching for a relevant information, or service.
Moreover, the popularity of the Web led to its enormous expansion in the
amount of documents and services available. The processing of these by humans is
impossible without additional machine support. Hence, the Web must be adopted
to allow sophisticated processing by machines. Not only humans are considered as
the users of the Web. The Semantic Web is an initiative aiming to bring the Web
accessible for machines - software agents. These can use methods which are more
resistant to the problem of the Web expansion than humans are. The performance
of the software agents is limited due to weak structuring and hard machine interpretation of the Web resources. The semantic approaches tend to overcome the
mentioned problems. The aim is to automatically process Web resources and to
make it fast, and with high accuracy.

Dynamic

Web services

Semantic
web services

SEMANTIC WEB

Static

WWW

Semantic
web content

Syntax

Semantics

Figure 3: Web evolution to Semantic Web services.
In the context of service composition, the semantics helps to discover and arrange services which are relevant for the given request (Bellur and Vadodaria, 2008;
Fujii and Suda, 2005; Srivastava and Koehler, 2003; Urbieta et al., 2008). Without
semantics, we rely only on syntactic description of services. These do not provide
enough information to recognize the functionality of the service.
Technically, it is possible to design a composite service satisfying only the
requirement that if one service produces output data, used as input by another
service, the output and input must have the same data type, defined in XML
schema, within the WSDL description. Despite that composite services designed in
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this manner are executable, it is meaningless to create them. The aim of automatic
service composition is to design a composite service whose execution results in
a predefined user goal. It means that the composite service must be meaningful.
This is achieved by considering the semantic annotations of Web services. This
principle guaranties that the composite service is not only executable, but also
leads to a desired, meaningful goal. Without semantics, we cannot disambiguate
which services realize the required task.
In the context of automatic semantic Web service composition, both the query
and services are described at the semantic level. From the user goal point of
view, the semantics helps the user to better express his intend. The semantics
of services supports the decision if the execution of the service can result in data
and effects, required by the user, or other services. The required/provided data
presented in the query and the I/O of services have defined meaning. To enhance
the opportunities, we deal also with conditions representing the desired effects in
the goal, or a condition which must hold before service execution, or an effect
made by service execution. The meaning of the service elements is provided by
their grounding to the ontology. The ontology presents a shared vocabulary of
terms - conceptualization of the given domain. It is crucial that the semantic
annotation of services guaranties that different systems understand the meaning
of the service elements the same way.

2.3

Semantic annotation of Web services

From technical point of view, Web service is a collection of executable functions,
available as a Web resource. Each Web service has a name, unique location specified by its URL, and set of operations. The operations have name and defined I/O
types. The information about these is available in the syntactic description using
Web Service Description Language (WSDL). Moreover, the WSDL description of
the service includes also all the information necessary to correctly invoke it. In
WSDL 2.0, these two aspects are described in different stages: abstract and concrete. If we deploy the same implementation of some functionality to several Web
service servers, we get a corresponding number of Web services. Each of them is
a unique one and has its own WSDL description. However, they share the same
abstract description.
In the semantics based approach, the service provider should create also semantic annotations of the services and provide them in the registry. The semantic
description relates to the abstract definition of services including the I/O types.
These attributes do not vary based on the place where the service is deployed. This
means that the same description suits all the deployments of the same implementation. Moreover, if we implement the same functionality in different programming
languages, we can use the same semantic description in each case. Hence, reusability of the semantic descriptions is well-advised. The available semantics is then
- 14 -
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used to enhance a search considering only pure syntactic descriptions with semantics based search, to get more appropriate results. The semantics is beneficial also
to define the requestor’s intend. It allows more expressive definition of the user
goal.
2.3.1

Annotation languages and tools

Several languages for semantic annotation of Web services are proposed. The
most known are OWL-S 5,6 , WSML7,8 , USDL, and WSDL-S 9 . They differ in the
complexity and expressivity of their construction elements. In each case the semantic annotation binds the elements of Web services to domain terms. From all
the elements, it focuses on the I/O, the conditions under which the Web service
can be invoked (pre-conditions), and the conditions which hold after its execution
(post-conditions).
OWL-S ontology. OWL-S (formerly DAML-S) is one of the most used languages for semantic annotation of Web services (OWL services coalition, 2004). It
is an OWL ontology (Ontology Web Language10 ) (McGuinness and van Harmelen.,
2004) providing constructs to define the meaning of single and composite services.
OWL is based on description logic (Baader et al., 2003). Hence, it supplies also
reasoning enhancing the semantic processing, e.g. composition (Babı́k and Hluchý,
2008; Babı́k and Hluchý, 2009).
Fig. 4 shows the core of OWL-S. The base is the Service class (classes are also
called concepts) with three main components represented by the following classes:
• Service Profile defines what does the service require from the consumers
and what it offers them. It expresses what transformation is realized by the
service, by defining the I/O and pre-/post-conditions. It contains information
used to examine if the service provides a required functionality. From the
discovery and composition point of view, this is the most important part of
the OWL-S service definition.
• Service Model defines how the service works from a process point of view. It
defines the service as an atomic process, or a composition of multiple atomic
services. For this process, it defines what input data must be provided to
execute it, what pre-conditions must hold, and what output data and effects
are made. This description should be in compliance with the I/O, pre-/postcondition definitions in the Service Profile.
5 http://www.daml.org/services/owl-s/1.0/owl-s.html
6 http://www.w3.org/Submission/OWL-S/
7 http://www.wsmo.org/wsml/
8 http://www.w3.org/Submission/WSML/
9 http://www.w3.org/Submission/WSDL-S/
10 http://www.w3.org/2004/OWL/
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• Service Grounding defines how the service is used. It specifies the communication protocol, message formats, serialization techniques, and other service
specific details required to invoke it. This description is usually included
in the WSDL description of the service. Service Grounding makes only a
reference to it.

Resource

provides

Service

supports
presents
describedBy

ServiceProfile
What the
service
does

ServiceGrounding
How to
access it

ServiceModel
How it
works

Figure 4: OWL-S core (retrieved from (OWL services coalition, 2004)).

In WSDL, the messages describing the I/O of services consist of one or more
parts, each corresponding to one I/O parameter. These have a defined data type,
using XML Schema. OWL-S makes a binding of these parts to concepts, defined
in the ontology, to express the semantics of the I/O.
By binding the I/O of services to ontological concepts, we still have only a limited option to express the functionality of the service. A more natural way to
express some behavior is by a cause-effect paradigm. Web services may have defined pre-/post-conditions to better express what they do. This kind of service
modelling helps to improve the way how the user expresses his goal, service discovery, and composition (Bellur and Vadodaria, 2008; Urbieta et al., 2008).
OWL-S does not exactly specify how to describe the pre-/post-conditions. It
provides a dedicated part in its structure for this purpose. However, it allows different languages to be used to describe the conditions: SWRL (Semantic Web Rule
Language11 ), KIF (Knowledge Interchange Format12 ), PDDL (Planning Domain
Definition Language) (Fox and Long, 2003; Ghallab et al., 1998).
SWRL is a combination of OWL and RuleML13 . Originally, it was designated
to describe rules used to reason over OWL ontologies. The rule contains antecedent
11 http://www.w3.org/Submission/SWRL/
12 http://logic.stanford.edu/kif/dpans.html
13 http://ruleml.org/
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and consequent parts. If the antecedent holds, it implies the consequent. Both of
them constitutes from atoms. Atoms represent atomic statements about individuals and their properties. There is an extension of SWRL to first order logic14 . It
allows creating more complex formulae using negation, conjunction, and disjunction of SWRL atoms. This increases the expressivity of the SWRL statements.
These can also be used to express the pre-/post-conditions of services. We can include them within the process:hasPrecondition and process:hasEffect parts of the
OWL-S service description. Similar condition definitions can be achieved using
KIF, or PDDL. OWL-S allows creating any number of pre-/post-conditions for
one Web service. The interpretation is that each pre-condition must hold before
execution and each post-condition will hold after execution, i.e. there is an implicit
conjunction.
OWL-S defines a subclass of the ServiceModel called ProcessModel. It is used
to describe the service as a process. The process model identifies three types of
processes, see Fig. 5:
• Atomic process: a directly executable process. It has no sub-processes and
executes in one step. The requester has no insight into the service execution.
For each atomic process, a grounding that enables the requestor to construct
input and output messages must be provided.
• Simple process: is not executable and is not associated with grounding, but
like atomic process, it is executed in one step. It can be used as an element of abstraction of an atomic process using the realizedBy property, or
as a simplified representation of a composite process using the expandsTo
property.
• Composite process: is decomposable into other non-composite, or composite
processes. The decomposition is specified using the control constructs by
a composedBy property: SEQUENCE, IF-THEN-ELSE, REPEAT-UNTIL,
and others. Each control construct is associated with a property called components, to indicate the ordering and the conditional execution of the subprocesses.
In (Martin et al., 2004) other details about OWL-S are presented. The paper
discusses the benefits of the richer service description supported by OWL-S. It
describes how OWL-S is used in the context of other standards, such as WSDL,
UDDI (Universal Description Discovery and Integration), and BPEL (Business
Process Execution Language).
Any language is barely practical if its usage is not supported by tools. Several
tools are proposed to create, or manipulate the OWL-S descriptions of services.
The most usable are OWL-S API, WSRF2OWLS, JAX-SA (Babı́k et al., 2006,
2007; Habala et al., 2006). JAX-SA is an enhancement of WSRF2OWLS. The
14 http://www.daml.org/2004/11/fol/proposal
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Figure 5: Top level of the OWL-S process ontology (retrieved from (OWL services
coalition, 2004)).

tool provides an interface on the top of the OWL-S API to create OWL-S service
descriptions. The OWL-S generation process is semi-automatic. It requires a manually created configuration file depicting the mapping between the I/O parameters
defined in WSDL and the ontological classes defined in OWL. Based on this, it
automatically generates the semantic annotation. The disadvantage of all the tools
is a lack of support to describe the pre-/post-conditions.
Web Service Modeling Framework. Another initiative to enrich Web services
by semantics is WSMF (Web Service Modeling Framework) (Fensel and Bussler,
2002). WSMF provides a conceptual model for developing and describing Web
services and their compositions. The base of the framework is WSMO (Web Service
Modeling Ontology15,16 ) (Roman et al., 2005). It consists of four parts:
• Ontologies: provide a vocabulary of terms used by other elements.
• Web services: represent computational entities able to provide access to
Web services. WSMO describes Web services from three points of view:
functional, behavioral, and non-functional. The functionality is described by
15 http://www.wsmo.org/
16 http://www.w3.org/Submission/WSMO/
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one and only one capability. The capability defines the pre-/post-conditions,
assumptions, and effects. The behavior is described by single, or multiple
interfaces. The interface describes how can be the functionality of the Web
service achieved. This includes two views. First, the choreography specifies
the interactions between the user and the Web service. Second, orchestration specifies how the service achieves its capability by making use of other
services.
• Goals: describe aspects related to user desires with respect to the requested
functionality. They are characterized in a similar way as Web services.
• Mediators: describe elements that handle interoperability problems between
different WSMO elements. They describe elements aiming at overcoming
structural, semantic, and conceptual mismatches between them. To handle
these heterogeneity problems, three levels of mediation are defined: data,
protocol, and process.
The language used for defining formal statements in WSMO is WSML (de Bruijn
et al., 2006). It is a family of formal languages to specify the single elements in
WSMO. It defines a syntax for a set of layered languages. Its core is an intersection of Description logic and Horn logic, based on Description logic programs.
The extensions include: WSML-DL capturing the full description logic, WSMLFlight and WSML-Rule moving to logic programming, and WSML-Full unifying
WSML-DL and WSML-Rule.
WSMO was the base for its lightweight version, called WSMO-Lite (Vitvar
et al., 2008, 2007). Its aim is to provide a minimal lightweight ontology for annotating Web services. It allows to enhance the WSDL descriptions. It focuses on
a top-down approach, when we suppose that the annotations are created for an
existing service, already having a syntactic description within the WSDL.
The WSMF provides also an execution environment, called WSMX (Web Service Execution Environment17 ), which enables discovery, selection, mediation, invocation, and interoperation of Web services (Haselwanter et al., 2006). Its main
components are:
• Core component: central part of WSMX which coordinates all other components.
• Resource manager : manages the repositories of WSMO entities (Web services, goals, ontologies, and mediators) and other data.
• Service discovery: locates the Web services that fulfill the user requirements.
• Service selection: selection of the best, or optimal semantic Web service from
the list of those satisfying the matching service.
17 http://www.wsmx.org/
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• Data and process mediator : takes care about mediation when two entities
are not able to communicate or interact.
• Communication manager : supports communication between service requestor
and provider.
• Choreography engine: makes sure that the communication pattern between
the requestor and provider match.
• Web service modeling toolkit: supports the creation and deployment of tools
for semantic Web services for the developers.
• Reasoner : provides reasoning for the validation of composite services and
checking if it is executable in a given context.
The possibilities proposed in WSMF are supported by an integrated service
invironment called WSMO Studio 18 (Dimitrov et al., 2007). Its functionality includes: ontology processing, service description, interaction with service repositories and runtime environments.
WSDL-S. WSDL-S allows to define the semantics of services described in WSDL
(Rajasekaran et al., 2004). Rather than proposing a new language, it defines some
extensions to WSDL to semantically annotate services. WSDL-S is agnostic considering the language defining the semantics. It externalizes the semantic domain
model. This model can be represented in UML, OWL. WSDL-S associates these
models with the service elements defined in WSDL. One Web service can be annotated by multiple semantic models.
Universal Service-Semantics Description Language. Another language for
capturing the semantics of services is USDL (Universal Service-Semantics Description Language) (Kona et al., 2009b). This language has a lot of in common with
the other languages. On the other side, it concentrates on the problem of creating
an ontology which is understood by all the interested parties. The creation of standard domain ontologies had shown to be a hard issue. The autors of (Kona et al.,
2009b) propose that an universal ontology, including a sufficiently comprehensive
set of concepts, is required. The ontology fulfilling this requirement is a Lexical
database for english – WordNet.
To annotate Web services, a transformation of WordNet into an OWL ontology
is used19,20 . Based on this, USDL lacks the semantic aliasing problem. As other
languages, also USDL maps the parts of the WSDL service description to concepts
it the ontology. In this case, the concepts are basic concepts, or concepts created
18 http://www.wsmostudio.org/
19 OWL

Representation of the WordNet Ontology,
http://www2.unine.ch/imi/page11291_en.html
20 http://www.w3.org/TR/wordnet-rdf/
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by a conjunction, disjunction, and negation of basic concepts. The basic concepts
stand as a contact point between USDL and WordNet. This approach makes
USDL a promising solution able to handle the problem of common understanding
of semantics depicted by an ontology, by different parties.
Discussion. The base of any of the annotation approaches is enhancing the pure
syntactic service descriptions with semantic information. The most important
elements of the Web services, which are the subject of annotation, are the I/O and
the pre-/post-conditions. Considering service composition, these are the essential
aspects.
Fig. 6 depicts an example I/O annotation of a Web service returning the altitude for a point defined by its latitude and longitude, which are the service inputs.
The example depicts how OWL-S is used to describe the semantics. Although, conceptually, the situation is the same considering any of the annotation languages.
The difference is in the construct, available in the particular language, used to
bind the I/O to concepts defined in an ontology. Thus, in this context, there is no
significant difference between different annotation approaches.
Considering the pre-/post-conditions, the annotation languages usually do not
specify how to define them. This is true for OWL-S, WSMO-Lite, WSDL-S. They
can refer to some logical statements, which could be described in any language.
Usually, first order predicate logic is the basic formalism to define the pre-/postcondition. WSML explicitly defines a logical expression syntax used to define the
conditions. In general, it is a first order logic style syntax. However, extensions to
F-logic, or logical programming variants are defined too (de Bruijn et al., 2006). As
WSMO does, USDL explicitly defines the pre-/post-conditions too. In this case,
the conditions are binary predicates composed using first order logic conjunctives.
Further details about the differences between different annotation languages can
be found in (Urbieta et al., 2008).
In the context of Web services composition, it is not crucial which language is
used to annotate services. They usually do not rely on concrete languages. Most
of the works behind service composition even do not mention what language they
use to define the semantics of services. They only rely on the semantic metadata,
which can be usually stored in any of them.
2.3.2

Web services annotation principle

The existing semantic Web service description languages provide a lot of freedom
during the annotation. They allow to create also meaningless annotations, which
are incorrect considering the annotation goal. It is up to the designers, creating
the ontology and the services’ semantic descriptions, to create a useful annotation.
They must be aware of the annotation goal, which is the enhancement of Web
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<owl:Class rdf:ID="Latitude">
<rdfs:subClassOf
rdf:resource="#PointRelatedQuantity"/>
</owl:Class>

OWL domain
ontology
Defines concept
semcoowl:Latitude

OWL-S semantic
annotation
Binds input latitude to
ontological concept
semcoowl:Latitude

http://semco.fiit.stuba.sk/ontology/semco-ws.owl
<profile:hasInput>
<process:Input rdf:ID="latitude">
<process:parameterType rdf:datatype="http://
www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#anyURI"
>http://semco.fiit.stuba.sk/ontology/semcows.owl#Latitude</process:parameterType>
</process:Input>
</profile:hasInput>
<profile:hasOutput>
<process:Output rdf:ID="getAltitudeReturn">
<process:parameterType rdf:datatype="http://
www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#anyURI"
>http://semco.fiit.stuba.sk/ontology/semcows.owl#Altitude</process:parameterType>
</process:Output>
</profile:hasOutput>

http://semco.fiit.stuba.sk/ontology/geows.owl

Defines message
part latitude of type
xsd:double

WSDL syntactic
description

<wsdl:message name="getAltitudeRequest">
<wsdl:part name="latitude"
type="xsd:double"/>
<wsdl:part name="longitude"
type="xsd:double"/>
</wsdl:message>
<wsdl:portType name="GeoWS">
<wsdl:operation name="getAltitude"
parameterOrder="latitude longitude">
<wsdl:input
message="impl:getAltitudeRequest"
name="getAltitudeRequest"/>
<wsdl:output
message="impl:getAltitudeResponse"
name="getAltitudeResponse"/>
</wsdl:operation>

http://semco.fiit.stuba.sk:8180/semco/
services/GeoWS?wsdl

Java web service
source code
Declares method’s
attribute latitude of
type double

public class GeoWS {
public double getAltitude
(double latitude,
double longitude) {
double altitude =
AltitudeRetriever.getAltitude
(latitude,
longitude);
return altitude;
}
}

GeoWS.java

Figure 6: Web services I/O annotation.
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service discovery, or composition. Hence, the knowledge of the mechanisms behind
these processes is required.
The most important issue is that the annotations are used to evaluate the
compatibility between two services, i.e. if one service produces results which can
be consumed as inputs by another service. The quality of the annotations directly influences the ability to evaluate the compatibility in a proper way. If the
annotations are not done properly, the existing approaches do not perform well.
Upper part of Fig. 7 depicts a general data model in object-oriented paradigm
(for simplicity we neglect the primitive data types). This model describes the
structure of any data. Hence, it models also the I/O parameters of Web services
at the syntactic level. Each wsdl:part element in the WSDL document has defined
an attribute type corresponding to some Class, see Fig. 7. At the semantic level we
annotate the wsdl:part element by some owl class. This class can subsume rdf:List
to express multiplicity.

Figure 7: General data model.
When annotating Web services, it is important to follow the rule that never
create an annotation leading to a situation that some services are not compatible
at the syntactic level, but at the semantic level they do match. The annotations
should be created in such a way that it is always true that if some services are
compatible at the semantic level, then they are compatible also at the syntactic
level. Following this rule allows to omit the checking of the compatibility at the
syntactic level because if it holds at semantic level, it implicitly holds also at the
syntactic level.
We recommend to design the semantic description in such a way that it is
in strong correspondence with the syntactic level. The designer should be aware
of the knowledge behind object-ontology mapping (Bartalos and Bieliková, 2007;
Kalyanpur, 2004). The base is that classes in OO paradigm correspond to the
ontological classes. If a class has attributes (i.e. it aggregates other classes, or
data types), which are important to be modelled also at the semantic level, there
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is a property between the ontological equivalent of this class and the ontological
equivalent of the aggregated class.

2.4

Different aspects of service composition

Web service composition is studied from several aspects. However, there is a few
discussion about how is the service composition utilized. The research is oriented
only to the core problem, i.e. the arrangement of services based on a goal. However, several other aspects of the problem must be studied to achieve practical
application.
2.4.1

Understanding the semantics

The core of a service composition system can be seen as a black box module with
a defined interface. Its aim is to: based on the query, compose the available
services in such a way that the execution of the composite service satisfies the
goal described in the query. Such a black box requires a specific formulation
of the user goal in a defined language. The results are provided in a specified
form too. These specifications are defined by the interface. Any entity, able to
fulfill the requirements defined by the interface and execute an invocation of the
composition system, can utilize it. On the other side, the correct form of the
composition request, followed from the interface specification, does not guarantee
successful utilization of the composition system.
To achieve valuable results, both the requestor and the composition system
must understand the semantics of the query the same way. Moreover, the composition system must understand the semantics of services created by the providers.
Hence, there are three parties which must share some knowledge. The complexity of understanding the semantics of services the same way is affected by several
issues such as domain orientation, or openness of the services set (i.e. if we deal
with a predefined set of services, or an open service registry). These are important
from the point of view of managing the ontology creation, its maintenance, and
service annotation. In some cases, these issues can be handled manually. However,
a lot of automation is required for practical usability.
The composition system requires one, consistent ontology including all the
terms used to annotate all the services the system uses during the composition.
This ontology may consist of several sub-ontologies depending on the set of considered services and ontologies used to annotate them. The service provider may
publish services from one, or multiple domains. In any case, we expect that the
ontology used to annotate the published services is consistent, even if it covers several domains. Services from one domain may be published by multiple providers.
These may use different ontologies to annotate the services. Hence, to compose
services from different providers, we have to deal with ontology heterogeneity.
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The examination of the correspondence between two ontologies is studied as
a field of ontology matching (Euzenat and Shvaiko, 2007). Its aim is to provide
methods used to enable interoperability of systems using different ontologies. In
the context of service composition, we exploit these methods to understand the
semantics of services from different providers the same, consistent way. Moreover,
these methods are useful to correctly understand the user’s desire, expressed in
the query. They are used also to estimate the semantic relation (distance) of two
concepts associated with Web service elements (Bellur and Kulkarni, 2007; Wang
et al., 2008; Wang, 2003; Williams et al., 2005). Several works deal with this
problem explicitly in the context of service discovery and composition (Martino,
2009; Paikari et al., 2007).
2.4.2

Exploiting service composition

Only a few work had been addicted to the way how dynamic service composition
can be utilized by the user. This includes also technical, but mainly conceptual
issues. Most approaches do not deal with this and focus only to the phase when
the user goal is already known and the task is to design the composite service. The
actual communication with the user is poorly mentioned.
The possibilities provided by service composition allow different ways how to
exploit it. One option is to use the composition system as an integral part of
a complex system, to realize tasks, which are not suited to be hard-coded. The
reason could be a high variability of services which must be used, or the usage of
public service set changing over the time.
Another option is to develop an application directly based on possibilities of
service composition. It stands as a mediator between a human and the composition
system. Its task is to i) transform the user goal of the human into a representation
required by the composition system, ii) invoke the composition system, and iii)
present the results to the user.
For such mediator, it is an important issue to design a (graphical) user interface
used by a human to express his goal. It strongly depends on the character of the
application. In different domains we define different user goals, which should be
directly reflected by for example graphical user interface (GUI). It must take into
account the specificity of the given domain. The GUI elements must support fast,
and easy definition of the user goal presenting less variability in this case. It is
almost impossible to design a GUI which is general enough to allow defining any
composition goal and also convenient at once. If the service composition is used
by a domain oriented application, the user interface is adopted to the specific
requirements and possibilities. The application designer knows what kind of user
goal definitions should be supported and what results are expected to be presented.
In any case, the composition system is accessed via a defined interface. The
provided interface must be adopted by the consumer application, independently
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on the fact that it is a human accessing it via user interface or a client system, see
Fig. 8. In both mentioned cases, the composition system is not public. It composes
services only for the selected application, which is usually domain oriented. An
example could be a travel portal. Its aim is to provide a functionality for managing
a travel. It exploits services such as hotel and flight booking from different vendors.
Based on the description of the user goal, it composes these services to achieve
it. The portal provides a convenient user interface to define a variety of domain
oriented user goals.
Composition system

User part
1)
User
interface

Human

2)

Goal definition
Input data
provision

Composition
Goal and
input data

results

Best solution
selection
Execution

Client
system

Figure 8: Client types.

Some ideas of provisioning dynamic composition of services are presented in
(Rosenberg et al., 2009b). The paper proposes Composition as a Service (CaaS)
(Blake et al., 2010; Rosenberg et al., 2009b). Its aim is to reduce the complexity of
developing a composite application by providing features of dynamic composition.
The approach is implemented within a VRESCO runtime (Michlmayr et al., 2007).
The CaaS capability of the runtime allows to dynamically compose and deploy
composite services based on a composite service specification. The CaaS concept
is useful in situations when a composite application is being developed and its
designer is not clear about realization of some parts of the application. In this
case, he can specify the requirements and use the CaaS to design the missing part.
A more visionary exploitation of the service composition is by software agents
acting on behalf of a human. The mission of such an agent is to, based on the
knowledge of the human, automatically construct a composition goal, utilize the
composition system, and notify the user about the results if it is suitable. The agent
should be a delegate who actively uses the possibilities of service composition to
continuously achieve user satisfaction. This agent must maintain a user model of
the human and know his actual context. In this case, the composition system must
be general enough to supply variety of user goals.
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Composite service execution

A classical utilization of Web services is a two step process. First, the Web service
is discovered in a registry. Second, the requestor invokes the service found in the
first step, to get the required results. The situation when the service composition is considered may be analogical, see Fig. 9-a). However, instead of finding
a single service, the service registry calls a composition system and returns a composite service. The execution of this service is much complicated than invoking
a single service. A suitable execution engine must be used, to correctly interpret
the description of the composite service. It must invoke services as depicted by
the control-/data-flow of the composite service. The execution must take care
about precise synchronization and data passing between services. The composite
services can be described for example using BPEL (Business Process Execution
Language). In this case, existing BPEL execution engines may be used to execute
the composition.
In some situations, it is not desired to realize the execution at the requestor
side. In the case of service composition, it may be more preferred that the requestor
just describes his intend and directly gets the results, see Fig. 9-b). In other words,
instead of returning a description of the composite service to the requestor, the
result of the composite service execution is returned. In this case, the composition
system not only designs a composite service, but also invokes it.
Semantic search
Composition Invocation

Semantic search
Composition

result
call

Service
broker

Service
broker
Service
requestor Requesting
goal composition
composite
client
service
description

Service
provider

Execution

a)

call
result Invocation

Service
provider

Execution

Service
requestor
Requesting
client
composition
goal
result

b)

Figure 9: Enhanced Web service architecture.
In some cases, it is not possible that the service composition execution follows
completely after the composition. In some approaches the execution interleaves
with the composition. Based on this, we can distinguish between two classes of
composition approaches:
• Post-design execution: the execution takes place only after the complete
design of the composite service. This approach is feasible if the character of
the services and the resulting composition guaranties to achieve the desired
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goal. However, Web services may exhibit different level of uncertainty about
the result of their execution. The uncertainty is not necessary related to
errors which can unpredictively occur. It can be also indicated in the service
post-conditions as alternative states, which hold after execution. Hence, the
post-design composition execution cannot guarantee the expected results.
• Inter-design execution: the execution interleaves with the design, i.e. some
services may be executed before the complete design of the composite service. These approaches can be further divided into two groups, based on the
character of the executed services. Some approaches allow to execute only
information gathering services during the design time. Others allow to execute also world altering services. The overall motivation to execute services
during the design time is to gather new knowledge about the world. This
knowledge is necessary to direct the composition in such a way that the user
goal is satisfied. The next steps of the composition are based on the result
of service execution. The results affect the selection of services executed in
the next, or the decision if it is necessary to realize a kind of undo operation
in the case that the execution of the service caused undesired effects in the
world, requiring compensation.
Although the post-design approach cannot handle the uncertainty, it is more
efficient and simpler to realize. In this case we have also more control over the
composite service execution because it is realized separately. On the other side, the
inter-design approach can more flexibly react and adapt to the actual conditions
in the execution environment. The usefulness of the post-design and inter-design
execution approaches depends on the concrete conditions in which the composition
is realized. Hence, these condition should be analyzed to select the appropriate
approach.

2.5

Theoretical background of service composition

The core problem of automatic Web service composition, which is to design a
prescription based on which the proper services are invoked in the right order,
is equivalent to the artificial intelligence planning problem. This means that the
basic idea behind different artificial intelligence planning methods could be applied
to service composition. The problem of finding a suitable composite service can
be solved by transforming it into a particular planning problem (Peer, 2005; Rao
and Su, 2005). If we consider additional requirements, specific for the Web service
composition, the planning approaches must be adapted and enhanced.
2.5.1

State-space based planning

The state-space planning problem is described as a 5-tuple < S, s0 , G, A, Γ >,
where S is a set of the possible states of the world, s0 is the initial state, G
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denotes the goal state we want to achieve, A is the set of actions the planner
can use to change one state to another, and Γ is the set of translation relations
Γ ⊆ S × A × S defining the pre-conditions and effects for the execution of each
action, i.e. it maps one state into another (Bonet and Geffner, 2001).
The goal of the planning is to find such a sequence of actions which if applied to the initial state, lead to the goal state. Formally, we look for a sequence
a0 , . . . , an , where ∀i = 0, . . . , n : ai ∈ A. This sequence generates a state trajectory
s0 , . . . , sn+1 , where ∀i = 0, . . . , n + 1, si ∈ S and sn+1 = G. It must hold that
∀i = 0, . . . , n, ∃γi ∈ Γ, γi = (si , ai , si+1 ).
The transition relations can by related to a cost function c(a, s) > 0. This
function measures the cost of executing action a in state s. The aim is to find
the plan with the lowest cumulative cost, computed from the costs of each state
transition of the plan.
State-space based search can use any of the space search algorithms. Considering also the cost function and aiming to find the optimal path, different shortest
path algorithms can be used to solve the problem. Some examples are Dijkstra’s
or Bellman-Ford algorithm. For general graphs (i.e. we do not have additional
knowledge about its character), the worst case time complexity of these algorithms
is O(|A| + |S| log |S|) for Dijkstra and O(|S|.|A|) for Bellman-Ford, i.e. no faster
than O(|S| log |S|) (Bryce and Kambhampati, 2007). With the rising complexity
of the state-space, the search becomes a high computation demanding task. Hence,
the basic algorithms are not usable. A lot of known algorithms try to reduce the
search space. These use different heuristics to speed up the search. As a result,
the originally hard problem, from computation point of view, is possible to solve
in feasible time. However, the certainty of finding the solution is not necessarily
guarantied. Moreover, in some cases, the solution is not the most optimal one.
The correspondence between state-space search and service composition is depicted in Tab. 1.
Table 1: Correspondence between service composition and state-space search.

2.5.2

State-space search

Service composition

s0
G
A
Γ

Initial state
User goal
Available Web services
Pre-/post-conditions of service

Graph based planning

In graph based planning approaches, graph structures are used when solving the
problem. This structure is called planning graph (Bryce and Kambhampati, 2007).
It is a directed, leveled graph, consisting of two types of nodes: action nodes and
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proposition nodes. These nodes are organized into altering levels (one level includes
nodes only of one type). The first level of the planning graph contains proposition
nodes describing the initial state. This is followed by a level of action nodes. It
contains nodes for each action whose pre-conditions are satisfied by the proposition
nodes of the first level. The next level is again a proposition level. It contains each
node from the precedent proposition level and nodes representing the effects of the
actions from the precedent action level. The further levels are built analogically.
The construction of the planning graph finishes when two successive proposition
levels are identical. If the goal is not reached in some proposition layer, the plan
cannot be constructed and the given problem is unsolvable.
Fig. 10 shows an example planning graph. It presents a problem of planning a
sequence of actions moving some person from one room into another. Concretely,
the situation is: Eva and Adam are in the room number one (R1 ) and they want
to move into the room number two (R2 ). To do this, the room R1 must be opened
and only a man may open a room.
We have the following predicates:
(in ?who ?r) - true if who is in a room r
(opened ?r) - true if r is opened
(man ?m) - true if m is a man
The initial state is described by propositions:
• Eva is in the room R1
• Adam is in the room R1
• Adam is a man
• The room R1 is closed
The following actions are available:
open()
Parameters: ?r, ?who
Preconditions: (room ?r), not(opened ?r), (man ?who), (in ?who ?r)
Effects: (opened ?r)
move()
Parameters: ?who, ?from ?to
Preconditions: (in ?who ?from), (room ?from), (room ?to),
(opened ?from)
Effects: (in ?who ?to), not (in ?who ?from)
In this example, the goal (Eva and Adam are in room R2 ) is achieved in the
second layer, which is the last one.
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P1

A1

P2

room(R1)

room(R1)

room(R1)

at(Eva,R1)

at(Eva,R1)

at(Eva,R1)

at(Adam,R1)

at(Adam,R1)

open(Adam,R1)

at(Adam,R1)

open(Adam,R1)
¬ opened(R1)

¬ opened(R1)

man(Adam)

man(Adam)

move(Eva,R1,R2)

¬ opened(R1)
man(Adam)

move(Adam,R1,R2)
opened(R1)

opened(R1)
at(Eva,R2)
at(Adam,R2)

Figure 10: Planning graph example.

In (Blum and Furst, 1997) a mutex relation (Mutual Exclusions – mutex) between planning graph nodes is defined. Two action nodes are mutex if no valid
plan can contain both. The possible mutex relations between two action nodes are:
inconsistent effects – one action negates the effect of the other, inference – one
of the effects of some action negotiates a pre-condition of another one, competing
needs – one of the pre-conditions of some action is mutually exclusive with the
pre-condition of the another. Two propositions are mutex if they can be achieved
only by mutex actions. Identifying mutual exclusion relations can significantly reduce the required search. The approach is used in a planner called GRAPHPLAN.
It uses an algorithm consisting of two stages altering in a loop: graph expansion
and solution extraction. Graph expansion grows the graph by one level in each iteration, until the reached proposition level includes the goal propositions without
mutex links. In solution extraction stage, backward-chaining strategy is used to
look forward a potential plan. In each iteration, the algorithm either finds a plan,
or proves that no plan consisting of that many steps (as followed from the reached
level), or fewer is possible. In (Blum and Langford, 1999) it is described how the
planning graph can be used for probabilistic planning.
2.5.3

Backward chaining

One of the simplest methods used in Web services composition is backward chaining. Its basic principle is to begin with the goal and search for services producing
its parts. This is used to reach the goal propositions and also the desired outputs. We take the set of goal propositions and look for services producing them
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as post-conditions. These services may have pre-conditions which are not satisfied. For this set of unsatisfied propositions, we again look for services producing
them. This backward search is performed while we still have some services with
unsatisfied pre-conditions. Similarly, this method is applied to get the required
outputs. Here, we look for services producing the required output data. The goal
is to achieve a situation that each service has defined a provider of its input data.
If it is possible to compose a service from the available ones, backward chaining is
a method which always finds a solution. Despite this, pure backward chaining is
unusable effectively because of its computational complexity. However, several approaches propose different enhancements making it an effective method for service
composition.

2.5.4

Planning based on logical programming

There exist approaches using logical programming to solve the planning problem.
In these, the planning problem is encoded as logic program composed by a set of
Horn clauses. The plan is created using reasoning. In (Subrahmanian and Zaniolo,
1995) it is shown that the planning problem can be converted to a logic program
in linear time.
Note that reasoning in logical programming is based on back chaining. However, in this case the process is hidden (performed by the reasoner) and we do not
have control over it. This could be undesired if additional requirements should
be satisfied (such as some optimization according to the used services). However,
enhancing the reasoner could be a way to deal with this.
Considering service composition, the most representative approach based on
logical programming is presented in (McIlraith and Son, 2001). It is based on
high-level generic procedures. It is realized by adapting and extending the logic
programming language Golog (Levesque et al., 1997). Golog is a high-level logical
programming language developed for specification and execution of complex actions in dynamic domains. Its base is the formal theory of actions specified in an
extended version of the situation calculus (Levesque et al., 1998).

2.5.5

Rule-based planning

In rule-based planning, the action is represented as a rule. The rule is expressing
that given certain inputs, the action is capable to produce particular outputs.
Based on this representation, a rule-based expert system is used to automatically
find a plan. This approach is implemented within a service composition toolset
called SWORD (Ponnekanti and Fox, 2002).
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Hierarchical task network planning

HTN (Hierarchical Task Network) provides a hierarchical abstraction to deal with
the complexity of the planning problem (Sacerdoti, 1974). Like other planning
techniques, HTN assumes a set of actions, applicable when pre-conditions are satisfied, to achieve the defined effects. In addition, it assumes that tasks can be
decomposed into subtasks. The prescriptions of how to decompose tasks into subtasks are a part of the domain knowledge. The decomposition is applied recursively
until the resulting tasks cannot be realized by an available action. After each step
of decomposition, it is tested whether the given conditions are violated. The goal
is to achieve decomposition consisting of executable tasks, without violating any
given condition.
Hierarchical decomposition of tasks is a natural phenomena appearing in practical scenarios. Service composition approaches adopted its basic idea too (Nau
et al., 2003). Even though HTN brought a new view on the planning problem,
it had been proved that the expressivity of HTN-like planning is the same as of
STRIPS-like planning (all the planning approaches presented before) (Lekavý and
Návrat, 2007).
2.5.7

Temporal planning

Temporal planning is not a planning technique, but it rather refers to the ability
of planners to deal with temporal aspects of the planning problem (Gerevini et al.,
2006). It takes into the consideration the real duration of the actions and allows
their parallel execution. Concerning also these aspects, it makes the problem more
difficult, but it better reflects the real conditions of the problem the planner solves.
2.5.8

Discussion

The artificial intelligence planning approaches are the base for most of the existing
Web service composition methods. The most used from them are different refinements of state-space search and planning graph. The approaches based on these
methods usually perform the QoS-driven composition. Their benefit is that we
can enhance them to meet the particular needs of the Web service composition.
For example, the search can be enhanced to include optimization according to a
desired property. These approaches had also shown to be the best option when
performance is an issue. Several Web service composition methods base also on
logical programming. These usually deal with the pre-/post-condition aware service composition. They benefit from the usage of existing components such as the
reasoners. The attention here is given to the translation of the problem into a
logic programming domain and the interpretation of the results. Although that
the logical programming based approaches natively support the processing of the
pre-/post-conditions, they are harder to enhance to deal for example with the QoS.
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We have also less control over the performance of the approach, since it depends on
the used reasoner. These issues are easier to deal with when state-space planning,
or graph plan based approach is used. On the other side, these do not give us
support to deal with the pre-/post-conditions.
A special and often used method, to compose services, is hierarchical task network planning. It is suitable in domains where the hierarchical decomposition of
the problem can be applied. Due to the diversity of the Web service composition
problem (e.g. if it is QoS aware, or if it considers the pre-/post-condition), there is
no absolute winner considering different planning approaches. Instead of putting
all the approaches into a position of competitors, we should see them as complementing. Which approach should be used depends on the concrete situation.
There also exist approaches combining different methods to exploit the benefits
of each of them (Klusch et al., 2005; Nau et al., 2003). These are showing to be
useful when various aspects of the Web service composition are considered at the
same time.

2.6

Existing approaches overview

The research of Web services composition is one of the hottest topics in the area
of Web services. Tremendous number of research papers had been published, focusing on different aspects of the composition problem. In the last years, the
research tends to focus on issues related to QoS (Alrifai et al., 2009; Bartalos
and Bieliková, 2009c; Berbner et al., 2006; Huang et al., 2009; Jiang et al., 2010;
Lécué and Mehandjiev, 2009; Rosenberg et al., 2009a), pre-/post-conditions (Bartalos and Bieliková, 2009b; Kirci Ozorhan et al., 2010; Klusch et al., 2005; Kona
et al., 2008, 2007), user constraints and preferences (e.g. soft constraints) (Agarwal
and Lamparter, 2005; Gamha et al., 2008; Karakoc and Senkul, 2009; Lin et al.,
2005, 2008), consideration of the user context and complex dependencies between
services (Bertoli et al., 2009; Fujii and Suda, 2009; Mokhtar et al., 2006; Mrissa
et al., 2007; Yu and Reiff-Marganiec, 2009), and the transactional behavior of Web
service compositions (Haddad et al., 2010; Limthanmaphon and Zhang, 2004; Papazoglou and Kratz, 2007; Papazoglou, 2003b; Schmit and Dustdar, 2005). Beside
the benefits of the particular approach, several works deal also with the feasibility
of the composition from performance point of view (Alrifai et al., 2009; Bartalos
and Bieliková, 2009b,c, 2010a,b; Hennig and Balke, 2010; Huang et al., 2009; Jiang
et al., 2010; Kona et al., 2007; Ren et al., 2008; Weise et al., 2008).
In the following we describe several existing approaches to Web service composition in more details. We selected approaches dealing with the basic problems of
the service composition. However it is hard to strictly categorize the approaches,
we divided them into three groups, based on the most important issue they deal
with. First, we mention approaches considering only the I/O types during service
chaining. These can be seen as the simplest from the complexity point of view. On
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the other side, the existing approaches in this category are usually those dealing
also with the QoS attributes and performance issues. Then, approaches considering also other constraints as the I/O compatibility, e.g. the pre-/post-conditions,
are presented. This is finally followed by approaches allowing to define also soft
constraints to the composition goal, or used services.
2.6.1

QoS focusing approaches

In (Huang et al., 2009; Jiang et al., 2010), an approach which took a part at the
Web Services Challenge 2009 21 is presented. In 2009 the challenge focused on
automatic Web service composition considering the QoS (Kona et al., 2009a). The
approach proved to be very efficient and scalable. It realizes preprocessing during
which effective data structures are build. These are used during the user querying
phase to quickly compose a desired composition. The base of the composition is
a planning graph approach, which is speed up by a filtering utilized to reduce the
service space. The pruning removes services i) which have no inputs (thus can not
be executed and used in the composition) and ii) are not optimal from the QoS
point of view.
Another approach to QoS aware automatic Web service composition dealing
with scalability is described in (Alrifai et al., 2009). In opposite to (Bartalos and
Bieliková, 2009c, 2010b) and (Huang et al., 2009; Jiang et al., 2010), this approach
does not deal with the design of the structure of the composite service. As an input
it already takes an abstract service, i.e. the aim is only to select concrete services,
for each used service class, which is the best considering the QoS characteristic.
The previous approach (Huang et al., 2009; Jiang et al., 2010) finds the best
plan for each QoS characteristic separately. This approach uses a utility function
to express the overall quality from the individual quality attribute values. The
calculation of the utility function is based on Simple additive weighting technique.
It involves scaling of the quality attribute values to allow uniform measurement,
independently on the unit and range of the given attribute. Then, weighting
process follows to represent user priorities and preferences. In this context, the
approach deals with the scalability issues. It is based on a heuristic algorithm
decomposing the original optimization problem into sub-problems, which can be
solved more effectively. The decomposition allows to find the best candidate for
each service class separately, i.e. it is not required to check all the possible service
combinations. Before this, only two global parameters, for each attribute, must
be calculated. After this, calculations are performed locally, for each service class.
Based on this, the approach presents good scalability when finding near-to-optimal
solution, according the number of service classes and candidates per class.
Almost all approaches consider two services chainable, if there is a subsumption
relation between the output and input parameters. In (Lécué and Mehandjiev,
21 http://ws-challenge.georgetown.edu/wsc09/index.html
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2009; Lécué et al., 2008) the authors use a notion of a semantic link to denote the
service chain. They define five semantic matching types: i) Exact i.e., |= O ≡ I ii)
PlugIn i.e., |= O v I iii) Subsume i.e., |= O w I iv) Intersection i.e., |= ¬(O u I w
⊥) v) Disjoint i.e., |= O u I w ⊥. The usual subsumption relation, explored by
other approaches, corresponds to PlugIn matching type.
Two services can be directly chained if there is an Exact, or PlugIn matching
type between the I/O. Other approaches do not chain services if there is another
relation. In (Lécué and Mehandjiev, 2009) the services can be chained also in
the case of Subsume and Intersection. In this case, the output does not provide
all information required as input. To define the missing information, Concept
abduction is used (Lécué et al., 2007). It produces a description of the information
which is missing and should be provided. However, the idea of concept abduction
is nice, it is not clear if it is practical to realize it. The authors do not discuss
how the missing information are provided to ensure correct data flow. One option
could be their acquisition from the user. The proposed approach considers during
composition also the QoS. It introduces also a function combining the quality of
the semantic link and non-functional properties to evaluate the overall quality of
the composition. Using a Hill climbing based algorithm, they search for a solution
satisfying the user goal at certain level, i.e. they do not guarantee the optimal
solution.
2.6.2

Approaches exploiting additional meta-data

In (Shin and Lee, 2007) the authors claim that it is not enough to chain services
while considering only their I/O. They state that composite services produced
this way cannot guarantee the required functionality. Their solution is based on
explicit definition of functional semantics of the services. It is done by description
of the Web service functionality with an action-object pair (the action is meant to
be performed over the object). The actions are mapped to concepts in a special
part of an ontology – Domain-action. The objects and I/O of services are mapped
to another part called Domain-data. By this extension of service descriptions, the
authors ensure functionality in compliance with user expectations. We believe that
all of this can be solved by introducing the pre-/post-conditions of services as we
see in several approaches. At least the motivating examples in the paper can be
easily solved by involving this approach. The additional information about service
in a form of action-object annotations can be transformed to simple pre-/postconditions consisting of one predicate. Moreover, we believe that the aspect of
pre-/post-conditions is more expressive.
In (Gamha et al., 2008) the authors present a composition approach handling
so called user constraints. These represent value restriction constraints to input,
output, or local service parameters. To describe the constraints a KIF language is
used. For binding the constraints to service parameters, the authors propose an
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extension of OWL-S. Our suggestion is to use the existing construct of OWL-S for
this purpose, namely process:hasPrecondition and process:hasEffect. We believe
that the expressivity of the user constraints in the approach are similar as in
(Bartalos and Bieliková, 2009b, 2010b; Kona et al., 2008). However, the overall
approach has a differing composition problem definition. It seems that the problem
neglects the design of the composite service structure, i.e. the set of used services
and the control-/data-flow are partially known (similarly as in (Alrifai et al., 2009))
and the related issues are not a part of the problem solving. For each service the
user may define value restrictions over the service parameters. The approach takes
care about satisfying these constraints during Web service execution. Before the
execution, it is checked if the input data hold the constraints to input parameters.
Constraints to output parameters are checked after execution. If these do not
hold, the user is informed about the failure or a backtrack mechanism is realized.
The user may define also multi-service restrictions. Such constraint is checked for
a first services. After it is executed, the value of the constraint is updated and
used for checking the next services. In opposite to (Bartalos and Bieliková, 2009b,
2010b) and (Kona et al., 2008), this approach takes care only about conditions
defined by the user. It does not deal with the pre-/post-conditions of services,
during chaining.
In (Klusch and Gerber, 2006a; Klusch et al., 2005; Renner et al., 2007) a composition tool called OWLS-Xplan is presented. It uses OWL-S Web service descriptions, converted to Planning Domain Description Language – PDDL 2.1 (Fox
and Long, 2003) and an artificial intelligence planner called Xplan to generate a
composition. The service descriptions include also pre-/post-conditions, which are
simple conjunctions of predicates. Xplan extends an action based FastForwardplanner (graph based planning) with HTN planning and a re-planning component.
Xplan consists of several modules for preprocessing and planning. Preprocessing
includes creation of the required data structures, generation of the initial connectivity graph, and goal agenda. The planning consists of two interleaving activities:
the heuristically relaxed graph-plan generation and enforced hill-climbing search.
The heuristics approximate the distance between the current state and the goal
state. This is used to guide the forward search process. The algorithm is a forward
search with the following steps. First, the distance between the starting state and
the goal state is computed. Second, the set of helpful actions is determined. Third,
enforced hill-climbing analyzes all reachable states. If a better state is found, it is
included in the plan and used for next search. The search terminates if the goal
state is reached. If there are several actions with the desired effects, heuristics is
used to select the one which will be used. The resulting heuristic goal distance is
simply a sum of all actions in the relaxed plan (Hoffmann, 2000). OWLS-Xplan
has been applied in an agent based mobile eHealth system for emergency medical
assistance (EMA) planning tasks, called Health-SCALLOPS (Klusch and Gerber,
2006b).
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In (Sirin et al., 2002) a prototype of a semi-automatic composer is presented.
It has two basic components: a composer and an inference engine. The inference
engine stores information about the available services in a knowledge base. It also
provides a way to find matching services. The composer presents a user interface
to the inference engine. The inference engine is an OWL reasoner built on Prolog
and is used to create entailments in the knowledge base. The composer enables
creating the workflow by interacting with the user. User interaction during service
composition is the base also of the approach presented in (Kim and Gil, 2004;
Rozinajova et al., 2009). In (Sirin et al., 2002) the composition starts by selecting
one of the available services. Based on the knowledge about the inputs for this
service, a query is sent to the knowledge base to get a list of services providing the
input data. The user has the possibility to define constraints on the attributes of
a service, to filter the list of offered services and choose the most appropriate one.
The composer presents options for the composition by allowing to choose from
the fitting services. This is based on the information from the service profile. Two
type of matches between the I/O are defined: exact and generic match. The exact
match means that the parameters are restricted to the same OWL class. The
generic match means that the output type of the found service is a subclass of the
input type of the selected service, i.e. the same as the Exact, and PlugIn relations
introduced before. In the list of matching services, the services with exact match
are placed at the top.
The presented prototype is one of the earliest implementation of a Web service
composer. Its main disadvantage is the level of automation of the composition.
In (Sirin et al., 2004) the authors propose an approach using artificial intelligence
planning to automate the Web service construction process. They use a system
called SHOP2 (Nau et al., 2003) based on hierarchical task networks.
SHOP2 automatically composes Web service described in OWL-S. OWL-S does
not have control constructs to flexibly describe abstract processes. In (Sirin et al.,
2005) an extension of OWL-S is presented to handle this problem. The extension includes a definition of a new process type, the AbstractProcess. It defines
functional requirements such as input and output types. Unlike AtomicProcess
in OWL-S, AbstractProcess is not connected to any specific Profile or Grounding
description. In contrast to SimpleProcess, AbstractProcess does not link to any
existing processes.
Composite processes can be directly translated to hierarchical task network
methods and atomic processes are modelled as operators. By encoding the OWLS processes and the Web service composition problem using SHOP2’s elements,
we can use hierarchical task network planning technique, offered by SHOP2, to
compose services. The planning algorithm starts with one or more tasks. These
tasks are matched with methods. These are decomposed until each of them is
decomposed to an operator. The resulting plan is a sequence of operators which
can be executed.
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In the approach proposed in (Kona et al., 2007), the USDL language is used to
specify the formal semantics of services (Kona et al., 2009b). This OWL based language uses WordNet as a common base for understanding the meaning of services.
In (Kona et al., 2008) the authors extend the notion of composition presented in
(Kona et al., 2007) to handle non-sequential conditional composition. The pre/post-conditions are expressed as atomic statements combined with conjunction,
disjunction, and negation. The approach focuses also to other important features
of a composition system. One of them is the ability of incremental updates. In
dynamic world the Web service set, used during the composition, is changing in
time. Services are added/removed. The composition system should react to these
changes quickly. This usually cannot be achieved if the change requires a complete
reconstruction of the internal service repository. It is desired to handle the change
by adding new data to the repository, affecting only a local part of it.
2.6.3

Approaches considering user preferences

In (Lin et al., 2005) the user may define his preferences over generic and also domain specific service quality criteria. The preferences are formalized as fuzzy sets.
Using fuzzy expressions, the user may define also trade-offs among the criteria.
The overall user preference can be seen as a disjunction of conjunctions of preferences over a quality attribute, i.e. a disjunctive normal form over atomic fuzzy
expressions. The atomic expression is expressed as a fuzzy set. The user may select
one from five predefined sets expressing satisfaction from poor to extreme. The
composition algorithm is based on Depth-first Branch and Bound Method methods. Instead of looking for a best solution (highest satisfaction degree), it finds a
good enough solution, while saving much composition time. The user may define a
minimal satisfaction degree, which must be fulfilled by the found composition. To
reduce useless search, the authors propose a simple uncritical consistency checking
algorithm. However, from the experiments realized by authors, it is shown that
if looking for a first acceptable solution, when the minimal satisfaction degree is
high, the algorithm without consistency checking is much better in most cases.
Similarly to (Lin et al., 2005), the authors of (Agarwal and Lamparter, 2005)
also deal with fuzzyfication of user constraints over QoS attributes. In this approach the user may define his preferences using fuzzy IF-THEN rules. The fuzzy
rule expresses which combination of attribute values is the user willing to accept
at which satisfaction degree. The user may combine atomic preferences, expressed
as fuzzy sets, using fuzzy conjunction, disjunction, and negation. The user should
define at most as many rules as many degrees of satisfaction he wants to differentiate. In opposite to (Lin et al., 2005), the aim of this approach is to rank the
solutions fulfilling the user goal, based on the satisfaction degree. For each composition, based on the calculated aggregated quality attributes, it calculates the
degrees of fulfillment of the rules (i.e. the rule is interpreted and the results are
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aggregated as usual in IF-THEN rule based fuzzy optimization). At this point,
we get a fuzzy representation of the result. After this, deffuzyfication is applied,
to get a number representing the overall satisfaction degree. This degree determines the position of the particular composition in the ranking. In opposite to
(Lin et al., 2005), the authors of (Agarwal and Lamparter, 2005) do not deal with
performance issues of their approach. Hence, the practical applicability, due to
performance and scalability issues, is unknown. From the user perspective, the
approaches offer similar opportunities. However, the approach from (Agarwal and
Lamparter, 2005) performs more complex calculations to determine the satisfaction degree. The approach in (Agarwal and Lamparter, 2005) does only a part of
these. It is questionable if the more complex approach brings more appropriate
results. Our opinion is that, from practical usability point of view, the simpler
approach is sufficient and more applicable.
In (Lin et al., 2008) the authors present a hierarchical task network based
automatic Web service composition approach satisfying user preferences. It does
not try to satisfy them necessarily in absolute manner. If it is not possible, it looks
for a composition satisfying the user preferences as much as possible. The user may
express constraints over the states and the state trajectory corresponding to the
plan, using a special preference language. It allows to define basic and temporal
preferences. The basic preference is a first order logic formula. The temporal
preferences define additional restrictions over basic preferences. Let denote the
basic preference as BP. Using a temporal preference, the user may express that:
i) BP must hold in each state, ii) BP must hold in some state, iii) BP must hold at
most once, iv) BP must hold in the final state, v) BP must hold after some state,
or vi) BP must hold before some state. The work mainly describes how these
kind of preferences augment service composition and how they are mapped into a
planning language for HTN. They also present a Best-first search based planning
algorithm showing to be useful during experiments realized by the authors.
In (Karakoc and Senkul, 2009) the authors present a composition framework
allowing to model and schedule composite Web services under user constraints. In
this case, the composition starts with a manual modelling of the abstract workflow, using a graphical interface. The abstract workflow includes abstract services
depicting template of the service which must be used at this point. After this,
the framework finds concrete services to create a composite service fulfilling the
user constraints. The user may define value restriction constraints with IF-THEN
rules. Moreover, dependencies between services may be defined. First, the dependency may depict that if service S1 executes, S2 must execute as well. The
second kind of dependency may state that if abstract service AS1 is done by S1 ,
the same/different service must be used to do the abstract service AS2 . To satisfy
the constraints, the approach uses an external tool Choco. It is a Java library for
constraint satisfaction problems. The experiments realized by authors show good
scalability of the approach regarding i) the number of candidate services, ii) the
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flow complexity - number of AND, OR, XOR, sequence, and iteration blocks, and
iii) the number of variables and constraints.
In (Li et al., 2008) an approach to personalized Web service composition is
presented. It considers hard and also soft constraints during composition. The
hard constraints are value restriction statements. The soft constraints express
the user preferences. To order the compositions based on the user satisfaction,
the Pareto dominance principle is applied. Composition C1 pareto dominates
composition C2, iff there is an atomic preference satisfied more by C1 than C2
and there is no atomic preference satisfied more by C2. A composition is said to
be pareto dominant, iff there is no other composition pareto dominating it. The
principle is implemented introducing a relaxation degree of the composition. It
expresses the level of satisfaction. The proposed algorithm finds the composition
with the minimal relaxation degree and thus with the highest satisfaction degree.
It is proved in the paper that such a composition is pareto dominant.

2.7

Summary

Tab. 2 summarizes selected characteristics of the presented approaches. We depict
if the approach deals with the design of the control-/data-flow, if it considers
additional information about the Web services beside the I/O, if it is QoS-driven,
and if it calculates a uniform representative of the QoS attribute values. We also
show if the approach aims to find an optimal solution from the QoS point of view,
if performance evaluation is presented, and if it deals with the dynamic changes in
the service environment.
From the semantic compatibility at the I/O level point of view, the approaches
evaluate the semantic relation between the concepts associated with the I/O. Most
of the approaches consider the exact match and the plug-in relation. A few approaches look also for other relations such as the subsumption, intersection, and
disjoint relations. The problem is that these are not sufficient to get the desired
results. Additional data must be provided to absolutely satisfy the demands. The
identification of the missing data is done by concept abduction. Nevertheless, the
provision of the data is a complication, which must be solved to make the approach
applicable.
The semantics of services is crucial to make the automatic composition feasible
and to get meaningful results. There is a consensus that the semantics is necessary.
However, it is not decided yet that what level of semantics is sufficient. It has
already been shown that taking into account only the semantics of the I/O is
not enough. Since the aim of semantics is to capture the behavior of services,
more complex information is required. It seems that for most services and a lot
of practical composition scenarios, good results can be achieved when also pre/post-conditions are used to express the functionality of the services. The suitable
formalism to describe these conditions is a predicate logic. However the pre-/post- 41 -
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Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes (also HTN)
HTN
Yes
No
No
HTN
No
HTN

Control-/dataflow design

No
No
No
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes

Functional
info extension

Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
No
No
No

QoS

No
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
No
No
No

Uniform QoS
calculation

Yes
No
No
–
–
–
–
–
Yes
Yes
–
–
–

Optimal
plan

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes

Performance
evaluation

No
No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
No
No
No
No
No

Dynamic
updates

Table 2: Overview of selected properties of composition approaches

(Huang et al., 2009; Jiang et al., 2010)
(Alrifai et al., 2009)
(Lécué and Mehandjiev, 2009)
(Shin and Lee, 2007)
(Gamha et al., 2008)
(Klusch et al., 2005)
(Sirin et al., 2004)
(Kona et al., 2008, 2007)
(Lin et al., 2005)
(Agarwal and Lamparter, 2005)
(Lin et al., 2008)
(Karakoc and Senkul, 2009)
(Li et al., 2008)
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conditions aware composition achieves much better results, the consideration of
the conditions involves more complicated processing. Despite of this, handling the
conditions is feasible and required in practical scenarios.
Beyond the functional properties of services, also the non-functional properties
are necessary to deal with. The QoS-driven service composition has a lot of attention. Additionally to the functional requirements, the user may specify also some
constraints and preferences regarding the non-functional properties. From the nonfunctional properties, usually the approaches consider the technical QoS such as
response time, availability, throughput. The user may define hard and also soft
constraints over multiple properties. Moreover, the requirements do not have to be
defined absolutely precisely. Fuzzy approaches are exploited to allow more vague
definition of the user demands. This is very important from the user point of view.
To express the requirements in a more vague form is more convenient and feasible.
The approaches dealing with satisfaction of the non-functional requirements can
be usually generalized to any attributes, which can be expressed in a numerical
form. They are not delimited to the technical QoS. In total, these approaches
are basically used to optimize the composition. In general, multiple compositions
satisfy the functional requirements. Consideration of the non-functional properties allows to select the best, or the near-to-optimal solution. The QoS-driven
service composition showed to be important and several approaches show that the
additional requirements can be effectively handled.
The overall composition process, including the processing of semantics and
consideration of the QoS with optimization, involves a lot of computations to do.
Several issues require calculations which rise exponentially regarding certain parameters. This makes the process NP-hard. Moreover, as the Web grows, also
the number of available services rises. There are several public service repositories consisting of thousands, or even ten thousands of services and their count
is rising. Due to this, several approaches care about the performance and scalability. Currently, the approaches achieve good experimental results even when
considering repositories consisting of thousand up to hundred thousand services.
This is mainly true for the QoS-driven approaches, which do not deal with the
pre-/post-conditions. Only a few attention is devoted to the effectiveness of the
pre-/post-condition aware composition.
The work is oriented only to the evaluation of the pure composition process.
However, in reality, the overall utilization of a composition includes latency caused
by tasks such as communication between the user and the composition system,
parsing the user query, transformation of the result into a required form. In
this context, it is also important to consider a processing of multiple composition queries, which may arrive in a short period of time, independently on each
other.
Since the Web in general and also the service change over time, the Web service
composition system must adapt to the evolution of the environment it operates
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in. Most of the composition approaches base on different data structures storing
information about the service set. The change of these is required as the service
environment evolves. Due to this, the data structures should be designed in such
a way that they can be easily updated. The most of the approaches do not deal
with this problem. There are only a few works addressing this problem. Although,
no detailed evaluation of the effect of the changes to the overall composition time
is presented.
As it is true and natural for any young branch of research, also the area of
Web services composition is currently bringing solutions for more or less isolated
problems. To draw the whole picture and make a practical utilization of service
composition a reality, several other problems and their dependencies must be addressed. Some important problems relate to one of the most essential part of the
whole idea, which is the semantics. The approaches in general assume that all the
required semantics is available, correctly defined in a desired form. It is known
that to make the idea of the Semantic Web and the semantic Web services a really
working and beneficial implementation, the semantic methods must provide much
higher precision in recognition of the semantics made by distinct parties. The creation of ontologies, semantic annotation, and maintenance of the semantics must
be supported by tools and methodologies must be developed to make the whole
idea practically manageable.
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However the base of the semantic Web service composition problem is easy to explain, there are a lot of details making the overall problem different. Even small
differences in the problem definition make its complexity significantly different
(Agarwal et al., 2008). Thus, vague definition is insufficient. Due to this, the
following section deals with the formalization of the semantic Web service composition problem. This helps to clearly and unambiguously state what problem we
are solving. Since it is general, it can be adopted also by others. If required, it can
be extended to suit further requirements. To show these possibilities, we present
some extensions of the formalization depicting the problem solved by us.

3.1

Preliminaries

Ontology in our work is seen as a conceptual model of a reality. It provides a
vocabulary of terms used to describe different aspects of Web services and user
goals. If some artifact is annotated by an ontological element, it is expected that
diverse systems understand its meaning the same way. To make the definition of
the ontology precise, different formal systems can be used. The most appropriate is
a usage of the description logic (Baader et al., 2003). Description logic is a family
of formal systems, differing in the allowed set of operators affecting the expressivity
level and the complexity of the reasoning. The conceptualization defined by the
description logic can be expressed also using a first order logic (Baader et al.,
2003).
In our case, the ontology is defined by a set of concepts (called also classes) and
relationships between them (called also properties). The world consists of elements.
These are real objects (e.g. some credit card) appearing in the given domain with
data attributes (e.g. credit card number) and states of these objects (e.g. the
credit card is charged). Concept is a collection of elements sharing something in
common. For example a concept Credit card is a collection of all credit cards.
Concept Charged object is a collection of all objects which have been charged (not
necessarily a credit card). An element may belong to several concepts, e.g. if
some credit card is charged, it belongs to both Credit card and Charged object
concepts. The elements may have characteristics seen as data attributes, e.g. the
credit card has a number. This is depicted as a property hasNumber of the Credit
card. It defines a relationship between the Credit card and the Credit card number
concepts.
To express the meaning of different aspects of Web services, or user goals, we
bind them to the ontology. For example, a Web service charging a credit card is
bound to concepts Credit card and Charged object. The same is true for a user
goal that the user wants to charge his credit card.
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Definition 1 (Ontology): Ontology O conceptualizing the world consisting of a
set of elements E is a 3-tuple < C, S, P >.
C is a set of unary predicates over E, depicting concepts, i.e. each c ∈ C
depicts one concept. The fact that an element e ∈ E belongs to the concept c is
denoted by the existence of c(e), c ∈ C.
S is a set of binary predicates over C, depicting a subsumption relationship
between two concepts, i.e. if c1 , c2 ∈ C, s = (c1 , c2 ) ∈ S then c1 subsumes c2 ,
denoted as c1 v c2 .
P is a set of binary predicates over E, used to depict properties, i.e. each p ∈ P
depicts one property. The fact that there is a property p of an element e1 ∈ E,
ranging in an element e2 ∈ E, is denoted as p(e1 , e2 ), p ∈ P .
A simple ontology, presented also in Fig. 11, from a credit card domain may
look like:
C = {P aymentcard, Creditcard, Cardnumber, Chargedobject, Chargedamount,
Stolenobject, Activeobject, Expirationdate, Expiredobject, T ransactiondetail,
T ransactionstatus, Currency}
S = {Creditcard v P aymentcard}
P = {chargedT o ⊆ T ransactiondetail × Chargedamount,
isInCurrency ⊆ T ransactiondetail × Currency,
hasStatus ⊆ T ransactiondetail × T ransactionstatus,
hasN umber ⊆ P aymentcard × Cardnumber,
expiresAt ⊆ P aymentcard × Expirationdate,
realizedBy ⊆ T ransactiondetail × P aymentcard}

Credit card
realizedBy
Transaction
detail
hasStatus
Transaction
status

Payment
card
hasNumber
chargedTo

Expired
object

expiresAt
Expiration
date
Card
number

Charged
amount

Stolen
object

Active
object

isInCurrency
Charged
object

Currency

Figure 11: Conceptualization of the credit card domain.
The set C is a collection of terms of the conceptualized domain. The subsumption relation between these is meant to be reflexive, i.e. ∀c ∈ C, c v c and
transitive, i.e. if c1 v c2 ∧ c2 v c3 , then c1 v c3 . The subsumption is used
to express the generalization/specialization relationship. The concept subsuming
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another one is a more specific term. The properties explicitly defined for some
concept are meant to also be properties of all its subsuming concepts, i.e. if it is
explicitly stated that R ⊆ c1 × c3 and c2 v c1 , then R is implicitly also a property
of c2 , R ⊆ c2 × c3 . When introducing a property, it is important to be aware of
the meaning of the order of the predicate arguments. The property is meant to
hold for the first argument. The second is seen as a range of the property.
Definition 2 (Structural statement): Structural statement over ontology
S
O =< C, S, P > is any formula created as a composition of predicates from C P ,
or other structural statements, using logical operators ∧, ∨, ¬, considering closed
world assumption.
Instead of putting concrete elements to the predicate arguments, we use bound
variables, representing some elements, according to the ontology, i.e. the variables
are related to each other according to the properties defined in the ontology. As
expected, the conjunction depicts that each of the conjuncts holds. The disjunction
expresses that some of the conjuncts hold. The negation is used to state that
something does not hold.
Structural statement can be seen as a semantic model of certain reality in the
world, focusing on its structure. We use it to depict the structure of a user goal,
or I/O and pre-/post-conditions of Web services. Note that from description point
of view, there is no significant difference between these.
An example structural statement is: Creditcard(card)∧expiresAt(card, date)∧
Expirationdate(date) ∧ hasN umber(card, number) ∧ Cardnumber(number). The
card variable represents a credit card with expiration date date and its number is number. Another example is: Creditcard(card) ∧ ¬Activeobject(card) ∧
(Stolenobject(card) ∨ Expiredobject(card)). Here, the card represents an inactive
credit card which was stolen, or had expired.
The structural statement proposes what holds for the elements which can replace the variables appearing in it. Using disjunction we define alternatives. The
conjunction is used to express multiple facts about elements and their relationship,
e.g. an element belongs to multiple concepts, or has defined several properties.
In the next we introduce value restrictions to the variables appearing in structural statements. The value restriction is expressed using value restriction statement defined as follows.
Definition 3 (Atomic value restriction statement): Let denote O as a set
of operators. Any expression composed from variables, constants, and operators
from O, which can be evaluated as true or false after the variables are valued, is
an Atomic value restriction statement over set O.
An example set of operators is O = {<, >, ==}, which can create atomic value
restriction statements depicting (in)equality such as i) a < b, or ii) a == b, which
are evaluated as true if the value of a is i) less, ii) the same as the value of b.
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Definition 4 (Value restriction statement): Any statement composing atomic
value restriction statements over set O using logical operators ∧, ∨, ¬ is a Value
restriction statement over set O.
Let denote the evaluation of the value restriction statement V al as υ(V al), i.e.
υ(V al) → {true, f alse}. The value restriction statement V al is satisfied υ(V al) =
true, iff the variables are valued in such a way that the resulting statement is
true. The variables appearing in the value restriction statements correspond to
the variables from structural statements, or present local variables.
Definition 5 (Condition): Condition C is a 2-tuple C =< Str, V al >. Str
is a structural statement depicting the structure of the condition. V al is a value
restriction statement over variables appearing in Str.
The structural statements and value restrictions are interconnected through
variables appearing in them. The variables in value restrictions are necessarily
mapped to data fragments described at syntactic level, i.e. the possible values of
the variables must suit the defined data type. The fact that variable v belongs to
concept C and its data type is dataT ype is denoted as C(v) → dataT ype.
An example condition C =< Str, V al > is defined as Str:
T ransactiondetail(transaction) ∧ chargedT o(transaction, amount) ∧
Chargedamount(amount) ∧ isInCurrency(transaction, currency) ∧
Currency(currency)∧hasStatus(transaction, status)∧T ransactionstatus(status)
∧ realizedBy(transaction, card) ∧ Creditcard(card) ∧ hasN umber(card, number)
∧ Cardnumber(number) ∧ expiresAt(card, date) ∧ Expirationdate(date)
and V al:
amount = 400.0 ∧ status = approved ∧ date = 2012-09-02T16:24:19.544+02:00 ∧
number = 5588320123456789 ∧ currency = EU R. The condition depicts that an
active credit card with number 5588320123456789 and expiration date September
2012 is successfully charged to amount 400.0 e.
Fig. 12 depicts the correspondence between the syntactic and semantic description level of Web services in the context of our example condition. Fig. 12-a) shows
the ontology prescribing the possible predicates usable in the structural statements.
Fig. 12-b) presents the XML schema corresponding to the syntactic level defining
the data types of variables appearing in the structural statements. Fig. 12-c) depicts the fragment of the SOAP message with concrete data values. Considering
for example the amount of money to which the credit card is charged, we see that
at the semantic level it is described by concept Charged amount. The data type
used to represent it is xsd:double. The value restrictions must be defined according
to this data type, e.g. 400.0.
Definition 6 (Service): Service S is a 4-tuple S =< I, O, P re, P ost >. I/O is
a list of inputs/outputs, i.e. variables ground to concepts in the ontology and bound
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b)
<complexType name="TransactionDetail">
<sequence>
<element name="realizedBy" type="impl:PaymentCard"/>
<element name="chargedTo" type="xsd:double"/>
<element name="hasStatus" type="xsd:string"/>
c)
<element name="isInCurrency" type="xsd:string"/>
<transaction>
</sequence>
<realizedBy>
</complexType>
<complexType name="PaymentCard">
<hasNumber>5588320123456789<hasNumber/>
<sequence>
<expiresAt>2012-09-02T16:24:19.544+02:00<expiresAt/>
<element name="hasNumber" type="xsd:string"/>
<realizedBy/>
<element name="expiresAt" type="xsd:dateTime"/>
<chargedTo>400.0<chargedTo/>
</sequence>
<hasStatus>approved<hasStatus/>
</complexType>
<isInCurrency>EUR<isInCurrency/>
</transaction>
<complexType name="CreditCard">
<complexContent>
<extension base="impl:PaymentCard">
</extension>
</complexContent>
</complexType>

Figure 12: Correspondence between syntactic and semantic service description.
to data fragments described at syntactic level. P re is a condition which must hold
before service execution. P ost is a condition which holds after service execution.
Services are the elements of service repository R.
Definition 7 (Repository of Services): Repository R is a set of available services. These can be used in the service composition.
Consider a simplified service charging a credit card to a defined amount:
I: card, amount such that Creditcard(card) → type : CreditCard and
Chargedamount(amount) → type : double
O: transDetail such that
T ransactiondetail(transDetail) → type : T ransactionDetail
Pre: Creditcard(card) ∧ hasN umber(card, number) ∧ Activeobject(card) ∧
Chargedamount(amount)
Post: T ransactiondetail(transaction) ∧ hasStatus(transaction, status) ∧
T ransactionStatus(status) ∧ realizedBy(transaction, card)
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∧ [(Chargedobject(card) ∧ chargedT o(transaction, chargedAmount) ∧
Chargedamount(chargedAmount)) ∨ ¬Chargedobject(card)] and
(status = Approved ∧ chargedAmount = amount) ∨ status = Declined
The pre-condition prescribes what is necessarily to hold before the Web service
can be executed. It is an additional requirement to the inputs and their values.
If these are not met, the execution cannot take place, or will result incorrectly.
The post-condition prescribes what holds after the service execution. It is a true
statement which does not have to be checked. Taking our example, after the service
is executed, it holds that the transaction was approved and the credit card was
charged to a given amount, or the transaction was declined and the credit card
was not charged.
Definition 8 (Query): Query Q is a 3-tuple Q =< I 0 , O0 , C 0 >. I 0 is a list of
provided inputs. O0 is a list of required outputs. Both I 0 and O0 consists of variables
ground to the concepts in the ontology. C 0 is a condition which is required to hold
after execution of the service composition.
Definition 9 (Service composition): Service composition is a directed acyclic
graph G = (V, E) prescribing the control-/data-flow of execution of services used in
the composition. The nodes represent those services from the repository, which are
meant to be executed, i.e. ∀S ∈ V : S ∈ R. The edges depict the control-/data-flow.
If service Ssucc should be executed directly after execution of Sanc , or Ssucc takes as
inputs the outputs of Sanc , there is an edge e ∈ E such that e = (Sanc , Ssucc ), i.e.
Sanc is chained with Ssucc . Any service from E could be used at most once in the
composition. Based on the complexity level of the service composition, additional
requirements are applied.
Definition 10 (Final services): Set of final services F S is a subset of all services in the service composition G = (V, E), which do not have a successor, i.e.
F S ⊆ V such that ∀S ∈ F S : @Ssucc ∈ V, ∃e = (S, Ssucc ) ∈ E.

3.2

Basic problem

Web service composition can be stated as a problem of different complexities. The
complexity is affected by several issues. It depends on the options offered to the
user when expressing his goal and the overall objectives of the composition. These
issues impose new requirements to the composition method and requires different
information about the services, or the ontology. At the basic level, the composition
focuses on the core essences of the user goal and Web services. These are the data
and states described by conditions.
The basic step during Web service composition is to decide if the service execution might result in data and effects required by the successor services, or in the
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user goal. The decision is made by checking the data and condition compatibility.
From the data perspective, we examine semantic type restriction, i.e. if the service
output data suit the required semantic type. To check condition compatibility,
we need to verify condition restrictions, i.e. check if the service post-condition
describes a state which is required to hold.
In the next we formalize the problem of data and condition compatibility.
Examples will be used from the domain of traveling. A simple conceptualization
of the domain is presented in Fig. 13. To keep the visualization of the ontology
simple, some details are not depicted.
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Figure 13: Conceptualization of the traveling domain.

3.2.1

Data compatibility

At the simplest level, the semantics of the services and the user goal are expressed
only by binding them to concepts defined in the ontology. No pre-/post-conditions,
or goal condition are considered. In this case it is also enough to have a low
level ontology defining only a set of domain terms. It is not required to propose
properties of concepts. We define only a set of concepts. By binding them to the
I/O of services, we define their meaning. Even the subsumption relations are not
necessary to define. This means that the ontology is defined as O =< C, S, P >,
where S = ∅, P = ∅. For a service S =< I, O, P re, P ost >, both P re and P ost
are empty. Analogically, the user goal is defined as a list of concepts related to
provided inputs and required outputs, i.e. Q =< I 0 , O0 , C 0 > where C 0 = ∅. An
example goal is: The user wants a flight reservation. Here, the user expresses that
as a result he expects data which are of F light semantic type.
Definition 11 (Type restriction aware service composition): Service composition G = (V, E), for a user goal depicted by query Q =< I 0 , O0 , C 0 >, C 0 = ∅,
satisfies type restrictions if the following holds:
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1. Each service S =< I, O, P re, P ost >, P re = ∅, P ost = ∅, S ∈ V , in the service composition must have provided each input i ∈ I. The input is provided
in the query, or as an output of ancestor service Sanc =< Ianc , Oanc , P reanc ,
P ostanc >, P reanc = ∅, P ostanc = ∅. Each input i must subsume its provider
S
ip. ∀S ∈ V, ∀i ∈ I, ∃Sanc ∈ V, ∃ip ∈ Oanc I 0 such that ip v i.
2. Each required output from O0 is provided by some service S ∈ V , i.e. ∀o0 ∈
O0 , ∃S, ∃o ∈ O where o v o0 .
3.2.2

Condition compatibility

The pre-/post-condition aware service composition brings the option to describe
a state the user wants to achieve. An example goal is defined as: The user wants
to book a flight. In this case, the user goal is described as a condition which is
required to hold. The aim of the composition is to design a composite service
having a post-condition implicating the goal condition. The conditions in general
prescribe several alternatives from which some holds after the service execution.
Consider two conditions C1 , C2 for which we evaluate the implication, i.e. if C1
implicates C2 . The condition C2 may implicate i) none of the alternatives of C1 ,
ii) some of the alternatives of C1 , or iii) each alternative of C1 . In the first case we
are sure that the execution of C1 cannot result in a state suiting C2 . The second
case is a situation when the execution may result in a state suiting C2 . In the
third situation, we are sure that the execution will result in a suitable state. In
the next, we formalize these statements.
Definition 12 (Weak condition implication): Let denote the set of subformulae representing the respective conjunctions of the formula F , transformed
to DNF, as FDN F . Condition C1 =< Str1, V al1 > weakly implicates condition
C2 =< Str2, V al2 >, iff the following holds:
1. There is a conjunction str1 ∈ Str1DN F and conjunction str2 ∈ Str2DN F
for which we can find a unique, one-to-one mapping between variables in str2
d implying str2 as a
to variables in str1 such that we can get a formula str1
result of i) substituting the variables in str1 based on the mapping with the
variables in str2 and ii) substituting the unary predicates in str1 to predicates subsumed by them, i.e.: ∃str1 ∈ Str1DN F , ∃str2 ∈ Str2DN F such that
d |= str1
d ⇒ str2.
∃str1,
2. The value restriction of C2 is not violated by the value restriction of C1, i.e.
the mapped variables in V al1 and V al2 can be valued to the same values in
such a way that if υ(V al1) = true then also υ(V al2) = true.
Definition 13 (Strong condition implication): There is a strong implication
between conditions C1 =< Str1, V al1 > and C2 =< Str2, V al2 >, iff the following holds:
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1. Point 1.) from definition 12 holds for each str1 ∈ Str1DN F , i.e. ∀str1 ∈
d |= str1
d ⇒ str2.
Str1DN F , ∃str2 ∈ Str2DN F such that ∃str1,
2. Point 2.) from definition 12 holds for any valuation of variables in V al1 and
V al2.
Condition C1 implicates condition C2 if there is a weak, or strong implication
between them. The fact that C1 implicates C2 is denoted as C1 V C2.
Consider condition C1 and C2, where C1 =< Str1, V al1 > is defined as
Str1 = DomesticF light(domesticF light) ∧ Bookedobject(domesticF light)
∧ [(includesInsurance(domesticF light, insurance) ∧ Insurance(insurance)) ∨
(hasP rice(domesticF light, price) ∧ P rice(price))] and the value restriction statement is V al1 = (price < 300 e). C2 =< Str2, V al2 > is defined as Str2 =
F light(f light)∧Bookedobject(f light)∧includesInsurance(f light, insurance) and
there is no value restriction.
According to the definitions, there is a weak condition implication between
C1 and C2, but no strong condition implication. The weak condition implication
is satisfied because considering a conjunction DomesticF light(domesticF light) ∧
Bookedobject(domesticF light)∧includesInsurance(domesticF light, insurance)∧
Insurance(insurance) from Str1, in which if we map the variables domesticF light,
insurance from C1 to f light, insurance from C2 and substitute DomesticF light()
with F light(), we get a conjunction implying Str2, which is the only one conjunction. Thus, point 1.) of definition 12 holds. Since C2 has no value restriction,
point 2.) of definition 12 holds too.
Since Str1 has also another conjunction, for which point 1.) from definition 12
cannot be satisfied, i.e. point 1.) is not satisfied considering all conjunctions, there
is no strong implication. If the hasP rice(domesticF light, price) ∧ P rice(price) is
missing in Str1, there would be also a strong implication.
Consider condition C1 as defined before and condition C2 having the same
structural statement as C1, i.e. C2 =< Str1, V al2 > and V al2 = (price2 < 250 e)
(suppose that instead of variable price, we have price2 in C2). There is a weak
and also a strong implication between these conditions. It is clear that point 1.) is
satisfied. Since the value restriction of C2 is not violated by the value restriction
of C1, point 2.) holds as well. This is because any value of price2 for which
υ(V al2) = true, makes also υ(V al1) = true.
Definition 14 (Condition restriction aware service composition): Let denote the set of final services of the composition as F S = {S1 , . . . , Sn }. Let F Str
be a structural statement created as a conjunction of all structural statements of
the final services, i.e. F Str = Str1 ∧ . . . ∧ Strn . Analogically, let F V al be a value
restriction statement created as a conjunction of the value restriction statements
of all final services, i.e. F V al = V al1 ∧ . . . ∧ V aln . The resulting condition of
the composition is F C =< F Str, F V al >. Service composition G = (V, E), for a
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user goal depicted by query Q =< I 0 , O0 , C 0 >, satisfies condition restrictions iff
the following holds:
1. For each pair of services Sanc =< Ianc , Oanc , P reanc , P ostanc >, Ssucc =<
Isucc , Osucc , P resucc , P ostsucc > which are chained, it must hold that the
postcondition of the ancestor service implicates the precondition of the successor service, i.e. ∀e = (Sanc , Ssucc ) ∈ E, P ostanc V P resucc .
2. F C is implicated by C 0 , i.e. F C V C 0 .
Based on the set of operators used in the value restriction statements, the
process of evaluating the value restrictions is of different complexity. The simplest
case is when variables are restricted to constant numeric, or string values. Here, we
have to check if the mapped variables from the considered conditions are valued to
the same value. More complex evaluation is required if we use inequality operators
6=, >, <, ≥, ≤, and if we use a variable in the value restriction defined based on
other variables, e.g. price = f lightprice + hotelprice.
3.2.2.1 Exact value restriction. When exact value restrictions are used, the
typed variables may be bound only to concrete values. An example goal is: The
user wants to book a flight to Los Angeles. In this goal the variable representing the flight destination is set to value Los Angeles, i.e. the user goal condition
C 0 =< Str0 , V al0 > is defined as Str0 = F light(f light) ∧ Bookedobject(f light) ∧
hasDestination(f light, destination)∧Destination(destination) and the value restriction statement is V al0 = (destination = LosAngeles).
3.2.2.2 General value restriction. In the case of general value restrictions,
the variables may be restricted using inequality operator and it is possible to define a new local variable. The user goal is for example defined as: The user wants
to book a flight to Los Angeles and a hotel for overall price at most 500 e. The
user goal condition C 0 =< Str0 , V al0 > is defined as Str0 = F light(f light) ∧
Bookedobject(f light) ∧ Destination(destination) ∧
hasDestination(f light, destination) ∧ P rice(f lightprice) ∧
hasP rice(f light, f lightprice) ∧ Hotel(hotel) ∧ Bookedobject(hotel) ∧
hasP rice(hotel, hotelprice)∧P rice(hotelprice)∧isInCurrency(f lightprice, euro)
∧isInCurrency(hotelprice, euro)∧Currency(euro). The value restriction is V al0 =
(destination = LosAngeles∧price < 500∧euro = EU R), where the variable price
is defined as price = f lightprice + hotelprice.

3.3

Data Adaptation

Web service chaining is one of the basic steps during the composition. A usual
assumption, required to chain services, is that one service produces exactly the data
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required by another service. In some cases, it is useful to extend the possibility
when two services are compatible and thus, can be chained.
Consider services depicted in Fig. 14. Service S1 computes a radiation spread
simulation based on a defined scenario and region. The output consists of a 3D grid
model containing the radiation dose rates and a list of risky areas endangered by
the radiation. Service S2 computes the radiation deposition on the ground, based
on the dose rates from the 3D model. Service S3 creates the safety precautions
for a given region and risk type.
S1
O:Model
public class Model {
Radiation hasRadiation;
java.util.List<RiskyArea> hasRiskyAreas;
}

I:Radiation

I:RiskyArea

S2

S3

public class Radiation {
double hasLevel;
String substance;
}

public class RiskyArea {
String hasID;
String riskType;
}

Figure 14: Web service examples.
As we can see from the simplified implementation examples of the I/O parameters, there is no exact match between services S1 and S2, S3. However, there
would be a meaningful need to chain them. The problem is that S2 expects as
input only a part of the output of S1. This is true also for S3. Moreover, S3
expects only one item from the list of risky areas produced by S1.
The introduced problem can be solved by data adaptation, performed to adjust
the output data of ancestor services into a required form. The data adjustment is
done by performing data adaptation operations during the execution. The possible
operations are: decomposition, listing, composition, and list arrangement. The
consideration of data adaptation requires precise semantic annotations. Beside
this, the concept and condition compatibility rules must be enhanced.
In the following we deal with service chaining considering also the possibility
of data adaptation. It is applied when the data cannot be used directly, but the
adaptation makes them usable. We present rules which must be followed to decide
whether the chaining is possible. The evaluation is done according to the data
and also the pre-/post-conditions. Our statements are formalized also using the
description logic, which is more straightforward than predicate logic to depict the
structure of data at semantic level.
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From the point of view of Web service chaining considering data adaptation,
it is important to correctly express the cardinals of the properties of ontological
concepts at the semantic level. This is important because from this we know
which attributes are mandatory to be filled in the inputs, or outputs of services.
If the attribute is mandatory, we define a cardinality restriction (on the property corresponding to this attribute) to 1. If the attribute represents a collection (list, array) we annotate it with a concept C defined as C v rdf:List and
C ≡ ∀rdf:first.Cel u ∀rdf:rest.C. The element of the collection corresponds to the
ontological concept Cel .
Suppose that at the semantic level, the output of S1 is defined by a concept
M odel ≡ ∃hasRadiation.Radiation u ≥ 1hasRadiation u ≤ 1hasRadiation u
hasRiskyAreas.RiskyAreas u ≥ 1hasRiskyAreas u ≤ 1hasRiskyAreas. The
RiskyAreas element is defined as a list RiskyAreas v rdf:List and RiskyAreas ≡
∀rdf:first.RiskyArea u ∀rdf:rest.RiskyAreas.
The post-condition of S1 is defined as P ostS1 =< Str1, V al1 >, where Str1 =
M odel(model) ∧ hasRadiation(model, radiation) ∧ Radiation(radiation) ∧
hasLevel(radiation, level) ∧ RadiationLevel(level) ∧ (IsInBecquerels(level) ∨
IsInCuries(level)) ∧ RiskyArea(area) ∧ hasID(area, id) ∧ ZIP Code(id). It says
that the resulting model defines a radiation, which is measured in units of Becquerel, or Curie and that the area ID of the elements in the riskyAreas list is a
ZIP code. There is no value restriction.
The input of S2 is associated with Radiation. Its pre-condition is P reS2 =
< Str2, V al2 >, where Str2 = Radiation(radiation)∧hasLevel(radiation, level)∧
RadiationLevel(level)∧IsInBecquerels(level), i.e. it says that the radiation level
must be measured in units of Becquerel. There is no value restriction. The input
of S3 is associated with RiskyArea. Its pre-condition is P reS3 =< Str3, V al3 >,
where Str3 = RiskyArea(area) ∧ hasID(area, id) ∧ ZIP Code(id). There is no
value restriction.
Consider a condition C =< Str, V al >. Let str denote some conjunction
from StrDN F = str1 ∨ . . . ∨ strn . By ∇(str, symbol) we will denote a formula
which is a conjunction of predicates constructed as follows. First, we add into
the conjunction those predicates from str, where the first parameter is symbol.
In each subsequent iteration, we add into it those predicates from str, where the
first parameter is a symbol appearing as a second parameter of some predicate
which is already contained in ∇(str, symbol). The iteration finishes when there
are no more predicates which may be added. By ∇(C, symbol) we will denote a
condition, whose structural statement Str0 is acquired as Str0 = ∇(str1 , symbol) ∨
. . . ∨ ∇(strn , symbol).
Suppose that we apply the ∇ operator to Str1. The result is ∇(Str1, radiation)
= Radiation(radiation) ∧ hasLevel(radiation, level) ∧ RadiationLevel(level) ∧
(IsInBecquerels(level) ∨ IsInCuries(level)).
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Decomposition

Decomposition is an operation decomposing a complex data into its components.
It is applied when a Web service requires as input only a part of the complex data
produced by the ancestor service.
Consider services Sanc =< Ianc , Oanc , P reanc , P ostanc >, Ssucc =< Isucc , Osucc ,
P resucc , P ostsucc >. From the semantic content point of view, Sanc and Ssucc can
be chained iff Oanc has a property R, whose range subsumes the input of the successor service, i.e. Oanc ≡ ∃R.Oi u ≥ 1R u ≤ 1R and it holds that Oi v I.
This is the case of services S1 and S2 from our example. The output of S1 has
a property hasRadiation, whose range is a Radiation, which is directly what is
required as input of S2.
Let oi to be a symbol used in the post-condition formula to denote that component of Oanc which is required as input. Based on the compatibility statements,
services can be chained considering their pre-/post-condition, iff ∇(P ostanc , oi ) V
P resucc (only non empty ∇(P ostanc , oi ) are considered). Considering services
S1 and S2 from our example, we evaluate if ∇(Str1, radiation) V Str2, i.e. if
Radiation(radiation) ∧ hasLevel(radiation, level) ∧ RadiationLevel(level) ∧
(InBecquerels(level) ∨ IsInCuries(level)) implicates Radiation(radiation) ∧
hasLevel(radiation, level) ∧ RadiationLevel(level) ∧ IsInBecquerels(level). The
result is that there is a weak implication between the conditions.
3.3.2

Listing

Listing is an operation during which we get the elements of a given list for further
separated processing. This is the case of services S1 and S3 from our example.
It is applied when the successor service processes each element of the output list
separately.
From the semantic content point of view, services Sanc =< Ianc , Oanc , P reanc ,
P ostanc > and Ssucc =< Isucc , Osucc , P resucc , P ostsucc > can be chained, iff
Oanc v rdf:List and Oanc ≡ ∀rdf:first.Oel u ∀rdf:rest.Oanc and it holds that
Oel v Isucc . Considering S1 and S3, it holds that RiskyAreas v rdf:List and
RiskyAreas ≡ ∀rdf:first.RiskyArea u ∀rdf:rest.RiskyAreas. This means that if we
apply a decomposition to get the RiskyAreas element and then apply listing, we
get RiskyArea, which is what S3 requires as input.
Let oel to be the symbol of the element in the list produced by the ancestor
service in its post-condition formula. To evaluate the compatibility at pre-/postcondition level, the following implication must be considered: ∇(P ostanc , oel ) V
P resucc (only non empty ∇(P ostanc , oel ) are considered). Taking our example, we
evaluate if ∇(P ostS1 , area) V P reS3 , i.e. RiskyArea(area) ∧ hasID(area, id) ∧
ZIP Code(id) V RiskyArea(area) ∧ hasID(area, id) ∧ ZIP Code(id). Thus, there
is a strong condition implication.
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3.3.3

Composition

Composition is an operation composing the required data from parts. These parts
are produced by different Web services.
From the semantic content point of view, services Sanc1 =< Ianc1 , Oanc1 ,
P reanc1 , P ostanc1 >, . . . , Sancn =< Iancn , Oancn , P reancn , P ostancn > and a service S =< I, O, P re, P ost > can be chained if I is defined as I ≡ ∃R1 .I1 u ≥
1R1 u ≤ 1R1 u . . . u ∃Rn .In u ≥ 1Rn u ≤ 1Rn and it holds that Oanc1 v
I1 , . . . , Oancn v In .
To evaluate the compatibility from the pre-/post-condition point of view, we
must construct P ostanc as formula which is a conjunction of the post-conditions
of
Sanc1 , . . . , Sancn , i.e. P ostanc = P ostanc1 ∧. . .∧P ostancn . Then, the compatibility
holds iff P ostanc V P resucc .
3.3.4

List arrangement

List arrangement is an operation, where we arrange a list from elements. There
are three cases how the elements can be provided. First, they are a result of
multiple invocation of the same service. Second, they are a result of the invocations
of different services. The third, most general case combines the first two with
a situation that into a resulting list we include also lists of elements which are
produced by some ancestor service. This means that the resulting list is arranged
from elements which are a result of a single or multiple invocation of some services
and lists of elements produced by some other services. The practical usefulness of
this case is disputable. In the following, in each case the input of the successor
service Isucc is defined as Isucc v rdf:List and Isucc ≡ ∀rdf:first.Iel u ∀rdf:.Isucc .
Multiple invocation of the same service. From the semantic content point of
view, services Sanc =< Ianc , Oanc , P reanc , P ostanc > and Ssucc =< Isucc , Osucc ,
P resucc , P ostsucc > can be chained iff Oanc v Iel .
When considering compatibility from pre-/post-condition point of view, the
following implication must hold: P ostanc V P resucc .
Single invocation of different services. From the semantic content point of
view, services Sanc1 =< Ianc1 , Oanc1 , P reanc1 , P ostanc1 >, . . . , Sancn =< Iancn ,
Oancn , P reancn , P ostancn > and service Ssucc =< Isucc , Osucc , P resucc , P ostsucc >
can be chained if it holds that Oanci v Iel for i = 1, . . . , n.
To decide the compatibility at the pre-/post-condition level, we must enhance
the compatibility statements. First, we evaluate the compatibility for each ancestor
service with the successor service separately, based on the rules holding in the case
of multiple invocation of the same service. Based on this, services Sanc1 , . . . , Sancn
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are not compatible with service Ssucc if there exist at least one service from
Sanc1 , . . . , Sancn which is not compatible with Ssucc . Services Sanc1 , . . . , Sancn
are weakly compatible with service Ssucc if each service from Sanc1 , . . . , Sancn is
weakly or strongly compatible with Ssucc . Services Sanc1 , . . . , Sancn are strongly
compatible with service Ssucc if each service from Sanc1 , . . . , Sancn is strongly compatible with Ssucc .
Combined. In this case we combine the outputs of services producing one or
more elements and arrange them into a resulting list. To decide the compatibility
we must combine the rules defined for previous two cases. It is straightforward
that, each element produced by the ancestor services, which is put in the list, must
subsume the element of the list corresponding to the input. From the pre-/postcondition point of view, we construct P ostanc as a conjunction of post-conditions
of each ancestor service contributing into a resulting list.

3.4

Quality of Service

The I/O, pre-/post-conditions of services are used to describe the behavior of Web
services. They express their functional properties. During Web service composition, these are necessary to consider when designing a composite service fulfilling
the user goal. Beside the functional properties of the composite service, the user
may be interested also in some non-functional properties, determining the quality
of the service (QoS) (Zeng et al., 2003, 2004). The usual QoS attributes of services
are response time, throughput, availability, price, and reliability. The values of
these are monitored, measured, and stand as a subject of a contract between the
service provider and consumer (Rosenberg et al., 2006; Zeng et al., 2010). When
composing services, the QoS attributes of services are took into account, to design a composite service maximally satisfying also the non-functional requirements.
The requirements define hard and soft constraints. The hard constraints define requirements which must be satisfied. The soft constraints define preferences over
the QoS attributes.
In the context of QoS-driven composition, we usually consider only those properties, which can be expressed numerically. The aim is to select the composite
service having the best overall quality characteristic from all candidates. Depending on the concrete attribute, the best means the highest, or the lowest value (e.g.
considering response time, the lower value is the better, but considering throughput, the higher value is better). We will call the given attribute positive if the
higher value is the better. Those attributes for which the lower value is the better
will be called negative.
To describe the characteristics of individual services, WSLA (Web Service Level
Agreement) language is used22 . WSLA allows to define contracts between the
22 http://www.research.ibm.com/wsla/WSLASpecV1-20030128.pdf
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service provider and consumer. The service provider must ensure that the services
have the quality attributes characterized withing WSLA.
The calculation of the overall quality of the composition includes i) calculation
of the particular characteristic for a composition from the QoS values of single
services, ii) calculation of the uniform quality representative. The calculation of
the particular characteristic for the composition is based on aggregation functions
(Alrifai et al., 2009; Lécué and Mehandjiev, 2009; Rosenberg et al., 2009a; Zeng
et al., 2003, 2004). These define how to calculate the aggregated quality of a
given characteristic regarding the composite service structure. The usual aggregation functions for sequential and parallel execution constructs, concerning the
response time (RT), throughput (T), availability (A), price (P), and reliability (R)
are depicted in Tab. 3. The s1 , . . . , sn are single services composed by the given
construct. The sequence means that the services are executed step by step. The
AND-branching means that the services are executed in parallel. The OR construct is used to express alternative services from which one is chosen during the
execution. Tab. 3 presents the optimistic selection of the alternative, i.e. it depicts
the situation when the best alternative considering the QoS aggregation is chose.
Table 3: QoS aggregation functions
QoS
RT
T
A
P
R

Sequence
Pn
1 RT (si )
min[T (s1 ), . . . , T (sn )]
Qn
A(si )
P1n
P (si )
1
Qn
1 R(si )

AND-branching

OR-branching

max[RT (s1 ), . . . , RT (sn )]
min[T (s1 ), . . . , T (sn )]
Qn
A(si )
P1n
P (si )
1
Qn
1 R(si )

min[RT (s1 ), . . . , RT (sn )]
max[T (s1 ), . . . , T (sn )]
max[A(s1 ), . . . , A(sn )]
min[P (s1 ), . . . , P (sn )]
max[R(s1 ), . . . , R(sn )]

The calculation of the uniform quality representative is based on a utility function. It calculates one representative value from all the aggregated property values
of different units and ranges, i.e. we evaluate the multi-dimensional quality with
one value. This value is used to rank the compositions. The calculation of the utility function is usually based on Multiple Attribute Decision Making method having
its origin outside of the QoS-driven service composition (Yoon et al., 1995). This
method is based on scaling and weighting (Alrifai et al., 2009; Rosenberg et al.,
2010; Zeng et al., 2004). The scaling allows a uniform measurement of multidimensional attributes, independently on their units and ranges. The weighting
allows to express preferences over different quality attributes.
Definition 15 (Aggregated QoS characteristic): Aggregated QoS characteristic of a composite service G = (V, E), for a given characteristic q, is a number,
calculated based on the corresponding aggregation rules for the composition G. It
is denoted as QoS(G, q).
Definition 16 (Optimal composite service): A composite service G = (V, E)
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is optimal, denoted as QoS + (G, q), if its aggregated QoS characteristic is the best
considering any other composite service G0 = (V 0 , E 0 ), i.e. @G0 , QoS(G0 , q) >
QoS(G, q) if the QoS attribute is positive and @G0 , QoS(G0 , q) < QoS(G, q) if the
QoS attribute is negative.

3.5
3.5.1

Problem extensions
Fuzzy value restriction

Since it may be hard to express value restrictions precisely, its fuzzy definition
can be useful. An example user goal is: The user wants to book a flight for about
350 e. The structural statement of the goal conditions C 0 =< Str0 , V al0 > is
Str0 = F light(f ligth) ∧ Bookedobject(f light) ∧ hasP rice(f light, f lightprice) ∧
isInCurrency(f lightprice, euro) ∧ Currency(euro). The value restriction has a
form V al0 = (f lightprice = f ∧ euro = EU R)), where f denotes a fuzzy number
as defined by the membership function depicted in Fig. 15.
1.0
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0.0
310

320

330

340

350

360

Figure 15: Fuzzy membership function example.
During the evaluation of the value restriction statement in this case, we refer
to the fuzzy theory (Zadeh, 1965). The benefit is that the user constraints are
not seen in crisp manner. By exploiting fuzzy approach, the value restrictions are
considered with more freedom. This can help to find a composite service better
fulfilling the user goal. It is important to know that fuzzy approach is applied only
to restrictions over numeric values.
Referring to our example, imagine that there are two flights for different prices,
the first for 330 e and the second for 360 e. By evaluating the value of the
membership function, we get 0.5 for the first price and 0.4 for the second price.
Hence, the composition should prefer the first flight because it satisfies the user
goal more than the second flight. When evaluating complex value restrictions
based on fuzzy numbers, fuzzy logic is used to evaluate the satisfaction level for the
particular composition result (we need a fuzzy definition of the logical operators,
i.e. fuzzy conjunction, disjunction, and negation).
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3.5.2

Local custom value restriction

Now we introduce custom value restrictions to express (domain) specific constraints. A motivation is to have the option to define the restriction with more
freedom than offered by atomic value restriction statements.
Definition 17 (Custom value restriction): Custom value restriction is any nary predicate over typed variables, where the evaluation of the predicate is defined
in mathematical manner, or by a computer program returning boolean value.
Custom value restrictions may appear in the same place as atomic value restriction statements. These two are combined together to define value restriction
statements.
During the evaluation of a custom value restriction, it is required to set the
values of the predicate arguments. This is done in the same way as in the case of
atomic value restriction statements. In general, we have more alternative compositions, for which we evaluate the predicate. Depending on the fact if the evaluation
of the predicate is based on the values given from execution of one particular composition, or based on each found alternative compositions, we distinguish between
local and global custom value restrictions.
Definition 18 (Local custom value restriction): Custom value restriction is
local if the evaluation of the corresponding predicate is based only on the values
acquired during the evaluation of the particular composition.
Definition 19 (Global custom value restriction): Custom value restriction
is global if the evaluation of the corresponding predicate is based on values from all
found alternative compositions.
Let define the user goal as: The user wants to book a flight through weekend.
The structural statement of the user goal condition C 0 =< Str0 , V al0 > is Str0 =
Bookedobject(f light) ∧ F light(f light) ∧ hasF lightT ime(f light, f lighttime). The
value restriction is defined using a custom value restriction as V al0 =
isW eekendT ime(f lighttime). The evaluation of this custom value restriction is
defined within a program isWeekendTime(), taking as input a given time and
returning true if that time falls into some weekend day, or false if it does not.
Based on this value, the complete value restriction is evaluated.
The introduced custom value restriction is local, because the corresponding
predicate is evaluated based only on the value acquired from one particular composition (it does not depend on flight times found in other alternative results).
3.5.3

Global custom value restriction

In the following we introduce global custom value restriction. An example goal is
The user wants to book a flight of a lowest class. The goal condition is defined
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as C 0 =< Str0 , V al0 >, where Str0 = F light(f light) ∧ Bookedobject(f light) ∧
hasClass(f light, f lightclass). The value restriction is defined using a custom
value restriction as V al0 = lowestAvailableClass(f lightclass).
The evaluation of the restriction is defined in such a way, that it returns true
only in the case that there is no other available flight which is a lower class flight.
Hence, to evaluate it, we need to consider the classes of all the other flights.
Without the knowledge of these, we cannot evaluate it.
3.5.4

Conditional restriction

In some situations, it may be useful to define the goal conditionally. The goal has
a form if (C) then C10 else C20 . An example is: The user wants to book a flight if it
includes also insurance, else he wants to use a train. Here the condition expresses
that the flight must include insurance. In general, the condition is a condition
as defined before, which if can be achieved, than the first alternative goal is the
final user goal, for which we search a composite service. In other case, the second
alternative goal has to be considered.
The structural statement of the condition C in our example is Str =
F light(f light) ∧ Bookedobject(f light) ∧ includesInsurance(f light, insurance) ∧
Insurance(insurance) and there is no value restriction. If this can be achieved
(there is a composition resulting in such a condition), the user goal in our example
is defined exactly as the condition C, i.e. Str10 = Str. This does not have to
hold in general. If there is no flight with insurance, the alternative goal is Str20 =
T rainT ravel(train) ∧ Bookedobject(train) without value restriction.
Let denote the resulting post-condition of the composition as F C (conjunction
of the post-conditions of the final services). The user goal defined using conditional
restriction is satisfied by a composition in two cases. First, there is a composite
service satisfying the condition and the first alternative goal, i.e. |= F C V C and
|= F C V C10 . Second, the condition cannot be satisfied and there is a composition
satisfying the second alternative goal, i.e. 6|= F C V C and |= F C V C20 .
The conditional goal restriction can be extended to form a series of if-then-elseif
expressions. This way we can express preferences of conditions which have to be
tried to satisfy in the defined order.
3.5.5

Event handling restriction

In some cases, we cannot satisfy the user needs only by designing and executing
some composite service. The user may have a long term, altering goal such as:
The user wants to book a flight, but if that flight is delayed by more than 24 hours,
he wants to cancel the flight and take a train. In this scenario it is required to
satisfy the partial user goal and also to react to defined events by realizing defined
actions.
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Definition 20 (Event-action pair): An event-action pair is a 2-tuple < E, A >,
where E represents an event and A an action. Both E and A are defined as conditions, by a structural statement and value restriction.
Definition 21 (Event triggering): An event E =< StrE , V alE > is triggered if
there is a change from 6|= StrE or υ(V alE ) = f alse to |= StrE and υ(V alE ) = true.
Definition 22 (Action realization): An action A =< StrA , V alA > is realized
if a composite service with a post-condition F C, such that F C V A, is created and
executed.
In our example, the basic goal condition C 0 is that the user wants to book a
flight, i.e. Str0 = F light(f light) ∧ Bookedobject(f light). On the other hand, it
is required to realize an action in the case of a defined event (flight delay). This
is described by an event-action pair < E, A >, where StrE = F light(f light) ∧
Bookedobject(f light) ∧ isDelayed(f light, delay), V alE = delay > 24, StrA =
F light(f light) ∧ Canceledobjects(f light) ∧ T rainT ravel(train) ∧
Bookedobject(train) and there is no value restriction.
The composite service related to the basic user goal and the action are interrelated, because they have to process the same object (flight in the example). It is
required to cancel the same flight which is booked previously. This means that the
execution of the composite service is long-term, stateful, and must react to defined
events.
→
−
Let denote the set of events which had been triggered as E . The user goal is
→
−
fulfilled by a composition with post-condition F C if F C V C 0 and ∀E ∈ E an
action A was realized, where E and A forms one event-action pair < E, A >.
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In this chapter we introduce our solution for the automatic dynamic semantic Web
service composition aware of the pre-/post-conditions and considering the QoS.
The overall service composition process is a complex task consisting of several
independent sub-tasks. It is important that some sub-tasks can be carried out as
preprocessing, which is important to avoid computations delaying the responses to
the composition requests from the user. When evaluating the response time to the
composition requests, real circumstances in which the composition is performed
must be considered. Several issues cause that the response time is higher than
the pure composition time. Since we deal with the dynamic composition where
multiple composition request are required to process, we have to take into account
the delay caused by the need to process multiple requests at once.

4.1

Composition process overview

The basic steps of the composition process are the following:
• finding the initial services,
• finding the final services,
• design of the control-/data-flow of the composite service with QoS optimization.
The initial services are those having all inputs provided by the user. Thus,
they can be potentially executed, which means that if they are helpful to satisfy
the user goal, we can include them in the composite service.
By finding the final services, we determine which services are directly producing
the user goal, i.e which services have outputs and post-conditions required in the
user goal. If these services have provided all inputs by the user, the resulting
composite service includes only the final services. Usually, this is not fulfilled. In
general, we have to deal with construction of a composite service including the
initial, final, and intermediate services. The initial services produce outputs and
conditions required by the intermediate services. The intermediate services include
multiple interconnected services producing the outputs and conditions required by
the final services.
The overall composite service prescribes the order in which the individual services must be executed and how the outputs are passed to services requiring them
as inputs. Usually, multiple composite services are found which taking the provided inputs produce required results. To find a solution satisfying the user needs
the best, we consider the QoS characteristics of the individual services and select
a solution with the optimal aggregated QoS value of the given attribute.
The finding of the initial, final, and intermediate services requires to evaluate
the compatibility of two i) concepts and ii) conditions. The semantic types are
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considered between pairs consisting of inputs provided in the user goal and service
inputs, service outputs and inputs, or service outputs and outputs required in the
user goal. Analogically to semantic types, we need to consider also the pre-/post/goal-conditions.
The computations required to compose a service satisfying the user goal may
be significantly time consuming. There are several issues affecting the computation
demands:
• number of services in the registry,
• number of service inputs, outputs23 ,
• complexity of the pre-/post-/goal-conditions,
• the interrelations between services resulting from their compatibility,
• the fact if we look for the optimal solution from QoS point of view.
In general, several operations required during the service composition have a
complexity exponentially rising based on certain parameters. Some examples are
the design of the control-/data-flow of the composite service with QoS optimization, or evaluation of the compatibility between two conditions. To be able to compose services in an acceptable time, sophisticated methods, overcoming the high
computation demands, must be developed. The main issues making our approach
good performing are preprocessing, effective data structures and algorithms.
The preprocessing is crucial to quickly respond to the composition queries. In
our approach, we perform preprocessing before responding to user queries, see top
of Fig. 16. During it, we analyze the actual service set and build data structures
used to quickly answer composition queries. All the important computations,
which can be done without the knowledge of the user goal, are realized during
preprocessing.
The most important is evaluating which services are compatible and can be
chained. Based on the compatibility check, a directed acyclic graph (DAG) of
services is built. Each service is represented by a node. If two services can be
chained, there is a directed edge from the ancestor to the successor service. During
chaining evaluation, we consider also the possible data adaptation operations.
The still remaining task is the finding of the initial, final services, and the
design of the data-/control-flow, see bottom of Fig. 16. These can be completely
realized only when the user goal and the provided inputs are known. The Fig. 16a) concerns the compatibility evaluation. Fig. 16-b) relates to the creation of the
control-/data-flow. During these tasks, the effective data structures, built during
preprocessing, are used to realize these tasks quickly. During the operation of the
composition system, the update of the data structures could be required, to handle
the dynamic changes in the service environment.
23 services

may have multiple outputs in general
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Figure 16: Overview of the composition process.

4.2

Concepts and conditions compatibility evaluation

As mentioned before, during the service composition we have to deal with the compatibility evaluation between concepts and conditions. Considering two concepts
c1 , c2 and conditions C1 , C2 , the question is if c1 v c2 and if C1 V C2 . The
compatibility check is required during preprocessing when building the directed
acyclic graph of services and during querying when we look for the initial, and
final services. More precisely, the problem is reformulated to finding of services
having outputs and post-conditions, or inputs and pre-conditions, which are compatible with a given concept and condition. In other words, we have a pair of a
given concept and condition, and look for a set of services being compatible with
them.
In the case of finding the initial services, the aim is to find services having inputs
associated with concepts subsuming the concepts associated with the inputs provided by the user. When looking for the final or ancestor services (during directed
acyclic graph building), the given concepts are those which are associated with
outputs required by the user, or the inputs of the successor services. The aim is to
find services with outputs associated with concepts subsuming the given concept.
Considering the conditions, the found services must also have a post-condition
implicating the given condition. The given condition is the goal-condition, or the
pre-condition of the successor service.
The finding of services having inputs, or outputs associated with the given
concept is much simpler than evaluating an implication between two conditions.
Since the set of services considered during the composition is already known before
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we process a composition query, we can create effective data structures during
preprocessing, to make the finding of the services fast. We use two hash tables with
the same structure. The first is used to find services having outputs associated
with the given concept and the second is for services having inputs associated
with the given concept. In both of them, the keys are all existing concepts and
the values are lists of services. In the first case, the list includes services having
outputs associated with the concept used as a key. In the second case, the list
includes services having inputs associated with the concept used as a key.
One complication is caused by the fact that we not only look for services producing, or requiring data associated with a given concept. We have to find also
services producing, or requiring data associated with concepts subsuming, or being
subsumed by a given concept. To avoid wasting time with subsumption evaluation
during querying phase, the lists in the hash tables include also services producing,
or requiring data associated with concepts subsuming, or being subsumed by the
concept used as the key. Hence, the following data structures are used during the
evaluation process:
• ConceptProviders: a hash table, where an element is a key-value pair of i)
concept and ii) list of services having an output associated with concept, or
a concept subsuming concept.
• ConceptConsumers: a hash table, where an element is a key-value pair of i)
concept and ii) list of services having an input associated with the concept,
or a concept subsumed by the concept.
By using the hash tables created during preprocessing, we achieve that the
finding of the services producing, or requiring data associated with the given concept, is done in constant time, i.e. the complexity of this procedure is O(1). The
finding only requires to get the item from the hash table, stored under the key
equal to the given concept. Hence, the finding of the final services, neglecting the
post-/goal-conditions, is done in Θ(|O0 |) time at all. Analogically, the finding of
the initial services requires Θ(|I 0 |) time.
If it is required to check also the condition implication, it is always performed
after the concept compatibility check. Instead of finding services producing the
desired post-condition in the whole service registry, we only check whether the
services producing data associated with the required concepts satisfy also the postcondition restriction, i.e. we filter the found services based on the post-conditions.
This way we avoid wasting time by evaluating condition implication in those cases
when despite of the result, we cannot use the service because of incompatible data
from semantic point of view.
When evaluating the implication between two conditions, we are interested in
strong and also weak implications. Our aim is to filter out only those services,
which for sure do not have compatible post-conditions. The post-condition of a
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service in general prescribes several alternative sub-conditions, which hold after
execution. These correspond to the respective conjunctions of the post-condition
transformed into DNF. We look for any service having a post-condition with at
least one conjunction, which is the same, or an extension (includes additional
predicates) of some conjunction in the given condition, i.e. we are interested in
both weak and strong condition implication. The question if the execution of a
service results in a required condition, can be evaluated only after its execution.
The only situation when the execution is not required is if each conjunction of the
post-condition transformed into DNF implicates some conjunction of the given
condition. This is the case of strong implication.
To completely evaluate the implication between two conditions, it is necessary
to find a unique mapping between the variables appearing in the formulae depicting
these conditions. Moreover, the value restrictions must be checked, too. Also in
the context of value restrictions, the execution is required in general. The values of
the variables appearing in the post-condition, which correspond to some outputs,
are known after execution.
The problem of evaluating the compatibility between two conditions is in our
approach transformed into a search for a conjunction from the post-condition,
which is the same, or an extension of a conjunction from the given condition. In
general, also the evaluation whether some conjunction implicates another one, is
a problem of high complexity. This problem can be transformed into a subgraph
isomorphism problem. A conjunction is transformed to a labeled graph, where
each node corresponds to one variable. There is a directed, labeled edge between
two nodes, iff there is a predicate between the variables corresponding to these
nodes. Then, the evaluation of the implication is equivalent to the evaluation
if there is a subgraph isomorphism between these graphs. It is known that the
subgraph isomorphism problem is NP-Complete. Hence, the known algorithms
perform in exponential time. However, there exists an algorithm running efficiently
in practical scenarios (Ullmann, 1976).
The situation in conjunction implication evaluation in practical examples is
easier that in subgraph isomorphism. Several characteristics of conjunctions, which
are fast to evaluate, can be used to quickly decide whether the implication could
not hold. Speculating practical examples, the problem is not NP-hard. Neglecting
everything else, if there is at least one pair of mapped variables in the conjunctions,
then the problem can be solved in polynomial time. In the context of service
composition, there is always at least one variable in the goal conjunctions, which
is mapped implicitly, e.g. the variable representing the output parameter.
4.2.1

RDB based approach

The relational database based approach to compatibility evaluation exploits preprocessing too. During it, we create a data structure stored in a relational database.
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It stores information about the actual Web service set in a form which makes effective the realization of a query used to evaluate the compatibility. Using one query
we are able to find services providing, or requiring a given data and satisfying a
given condition.
Our data structure has two parts, see the scheme in Fig. 17. The first stores
data about the pre-/post-conditions (Part 1a) and I/O (Part 1b) of services. After
Part 1 is populated, we realize a query (denoted as Q) evaluating the compatibility, to determine which services can be chained. The results are stored in Part 2.
Part 1b together with Part 2 stores the directed acyclic graph of services. When
responding to composition queries, we use again Q to find the final services producing the required outputs and satisfying the goal condition. The result of Q
contains information about the compatible services and also the mapping between
the variables appearing in the conditions.

Part 1a

Normalization
to DNF

Pre/Post

I/O

OWL-S

Part 1b
Part 2

Predicate

Conjunction

Condition

Service

Input

Parmap

Chaining
evaluation

Figure 17: Data structure creation.
The population of the database starts by storing the information about the
services, their I/O, and pre-/post-conditions. Before the pre-/post-conditions are
stored, we transform them into DNF. The basic service information including the
I/O are stored in tables Service, Input. Several input records may be related to one
service. The conditions are stored in tables Predicate, Conjunction, Condition. A
condition is related to one service. Several conjunctions may relate to one condition
and several predicates may be related to one conjunction.
The decision process whether two services can be chained is realized as follows.
For each input parameter of each Web service (stored in table Input), we search for
services providing the required data (output parameter is stored within the table
Service) and satisfies the pre-condition. The compatibility of two services is caught
in table Parmap. It stores all possible input and output parameter pairs, and the
mapping of symbols in pre-/post-conditions of the corresponding services. Table
Parmap contains compatible I/O pairs considering also subsumption between the
concepts associated with them.
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To get the list of compatible services, we perform the query Q over Part 1 of the
relational database. The query is dynamically constructed based on the concept
associated with the required data and the given conjunction of the condition. We
realize one query for each conjunction of the condition. During querying, we exploit
the capabilities of the relational database management systems to evaluate logical
expressions. Because we already work with conjunctions, it is sufficient to use the
logical AND operator in the query.
Consider a situation that we look for services having outputs associated with
concept A and its post-condition implicates the following formula:
pred1(a, b) ∧ pred2(a, c) ∧ A(a) ∧ B(b) ∧ C(c)
The query executed to find the satisfying services and the mapping between
variables appearing in the conditions is the following:
SELECT service.id, p1.subName, p1.obName, p2.subName, p2.obName
FROM service, cond, conj, predicate p1 , predicate p2
WHERE service.outputtype = ’A’ AND cond.service = service.id AND
cond.id = conj.cond AND conj.id = p1.conj AND p1.name = ’pred1 ’ AND
p1.subType = ’A’ AND p1.obType = ’B ’ AND p1.subName = p2.subName
AND conj.id = p2.conj AND p2.name = ’pred2 ’ AND p2.subType = ’A’
AND p2.obType = ’C ’ AND p1.id != p2.id

The SELECT and FROM parts of the query are constructed based on the
number of predicates and variables in the conjunction. The predicates have an
index running from 1 to the number of predicates. The first arguments of the
binary predicates are denoted as subN ame and the second arguments as obN ame
(in the ontology these correspond to the subjects (domains) and objects (ranges)
of the properties corresponding to the binary predicates).
The first part of the WHERE clause is the same for any query, except the
restriction to the service output type, which is A in our example. The part after
the third AND is constructed dynamically based on the given conjunction. This
part depicts the restrictions following from the predicates in the conjunction. For
each predicate we construct a restriction which includes:
1. the relation of the given binary predicate to the conjunction, e.g. conj.id =
p1.conj,
2. the name of the predicate, e.g. p1.name = ’pred1’,
3. concepts associated with the variables appearing as the binary predicate
arguments – this is depicted by the unary predicates, e.g. p1.subType = ’A’,
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4. the description denoting which variables appearing in different predicates
are the same, e.g. p1.subName = p2.subName because a appears in both
predicates of the conjunction.
Finally, the end of the query expresses the inequalities between predicates. This
is required only in the case when a predicate with the same name appears multiple
times in the conjunction. Hence, in our example it is not necessary to state that
p1.id != p2.id.
By executing the query, we get a set of results, each satisfying the compatibility
restrictions. Each result includes the identification of the service and the list of
variables mapped to the variables appearing in the conjunction. The order of the
variables is defined based on their appearance in the conjunction, e.g. if we get a
result [100, aa, bb, aa, cc] the mapping of the variables is: aa 7→ a, bb 7→ b, cc 7→ c
(100 identifies the service).
4.2.2

Encoding based approach

Another approach to compatibility evaluation is based on encoding some specific
properties of the conditions. Consider conditions C =< Str, V al > and C 0 =<
Str0 , V al0 >. The evaluation if C V C 0 is realized as a search for a mapping
0
between variables from str0 ∈ StrDN
F to variables from str1 ∈ Str1DN F . To make
the mapping faster, we precalculate several characteristics of the conjunctions and
their elements. The selection of the characteristics is based on our analysis of what
can be relatively easy to calculate and strongly specific for a conjunction and the
variables appearing in it. The characteristics are encoded as a unique number
having such a property that, any two subjects of encoding having the same code
are equivalent based on the properties which are considered in that encoding. The
overview of the encodings is presented in Tab. 4.
Table 4: Encodings overview.
Code symbol

Encoding subject

Encoded properties

WITH

variable

WITHOUT

variable

appearance in predicates
concept
appearance in predicates
for all variables:
appearance in predicates
concept
concept

CONJ
UNQCON

conjunction
variable

The codes W IT H, W IT HOU T , and U N QCON encodes properties of variables. The W IT H code encodes i) how many times does a variable appear in
distinct predicates (only positive appearances are considered) and ii) the concept
associated with the variable. The W IT HOU T code is the same as W IT H except
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that it does not encode the concept associated with the variable. The U N QCON
encodes such concepts, which are associated only with one variable (i.e. are unique
from this perspective). The CON J code encodes all variables in the conjunction.
It puts together the W IT H codes of all variables into one code.
To realize to encoding based compatibility evaluation, the following data structures are used, according to one condition (transformed into DNF):
• PredicatesInConj : a collection whose element (one for each conjunction) is
another collection storing the predicates of a given conjunction. This data
structure represents the whole condition, transformed into DNF.
• VarAppearance: a collection of hash tables storing the appearance of a variable in predicates (one for each conjunction). The key is a variable and the
value is another hash table. The inner hash table stores the number of appearances of a given variable in distinct predicates. The key is a predicate
and the value is a number.
• VarTypes a hash table storing the variable types. The key is a variable and
the value is its type.
• ValueRestricitons: a hash table storing the value restrictions. The key is a
variable and the value is a restriction.
• CONJHT : a hash table storing the CONJ codes.
• WITHHTs: a collection of hash tables storing the WITH codes (one for each
conjunction), i.e. an element is a WITHHT.
• WITHOUTHTs: a collection of hash tables storing the WITHOUT codes
(one for each conjunction), i.e. an element is a WITHOUTHT.
• UNQCONHTs: a collection of hash tables storing the UNQCON codes (one
for each conjunction), i.e. an element is a UNQCONHT.
Let denote the number of distinct predicates as pred (the predicates are distinct
if they have different name, or at least one of the arguments). By var we denote the
number of different variables (variables are different if they have different name).
The space requirements of the introduced data structures are:
P
• PredicatesInConj : Θ(
pred). For each conjunction we store in∀str∈StrDN F

formation about each distinct predicate (pred is considered in a particular
conjunction).
P
• VarAppearance: Θ(
pred.var). For each conjunction we store in∀str∈StrDN F

formation about each distinct variable. For each such variable we need to
store one number for each distinct predicate (pred and var are considered in
a particular conjunction).
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• VarTypes: Θ(var). The size of the collection is determined by the number of
distinct variables in the condition (var is considered in a whole condition).
• ValueRestricitons: Θ(var). The size of the collection is determined by the
number of distinct variables in the condition (var is considered in a whole
condition).
• CONJHT : Θ(|Str|). The size of the collection is determined by the size of
the disjunction.
P
• WITHHTs, WITHOUTHTs, UNQCONHTs: Θ(
uniqueCodes) =
∀str∈StrDN F
P
O(
var). For each conjunction we store one hash table. The size
∀str∈StrDN F

of each hash table is determined by the number of unique encodings created as defined before. This number is denoted as uniqueCodes. The upper
bound for this size is the number of distinct variables. It is reached when
each distinct variable is also unique based on the given encoding (var is
considered in a particular conjunction).
In the next, CODE(subject) denotes a given encoding of a subject. To exploit
the encodings and be able to make unique mapping of variables, it is necessary that
the used code is unique. If more than one subject is encoded to the same code, it
is useless to faster the implication evaluation process. Also in the case of encoding based condition implication evaluation, several computations are done before
composition queries are processed. The encodings related to the post-conditions
of services are made during preprocessing and stored in hash tables. We symbolize them by postfix ”HT” after the code symbol. In these, the key is a code and
the value is a subject of an encoding. Only the unique codes are stored in the
hash tables, i.e. if the table contains an item under the given key, it is sure that
the subject of the encoding represented by the item is unique. The encodings of
the goal-conditions can be realized only during composition. During compatibility
0
evaluation, we take unique codes related to StrDN
F and check if the hash table
storing the corresponding code of StrDN F contains such code. The check is done
in O(1) time.
0
Alg. 1 depicts more details about implication evaluation. For all str0 ∈ StrDN
F
0
we check if CON J(str ) is present in CON JHT storing codes of all str ∈ StrDN F
(lines 2 to 4). If it is, StrDN F contains the same conjunction as the given str0 . In
this case we only have to map variables and check if the value restrictions are not
violated. This is done in linear time regarding the number of the variables.
If there is no equivalent str for any str0 , we try to find unique mapping between variables. First, we map variables having a unique W IT H code (lines 6 to
10). For each variable var in str0 having a W IT H code, we check if W IT HHT
contains a variable under the key W IT H(var). If it does, we map var to the
value of W IT HHT under the key W IT H(var) and check the value restriction.
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Algorithm 1 Evaluate implication
0
1: for all str 0 ∈ StrDN
F do
2:
if CON J(str0 ) found in CON JHT then
3:
map vars and check value restrictions
4:
end if
5:
for all str ∈ StrDN F do
6:
for all var in str0 having W IT H code do
7:
if W IT H(var) found in W IT HHT then
8:
map vars and check value restriction
9:
end if
10:
end for
11:
for all var in str0 having W IT HOU T code do
12:
if W IT HOU T (var) found in W IT HOU T HT AND subsume ok then
13:
map vars and check value restriction
14:
end if
15:
end for
16:
for all var in str0 having U N QCON code do
17:
if U N QCON (var) found in U N QCON HT AND appearance ok then
18:
map vars and check value restriction
19:
end if
20:
end for
21:
while new mapping found do
22:
for all predicate in str0 with one mappedvar do
23:
for all suitablepredicate in str do
24:
potentialvar = unmapped in suitablepredicate
25:
check appearance
26:
end for
27:
if only one potentialvar with appearance ok then
28:
map vars and check value restriction
29:
end if
30:
end for
31:
end while
32:
end for
33: end for

The mapping based on W IT HOU T code is similar to W IT H (lines 11 to 15).
The difference is that the W IT HOU T code does not include the concept type of
the variable. The benefit is, that we find corresponding variables also in the case
that the variable in str is not ground to the same concept as the variable from
str0 , but to a concept subsuming it. Of course, in this case we must check if the
subsumption holds, in contrast to mapping based on the W IT H code.
For each variable still being unmapped, we check (lines 16 to 20) if there is
some variable in str for which it holds that: i) it is ground to the same concept
as the given variable in str0 and ii) no other variable is ground to that concept.
These two conditions hold, if there is some variable in the str, having the same
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U N QCON code as the variable from str0 . If there is such a variable, we have to
check if it appears in the same predicates. This is done in linear time regarding
the number of predicates where the variable from str0 appears. If appearance is
as required, value restriction is checked.
Even if we apply all the coding mechanisms to find mapping between variables,
some of them may still remain unmapped. For these we start an iterative process.
In each iteration, at least one variable should be mapped. If this is not true, there
is no unique mapping between the variables. In each iteration (lines 21 to 31), we
look for a predicate in str0 having one unmapped variable. Then, we find the same
predicates in str. We filter them to get only those, where the mapped variable is
mapped to the mapped variable in str0 . All unmapped variables in the remaining
predicates of str become potential variables for mapping. Note that in most cases
there will be only one potential variable. For each potential variable, we check
its appearance in predicates, where the unmapped variable from str0 appears. If
there is only one potential variable appearing in the required predicates, we found
a new unique mapping. Otherwise, we look for another predicate in str0 , having
only one mapped variable. If we do not find a solution this way, there is no unique
mapping between the variables of the two conjunctions.
4.2.3

Evaluation

The experimental results of the compatibility evaluation with conditions of different average sizes of Str and str are presented in Tab. 5–14. The time is presented
in milliseconds. The size of Str0 is in each case |Str|/4, and |Conds| = 4. Hence,
the goal and pre-/post-conditions are of the same complexity.
Tab. 5 presents the compatibility evaluation times achieved using the RDB
based approach. Tables 6–13 present the results of the encoding based approach.
As we can see in Tab. 6, the creation of the encodings takes significant time. Our
deeper analysis showed that most of the encoding time is spent by the transformation of the conditions into DNF. The experiments had shown that there are
only minor differences between application of different encodings, see Tab. 7–10
(parts of Alg. 1 at lines 2–4, 6–10, 11–15, or 16–20). The maximums over the
times, required to apply the encodings, are depicted in Tab. 11. The iterative
search process (parts of Alg. 1 at lines 21–31) performs slightly slower than if some
encoding is usable to map variables, compare results in Tab. 11 and Tab. 12. By
comparing the encoding times and the times required to apply the encoding, or the
iterative search process, we see that, after the encoding, the compatibility decision
is already made fast, compare Tab. 6 with Tab. 11, 12. Considering the worst case
situation, the maximal overall times to evaluate the compatibility, including the
encoding, are presented in Tab. 13. The results are shown also in Fig. 18.
In Tab. 14 we see how much times is the encoding based approach faster than
the RDB based approach. In any test case, the encoding based approach showed to
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be more effective. However, as the complexity of the conditions rises, the difference
is smaller. Hence, the RDB based approach scales better than the encoding based
approach.

Table 5: RDB approach
aa
a |Str| 12
20
30
|str| aa
a
a
5
10
15
20

72
120
220
345

116
167
255
366

150
251
288
382

Table 6: Encoding
aa

aa|Str|
aa
a

37

|str|

185
277
309
569

5
10
15
20

12

20

30

37

16
21
37
56

22
40
64
97

32
55
88
141

41
70
120
189

Table 7: CONJ application
aa
a |Str| 12 20 30 37
|str| aa
a
a

Table 8: WITH application
aa
a |Str| 12 20 30 37
|str| aa
a
a

Table 9: WITHOUT application
aa
a |Str| 12 20 30 37
|str| aa
a
a

Table 10: UNQCON application
aa
a |Str| 12 20 30 37
|str| aa
a
a

Table 11: Code application max
aa
a |Str| 12 20 30 37
|str| aa
a
a

Table 12: Iterative search
aa
a |Str| 12 20 30 37
|str| aa
a
a

5
10
15
20

5
10
15
20

5
10
15
20

0
1
1
1

1
1
2
2

1
1
2
2

1
3
4
4

2
3
4
6

2
3
4
6

2
6
9
8

3
5
8
9

3
6
9
10

5
9
15
14

5
8
12
15

17
23
42
64

24
45
75
111

37
63
100
159

49
82
141
213

0
0
1
1

5
10
15
20

1
2
3
4

0
0
1
2

5
10
15
20

5
9
15
15

Table 13: Encoding approach
aa
a |Str| 12 20
30
37
|str| aa
a
a
5
10
15
20

5
10
15
20

1
2
4
5

1
2
5
8

2
5
11
14

2
5
6
7

2
4
7
10

5
8
12
18

Table 14: Comparison
aa
a |Str|
12
20
30
|str| aa
a
a
5
10
15
20
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4.24
5.22
5.24
5.39

4.83
3.71
3.40
3.30

4.05
3.98
2.88
2.40

4
7
12
14

3
7
11
15

8
12
21
24

37
3.78
3.38
2.19
2.67
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Figure 18: Encoding based implication evaluation.
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In general, a composite service satisfying a user goal consists of several services,
which must be executed in a specific order. This section explains the process of
finding services used in the composition to produce data for the final services, if
these are not provided in the user query. In general, this set in not empty. The
empty set refers to a situation that all the final services have inputs provided in
the user query. Usually, this set consists of several interconnected services.
Our approach is based on two processes. The first selects services having provided inputs and thus can be used in the composition. The second selects services
which cannot be used because they do not have provided all inputs. The inputs
are provided in the user query, or as an output of another usable service. The
second process is not necessary to find a composition. It is used only to faster the
selection of the usable services, which is a necessary process.
To select usable services, forward chaining is realized. In its base, it is a graph
planning approach, starting with the initial services. During it, we also select the
best provider for each input of all services from the QoS point of view. After,
the solution is read backward, starting with the final services. The backward
reading continues through each input, which is not provided in the user query,
over all services already being in the read composition. Considering QoS, we select
those providers of the inputs having the best aggregated value of a particular QoS
attribute. We do not deal with calculation of the uniform quality representative of
the composite service. Our aim is to find a composition G, such that QoS + (G, q),
where q is a defined QoS attribute.
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The selection of the usable services process becomes a high computation demanding task as the number of services, their inputs, and the number of input
providers rises. The complexity of the computation is also strongly dependent on
the interconnections between the services. To speed up the select usable services
process, we propose search space restriction. Its aim is the selection of unusable
services. A service is unusable, if at least one of its inputs is not provided in the
user query, neither as an output of the ancestor services. The process lies on identification of such services, for which there is at least one input not provided by any
available service, i.e. the only case when it is usable is when the respective input
is provided in the user query. These services are identified during preprocessing.
We call them user data dependent services.
The selection of the (un)usable service process works with the directed acyclic
graph of services built during preprocessing. The aim is to select a subgraph of the
whole directed acyclic graph of services, which prescribes a solution for the given
composition query. The selection of the services is done by marking them. The
used marks are: UNDEC if it is undecided if the service is usable or not, USAB
if the service is usable, UNUSAB if the service is unusable, UDD if the service is
user data dependent, UDDPROV if the service is UDD and all dependent inputs
are provided in the query.
The data structures used during the composition are designed in such a way
that they can be quickly modified when the service environment changes. The
most important data structures are:
• AllServices: a collection of all available services.
• ConceptProviders: as introduced in section 4.2 (page 68).
• ConceptConsumers: as introduced in section 4.2 (page 68).
• InputDependents: the same as ConceptConsumers, but it contains only services marked with UDD.
• UserDataDependents: a collection of services marked with UDD.
• SuperConcepts: a collection, where an element is a key-value pair of i) concept
and ii) list of concepts (transitively) subsumed by concept.
The following notation will be used in the next. ws denotes the number of
Web services considered during composition. c presents the number of concepts in
the ontology. |I|, |O| depict the size of the inputs/outputs of a service. sub is the
average number of concepts subsuming an arbitrary concept. Analogically, sup is
the average number of concepts subsumed by an arbitrary concept. Finally, udd
denotes the number of the user data dependent services. The space requirements
of the introduced data structures are:
• AllServices: Θ(ws).
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ws.|O|
• ConceptProviders: O(c.
.sub) = O(ws.|O|.sub). For each concept, we
c
store a list of services having at least one output associated with the given
ws.|O|
concept, or a concept subsuming it.
denotes the average number
c
of service outputs associated with one concept. Since we consider also a
subsumption, we multiply it with sub. This is multiplied by c to get the
space requirements for a list of all concepts. Since multiple outputs can be
associated with the same concept, ws.|O|.sub is an asymptotic upper bound.
ws.|I|
.sup) = O(ws.|I|.sup). The explanation is
• ConceptConsumers: O(c.
c
analogical to the case of ConceptProviders.
• InputDependents: O(udd.|I|.sup). Analogical to ConceptConsumers. However, we consider only the user data dependant services.
• UserDataDependents: Θ(udd).
• SuperConcepts: Θ(c.sup). For each concept, we store a list of concepts
subsumed by it.
A service is represented as a complex data structure having several attributes.
Its aim is to store information about the service properties and the interconnections
to ancestor and successor services. The main attributes are:
• usability: stores the mark of the service as presented before.
• unprovidedInputs: the number of unprovided user data dependent inputs.
• inputs: list of concepts associated with the inputs.
• inputProviders: for each input, it stores a list of services providing it. The
i-th element in the list corresponds to the i-th element in the inputs list.
• bestQoSProviders: for each input, it stores a reference to a service providing
it and having the best QoS. The i-th element in the list corresponds to the
i-th element in the inputs list.
• successors: list of successor services.
The space requirements of the data structures storing information about a
service are:
• usability: Θ(1).
• unprovidedInputs: Θ(1).
• inputs: Θ(|I|).
• inputProviders: Θ(|I|). We store only the references to the lists of services
stored in ConceptProviders for the given concept associated with a particular
input.
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• bestQoSProviders: Θ(|I|). We store references to |I| services.
ws.|I|
• successors: O(|O|.
.sup). The space requirements for storing a list of
c
services requiring an input associated with a given concept are the same as
ws.|I|
.sup). Since we have |O|
in the case of ConceptConsumers, i.e. O(
c
outputs, this is multiplied by |O|. Note that multiple service outputs could
be associated with the same concept, or with concepts which are subsumed by
each other. In the successors, we remove this kind of redundancy and store a
ws.|I|
list of distinct services. Hence, its size is smaller in reality and |O|.
.sup
c
represents an asymptotic upper bound.
4.3.1

Searching usable services

The select usable services process has two phases, see Alg. 2. First, we select
the initial services. Second, we realize forward chaining to find the other usable
services. The first phase starts by collecting services having some inputs provided
in the user query (lines 2, 3) and all the provided inputs (line 4). Then, for each
potential service, we check if it has provided all inputs (lines 7 to 12). If it does,
the service is marked as USAB and put in toProcess list (lines 14, 15).
The second phase (lines 18 to 43) performs in a loop for all services in toProcess.
For a respective service, we check if there is some provider of its inputs (lines 21
to 33). During this, we select the provider having the best QoS at the moment. If
the service has provided all inputs, it is marked with USAB and we recalculate its
aggregated QoS based on the best QoS providers. Then, for all its successors, we
check if their usability is undecided, or if the service can improve the aggregated
QoS of the respective successor. If it does, the successor is processed too.
The problem with Alg. 2 is that it wastes a lot of time by processing services for
which it will not find providers for all inputs. To avoid this, we propose a process
restricting the set of services which must be processed by Alg. 2. The restriction
is based on an idea that several services have at least one input not provided by
any other service. This means, that this service is usable only if these inputs are
provided in the user query. These are the user data dependent services. The list
of them is created during preprocessing.
4.3.2

Restricting the service space

The selection of unusable services starts by evaluating which user data dependent
services have not provided inputs in the user query. These services are unusable.
Moreover, each service having at least one input, for which the only provider is an
unusable service, is unusable too.
The select unusable services process performs as presented in Alg. 3. It can be
started only after we select services having all inputs provided in the user query
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Algorithm 2 Discover usable services: Input: provided inputs
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:
31:
32:
33:
34:
35:
36:
37:
38:
39:
40:
41:
42:
43:

for all provided input do
services = ConceptConsumers.get(provided input);
potentialServices.putAll(services);
inConceptsMap.put(provided input);
end for
for all service in potentialServices do
allInputProvided = true;
for all input of service do
if inConceptsMap.contains(input) == false then
allInputProvided = false;
end if
end for
if allInputProvided == true then
service.usability = USAB;
toProcess.add(service);
end if
end for
while toProcess.size > 0 do
service = toProcess.first;
allInputProvided = true;
for all input in service.inputs do
inProvided = false;
providers = service.inputProviders of input;
for all provider in providers do
if provider.usability == USAB then
inProvided = true;
A
update best QoS provider;
end if
end for
if inProvided == false then
allInputProvided = false;
end if
end for
if allInputProvided == true then
service.usability = USAB;
update aggregated QoS;
for all successor in service.successors do
if successor.usability == UNDEC OR service improves aggregated QoS of
successor then
toProcess.add(successor);
B
end if
end for
end if
end while
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and mark them as USAB. This is the part of Alg. 2 at lines 1 to 17. Then, the
process starts evaluating which services can be marked with UDDPROV (lines 1
to 9). For each provided input in the user query, we get the list of services from
InputDependents, requiring the respective provided input. For each service in the
list, we decrement the number of unprovided user data dependent inputs. If this
number is zero, the service is potentially usable. We cannot be sure because it
may have other inputs, which do not rely on provision in the user query, but no
service will provide them as well. This is evaluated later.
Next, we decide which user data dependent services are not usable (lines 10 to
14). We traverse UserDataDependents and if the respective service is not usable,
neither has provided all the user data dependent inputs, it is marked with UNUSAB. Then, we create a list of services still having undecided usability (lines 15
to 19).
At this point, we know which user data dependent services are unusable. The
(un)usability of these services influences also their successors. If there is a service
having some input, for which all the providers had been marked with UNUSAB,
it is unusable too. In the rest, we evaluate this (lines 20 to 39).
While there is a potential service, which may be marked unusable, we traverse
services from toProcess. For each input of the respective service, we check if it is for
sure unprovided, which a default assumption is. If it is provided in the user query,
then isUnprovidedInput is false. If it is not, we traverse all the input provider
services. If there is at least one which is not unusable, then isUnprovidedInput
is false. This case does not mean that the input is provided, we just cannot be
sure that it is not. If we are sure that the service has at least one unprovided
input, i.e. isUnprovidedInput was not changed to false, it is unusable. If we mark
some service as unusable, the evaluation starts again. The reason is that the found
unusable service affects its successors, which may thus become unusable too.
After the select unusable services process finishes, several services had been
marked as unusable. These cannot be used in the composition. Thus, we restricted
the search space and we will not waste time during the composition with several
unusable services. Note that we did not find all unusable services. We found each
unusable service, which is user data dependent, or it is a (indirect) successor of it.
There may be still services, which are not selected as unusable, even if they are
unusable. These are those which are not user data dependent, but some of their
inputs have no usable providers. In other words, there might be services having
for all inputs defined some potential provider. However, if for at least one input,
none of the potential providers is usable, the service is unusable too. These kind
of unusable services are not selected during the service space restriction.
The select unusable services process affects the selection of usable services in
such a way that the unusable services are not processed. The important steps in
the select usable algorithm in this context are labeled by A and B (see Alg. 2). The
condition at line 25 assures, that we do not waste time by updating the reference to
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Algorithm 3 Find unusable services: Input: provided inputs
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:
31:
32:
33:
34:
35:
36:
37:
38:
39:

for all provided input do
list = InputDependents.get(provided input);
for all service in list do
decrement service.unprovidedInputs;
if service.unprovidedInputs == 0 then
service.usability = UDDPROV;
end if
end for
end for
for all service in UserDataDependents do
if service.usability 6= USAB AND service.usability 6= UDDPROV then
service.usability = UNUSAB;
end if
end for
for all service in AllServices do
if service.usability == UNDEC then
toProcess.add(service);
end if
end for
while is service to process do
for all service in toProcess which is undecided do
for all input in service.inputs do
isUnprovidedInput = true;
if input provided in user query then
isUnprovidedInput = false;
else
providers = service.inputProviders of input;
for all provider in providers do
if provider.usability 6= UNUSAB then
isUnprovidedInput = false;
end if
end for
end if
if isUnprovidedInput == true then
service.usability = UNUSAB;
end if
end for
end for
end while

the best QoS provider considering the given input. Another important condition,
significantly improving the performance of the select unusable services process,
is at line 38. At this point we decide if we process the successor of a service,
which is useless if the service is unusable. Moreover, since the algorithm performs
recursively on the successors, the waste of computation is multiplying. Hence, to
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avoid entering the step labeled by B of the selection of usable services algorithm,
we check first the sense of doing so. The condition at line 38 is not satisfied if the
successor is unusable. Hence, the knowledge that a service is unusable significantly
reduces the computations realized to find the usable services.
An important issue is that the selection of unusable services is not a necessary
process. The selection of the usable services runs independently on it. Whether
the selection of the unusable services is performed or not, the same services are
selected as usable. The difference is only in the process resulting in that selection.
Due to the independence of the processes, they may even run in parallel and the
solution can be found also if the selection of the unusable services did not already
finished. Moreover, despite the fact that the processes operate over the same
data structure (the directed acyclic graph of services and the services themselves),
no synchronization is required. In our implementation, due to the guaranteed
atomicity of the access and assignment of the program variables, no conflicts can
occur. The variable on which both processes perform assignments is the variable
holding the mark of the service. In any case, for a particular service, a value to
this variable is assigned only once and only by one of the processes (it is once set
to USAB, or UNUSAB). Hence, the overall composition process does not suffer
from synchronization overhead.
4.3.3

Evaluation

The aim of evaluating the control-/data-flow design phase of the composition is to
show:
1. efficiency and scalability of our composition approach,
2. dramatic improvement of the composition time resulting from the selection
of unusable services.
During experiments we tested three configurations of the composition system:
1. the selection of the unusable services runs in parallel with selection of the
usable services, denoted as P ar,
2. the selection of the usable services starts after the selection of the unusable
services finishes, denoted as Seq,
3. the selection of the unusable services is not performed at all, denoted as
N oU nusab.
The results are summarized in Tab. 15. The best results, considering the composition time, are achieved in the P ar configuration. The Seq configuration performs slightly slower. According to the N oU nusab configuration, both P ar and
Seq perform faster in more than one order of magnitude. The P ar configuration
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is the best option. The results show that even for the hardest test set, the composition time is below 200 msecs, which can be still considered as acceptable from
the user point of view.
The experiments show a high importance of the service space restriction. Fig. 19
shows the significant difference between the case when selection of the unusable
services is realized and if not. To clarify the reason of the improvement, we measured also how much times did the execution of the select usable services process
cross the code at lines 26 (labeled by A) and 39 (labeled by B). The results are
presented in Fig. 20. The decrease of the crosses explains the improvement of
the composition time. The P ar configuration presents an improvement from 15
to 46 times in terms of composition time and adequate improvement in terms of
the number of crossing lines A, B, see Fig. 21. The improvements present high
variance. This means that the effectiveness of the service space restriction strongly
depends on the concrete service set.
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Figure 19: Composition time.

The results presented before are realized on a test set, where the composition
requires at least 50 services to be composed. The number of required services
is called a solution depth. To see how the number of required services affects
the composition time, we realized experiments with different solution depths, see
Fig. 22. As we can see, there is no tendency of the composition time to rise
according to the solution depth. Taking the results for test sets consisting of 60 000
to 80 000 services, the composition times for the solution depth 10 are much higher
than for depth 30, or 50. The conclusion is that the solution depth does not have
significant influence on the complexity of the composition. We see again that the
complexity is more influenced by the interconnections of the services.
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Table 15: Experimental results.
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4.4

Dynamic changes in the service environment

As it is true for the Web in general, also Web services change in time. New services
are deployed, some of them are removed. Moreover, the non-functional properties
of services may change frequently. The aim is to find a composite service with
the actually best global QoS characteristic. The composition system must flexibly
react to these changes. The solution should reflect the current situation in the
service environment. If the changes are not managed, it may happen that the
designed composition does not use the right services, it includes services which are
already not executable, or are not optimal from the QoS point of view. Hence, we
do not achieve the satisfaction of the user goal, based on which the composition
is realized. On the other side, the dynamic changes of services require updating
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Figure 22: Dependency on the solution depth.
the data structures of the composition system, before we start new composition.
Thus, the dynamic changes affect the composition time. To avoid too much delay,
the updates must be realized quickly.
4.4.1

Handling service changes

There are three types of changes we consider in the service environment:
• adding a service,
• removing a service,
• change of the QoS of a service.
The change of the service QoS characteristics are managed in constant time,
independently on the size of the service registry. It requires only changing the
values of the QoS attributes in the data structure representing the corresponding
service. The updates required because some service is made (un)available are
divided into two cases.
Adding a new service requires creating a new object representing it and discovering its interconnections with other services. When the service is removed
permanently, we have to remove the interconnections with other services. The
temporal removing of the service is possible too. This is useful if we expect that
it will be made available again. The temporal removing of the service is done in
constant time, by setting a flag depicting the (un)availability of the service. To
make such a service available again, we only have to set the flag once again. The
adding of a new service and permanent removal of some service are more complicated. They depend on the overall set of services available in the service repository
and their interconnections.
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The adding of a new service starts with adding a service into AllServices, see
Alg. 4. Then, we discover the interconnections with ancestor services (lines 2 to 14).
For each input, we determine which services are providing it. If there is no input
provider, we add the service to the UserDataDependents and the InputDependents.
Otherwise, we set the providers to be the providers of the given input of the service.
Then, we add the service to the list of successors of each provider. Finally, we add
it to services requiring the given input.
In the next, we create a collection of distinct concepts, subsumed by some
service outputs (lines 15 to 20). For each such superConcept, we add the service
to a list of its providers (line 22). Each service for which service produces input
data, is added to its successors (lines 23 to 26). Finally, for each successor, we add
service to providers of all inputs produced by it (line 31). Since independently on
the situation before, the successor is for sure not dependent on provision of the
particular input from the user, we remove it from InputDependents if it is in it. We
also check if the successor is in UserDataDependents (lines 35 to 39). If it is and
the service provides an input, which was the only unprovided input, the successor
is removed from UserDataDependents (line 37).
The permanent removal of the services is a revert operation to adding a new
service. It deletes the interconnections to other services and the references of
the object representing it, from each data structure. The removal of the service
requires more traversal of certain data structures than adding. This is because we
need to find its position. When adding a new service, we just put it at the end of
a list. The algorithm of permanent service removal is depicted in Alg. 5.
The service removal starts by removing the service from the AllServices and
the UserDataDependents (if it is in it). Then, we traverse the inputs of the service,
to remove it from the successors of its input providers (lines 3 to 11). This way
we remove the links from the ancestor services. During traversal of the inputs, we
remove the service also from the list of services requiring an input associated with
the given concept (line 10). After, we traverse the successors of the service (lines
12 to 25). For each successor, we look for a reference to a service in the providers
of successor’s inputs. If we find a reference, we remove it (line 17). This way we
remove the links to the successor services. If the list of providers is made empty by
the removal, it means that the corresponding input of the successor is not provided
by any service. Hence, we put it into a list of user data dependent services and
input dependent services (lines 20 to 21). Finally, we traverse the outputs of the
service to remove references from those lists in ConceptProviders, which are stored
under keys representing concepts associated with the outputs (lines 26 to 35).
4.4.2

Evaluation

The evaluation of our approach focuses on time required to add/remove services,
compose services, and reinitialize the system. During experiments, we used the
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Algorithm 4 Add service: Input: service
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:
31:
32:
33:
34:
35:
36:
37:
38:
39:
40:

AllServices.add(service);
for all input in service.inputs do
providers = ConceptProviders.get(input);
if providers is empty then
UserDataDependents.add(service);
InputDependents.get(input).add(service);
else
service.inputProviders of input = providers;
for all provider in providers do
provider.successors.add(service);
end for
end if
ConceptConsumers.get(input).add(service);
end for
for all output in service.outputs do
outputSuperConcepts = SuperConcepts.get(output);
for all superConcept in outputSuperConcepts do
allOutputSuperconcepts.put(superConcept);
end for
end for
for all superConcept in allOutputSuperConcepts do
ConceptProviders.get(superConcept).add(service);
consumers = ConceptConsumers.get(superConcept);
for all consumer in consumers do
service.successors.add(consumer);
end for
end for
for all successor in service.successors do
for all input in successor.inputs do
if allOutputSuperConcepts.contains(input) then
successor.inputProviders.add(service);
end if
InputDependents.get(input).remove(successor);
end for
if UserDataDependents.contains(successor) then
if successor has not unprovided inputs then
UserDataDependents.remove(successor);
end if
end if
end for

same service test sets as when evaluating the performance of the approach without
handling the dynamic changes in the service environment. The added/removed
services are selected randomly.
In Tab. 16 and Fig. 23 we see how the complexity of the service set (its size)
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Algorithm 5 Remove service: Input: service
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:
31:
32:
33:
34:
35:

AllServices.remove(service);
UserDataDependents.remove(service);
for all input in service.inputs do
providers = service.inputProviders of input;
if providers is not empty then
for all provider in providers do
provider.successors.remove(service);
end for
end if
ConceptConsumers.get(input).remove(service);
end for
for all successor in service.successors do
for all input in successor.inputs do
providers = successor.inputProviders of input;
for all provider in providers do
if provider == service then
providers.remove(service);
end if
if providers is empty then
UserDataDependents.add(successor);
InputDependents.get(input).add(successor);
end if
end for
end for
end for
for all output in service.outputs do
providers = ConceptProviders.get(output);
if providers is not empty then
for all provider in providers do
if provider == service then
providers.remove(service);
end if
end for
end if
end for

affects the time required to i) add a new service, ii) permanently remove a service,
iii) compose services, and iv) reinitialize the system after the composition. The
reinitialization is required to reset some fields in the service object, e.g. the usability. In our experiment, we measured the time of adding 1 000 services into a
repository and permanently removing the same services. As we see, removing a
service is more time demanding than adding. This is because the removal requires
more traversal of the data structures, to find the position of the service’s object
reference. The composition and update times do not necessary rise as the number
of services rises. This is because they are strongly affected also by the intercon- 92 -
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nections between the services and QoS parameters. Based on this, the hardest test
set is the set with 90 000 services. The reinitialization time is linearly dependent
on the number of all services and the number of user data dependent services. In
our experiments, it reached a maximum of 53% of the composition time, 33% in
average.
Table 16: Operation times (in msecs).
Web services

Add

Remove

Reinitialization

Composition

10 000
20 000
30 000
40 000
50 000
60 000
70 000
80 000
90 000
100 000

0.84
0.92
1.02
1.53
1.13
2.12
1.39
1.48
1.86
1.89

1.68
2.84
4.82
7.88
5.81
10.3
9.11
13.3
9.46
12.0

1.86
4.46
10.2
13.8
19.6
25.6
27.1
29.5
30.0
51.1

4.95
14.8
46.3
35.9
37.3
93.6
88.0
64.3
271.8
152.4
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Figure 23: Add/remove, reinitialization, and composition time.

4.5

Composition system

Our composition system is built according to the requirements defined in the rules
of Web Services Challenge 2009. However, it provides more functionality than
required in the challenge. The challenge rules define requirements which are naturally expected from the composition system. They expect a composition system
which is capable to realize the procedure depicted in Fig. 24 (retrieved from The
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Web Service Challenge 2009 Rules 24 ). From the architecture point of view, the
system is a server side application, which can be accessed by several clients in
general. The system must be able to initialize according to the provided service
set. This is done during the bootstrap phase, see Fig. 24. The service descriptions
include three files:
1. OWL file: defines the concept hierarchy in the ontology,
2. WSDL file: includes the syntactic and semantic (within a valid extension)
description of the Web services,
3. WSLA file: describes the QoS characteristics of the Web services.
After the system initializes, it must be ready to process composition queries.
The format of the composition queries is the same as the description of a Web service in a WSDL file. It includes the description of the provided inputs and required
outputs, at both syntactic and semantic level. Based on this, the composition system must design a composite service, which based on the provided inputs produces
the required outputs. Moreover, it has to consider the QoS characteristics of the
single services to find a solution, which is the best from global point of view. After
the solution is found, it must be serialized into a BPEL format. Finally, the BPEL
description of the solution is sent back to the client.
The additional requirements, which are not stated in the challenge rules are
defined as follows. The composition system must:
• consider also the pre-/post-conditions of the Web services,
• be able to process multiple composition queries arriving independently,
• react to the changes in the service environment.
To fulfill the requirement that the composition system must be able to process
multiple continuously arriving queries, we built it as a queuing system with different type of requests (Adan and Resing, 2002). The composition and the different
type of update requests are collected in separate queues. It works as depicted in
Fig. 25. When the system starts, it initializes its data structures based on currently available services. After, it is waiting for update requests, or user queries
(1). These are collected in queues and processed regarding the first in first out
rule. The updates are managed with higher, non-preemptive priority, i.e. the
composition is not interrupted if an update request arrives. If an update request
arrives (2), i.e. new service is available, some service become unavailable, or the
QoS characteristics of some service have changed, we update the affected data
structures. When all the changes are managed (3), the system is ready to process
a new user query. If a new query has already been received, the system processes
it immediately (4). Otherwise, it goes to waiting state (5). Here, it again waits
24 http://ws-challenge.georgetown.edu/wsc09/downloads/WSC2009Rules-1.1.pdf
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Figure 24: The procedure of the Web Service Challenge.
for an update request, or a composition query (6). The composition is followed by
the reinitialization (7). After, we manage update requests, if some have arrived
(8). If not, we process a new user query for composition (9), or go to the waiting
state (10).
2)
10)
9)

Initializing

1)

6)

Waiting

Composing

7)

Reinitializing

8)

3)

Updating

4)
5)

Figure 25: Composition system life cycle.
Based on the defined requirements, we designed a software architecture of the
composition system as presented in Fig. 26. The system is divided into two
main subsystems. The first includes components responsible for the preprocessing
(bootstrap) phase. The second is responsible for the user querying phase. The
functionality of the system is provided via the following interfaces:
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1. initialize(wsdlURLs, owlURLs, wslaURLs): initializes the composition system based on the initial Web service set.
2. startQuery(wsdlQuery, callbackURL): invokes the composition process for
the defined goal.
3. stopComposition(): stops the current composition process (could be used in
the case when the system is unable to perform the composition in acceptable
time).
4. updateQoS(wsID, QoS, value): updates the defined QoS attribute value of a
given service.
5. addService(wsdlURL, owlURL, wslaURL): adds a new service into the internal data structures.
6. removeService(wsID): removes a service from the internal data structures.
The Bootstrap subsystem is coordinated by the System initializer. Via the
initialize interface, this component is directed to start the bootstrap process performing the preprocessing. During it, the System initializer step by step calls the
WS Reader, Data structure builder, and Compatibility evaluator. WS Reader is
responsible for reading the service description documents (WSDLs, OWLSs, and
WSLAs). It parses these documents and the read information are processed by
the WS processor. After the basic analysis of the Web services is done (including
e.g. the identification of the user data dependent services), the basic data structures are built. Then, the Compatibility evaluator evaluates which Web services
are compatible. After the bootstrap finishes, the system is ready to compose the
Web services which are actually available.
The User querying subsystem is managed by the Process manager. Via the
startQuery interface, this central component provides the composition functionality. It is also responsible for calling a call-back Web service submitting the
resulted composition. After receiving the composition query, the Process manager
puts it into a corresponding queue. Based on the behavior depicted in Fig. 25,
immediately when the composition could start, the Composition realizer runs the
composition. It runs parallel threads to execute the selection of unusable and usable services. Each process operates over data structures managed by the Data
structure manager. After the solution is found, the Solution generator retrieves
the solution from the data structure and serializes it into the required format (e.g.
BPEL). After this, the call-back Web service is invoked to submit the solution.
If an update request is received via some of the dedicated interfaces, the Process
manager puts it into a corresponding queue. Immediately as it is possible, the
Service updater processes the request. It involves the Compatibility evaluator (only
in the case of adding a service) and Data structure manager to perform the required
changes in the data structures.
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Figure 26: Composition system architecture.

The composition system can be used in two manners. First, its functionality
can be accessed via a Web service providing operations corresponding to the defined interfaces. In the second case, the composition system implements a JAVA
application programming interface (API) usable within another software system.
In this case, the interfaces correspond to class methods (in the sense of object
oriented paradigm).
4.5.1

Evaluation

The evaluation of the composition system focuses on its behavior due to continuing
query arrival, without or with dynamic changes in the service environment. In our
experiments, we measured the sojourn time and the queue sizes. The sojourn time
is the time between the generation of the update, or composition request and the
end of its processing. We assume that the arrivals of both the update requests
and user queries are continuous, independent, and occur according to a Poisson
process. Hence, the interarrival times follow exponential distribution. Since there
is no real application, we cannot evaluate these assumptions. Due to this, we
present also results where the interarrival times follow uniform distribution, to see
the effect of the different distribution on the measured parameters.
Fig. 27 and 28 present the dependency between the mean interarrival time and
the sojourn time, or mean queue size, for data sets with 20 000 up to 100 000 services. Note that the sojourn time and the mean queue size are linearly dependent.
As we see, there is a significant difference between the results when different distributions are used. In the case of exponential distribution, the standard deviation
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of the results is higher. Moreover, it presents rising tendency as the complexity of
the data set and the sojourn time rises. Similar observations are naturally present
also regarding the mean queue size. The system tends to be in stable state when
the mean interarrival time is more than a double of the composition time. In this
case, the mean queue size (measured after the request is put in it, i.e. it cannot
be less than 1) is less than 2. Adequately, the sojourn time is less than a double
of the composition time.
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Figure 27: Sojourn time: uniform distribution at left, exponential distribution at
right.
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Figure 28: Queue size: uniform distribution at left, exponential distribution at
right.
Fig. 29 presents the effect of the dynamic changes in the service environment.
We had been simulating arrival of requests to add a new, or permanently remove a
service, for various interarrival times, with exponential distribution. We used the
test set with 20 000 services. Since the remaining types of update requirements
are managed in constant, negligible time, they do not affect the performance of
the composition system. The experiments show that the sojourn time is not sig- 98 -
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Figure 29: Effect of dynamic changes in the service environment.
nificantly enlarged, even if the update requests are frequent. We had dramatically
decreased the interarrival time of the update requests, from 1 000 to 10 msecs.
Even in this case, we observed only a little delay in the composition. The mean
composition query queue size remained low and the stability of the system was
not upset. The time of managing the updates presents noticeable delay even if the
system is not overloaded. The reason is the non-preemptiveness of the priority,
which causes that managing the update must wait the rest of the time required to
finish a composition. The size of the update queues is stable and low, even when
the system is overloaded by the composition queries.
In the case, that the average load of the system is not too high, the realization
of the updates due to permanent service removal can be managed more effectively.
Note that the aim of the service removal is to do not use it during the composition,
if it is not available. This can be also achieved by setting the devoted flag in
constant time. Even if the removal is permanent, it is not necessary to realize
it immediately. Instead of this, we should wait until there are no composition
requests, neither requests to add a service. This way, the removal updates do
absolutely not influence the sojourn time of the other requests.
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The main contributions of our work, according to the defined objectives of the
thesis presented in 1.3, are summarized in the following points:
1. Precise definition of the pre-/post-conditions of Web services and condition
compatibility evaluation. We propose a formalization clearly defining the conditions and the way how they are considered during the composition. The
part of the formalization is presented in the paper (Bartalos and Bieliková,
2009a) at Int. Conf. on Next Generation Web Services Practices 2009
(published by IEEE Computer Society press), in the paper (Bartalos and
Bieliková, 2009b) at IEEE Congress on Services, Int. Workshop on Web
Service Composition and Adaptation 2009 (published by IEEE Computer
Society press), and in the paper (Bartalos and Bieliková, 2010b) at IEEE
Int. Conf. on Web Services 2010 (published by IEEE Computer Society
press).
2. Feasible pre-/post-condition aware service composition. We present two methods to condition compatibility evaluation. The first, based on a relational
database is presented in (Bartalos and Bieliková, 2009b). The second, introducing condition encoding, is proposed in (Bartalos and Bieliková, 2010b).
Our work also contributes by a definition of the rules deciding if the possible data adaptation operations can be used to adjust the outputs of the
Web services to fit the required inputs. This is presented in (Bartalos and
Bieliková, 2009a).
3. Fast and scalable QoS-driven control-/data-flow design of the composite service. We present an approach based on preprocessing, effective data structures and algorithms. A preliminary version of the approach is presented in
(Bartalos and Bieliková, 2009c) at Int. Conf. on E-Commerce Technology
2009 (published by IEEE Computer Society press). This paper was a partial requirement to participate Web Services Challenge 2009. An enhanced
version of the approach proposes service space restriction, showing dramatic
improvement concerning effectiveness. The idea is presented in (Bartalos
and Bieliková, 2010b) and the paper (Bartalos and Bieliková, 2010a) at Int.
Conf. on Information Systems Development 2010 (published by Springer).
4. Prompt updates of the internal data structures due to changes in the service
environment. We show how our data structures are quickly updated in the
case of adding a new service, removing an existing service, or change of the
QoS. These issues are depicted in the paper (Bartalos and Bieliková, 2010a).
5. Software design of the composition system. We present the software architecture of a composition system realizing our composition method, which cares
about coordination of different task performed by it. The architecture of a
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preliminary version of the system is presented in (Bartalos and Bieliková,
2009c).
6. Examination of the overhead in the composition time due to continuing composition query arrival. We deal with the handling of multiple composition, or
service update requests and show that our approach is able to manage them,
without a significant effect on the processing time of the requests. This is a
subject of the paper (Bartalos and Bieliková, 2010a).
7. Evaluation of the effect of frequent changes in the service environment. We
provide an evaluation of the effect of changes in the service environment,
which must be managed with higher priority, to the sojourn time of the
composition requests. The results, showing that the processing time of the
composition requests is not significantly affected, are presented in (Bartalos
and Bieliková, 2010a).
In the following, we discuss how do the contributions satisfy the thesis objectives. Regarding the thesis objective Functional aspects of Web services, we
contribute by point 1) and 2). We show that the pre-/post-condition aware service
composition, as formally defined in the thesis, is feasible.
The QoS optimization is covered in point 3). Our approach proves that the
requirement to optimize the exploratory Web service composition, according to
the QoS, could be satisfied.
The effective handling of the Changes in the service environment is satisfied by
point 4) and 7). We confirm that it is possible to effectively manage the changes
of the service environment, requiring a change in the internal data structures used
during the composition process. Moreover, this is possible to achieve also when
considering continuing arrival of update and composition queries, which can be
thus processed without unacceptable delay.
The Effectiveness is a general objective of our work and each of our contributions concerns this issue. Our results show that the performance issue can be
handled in the context of each additional (functional) requirement. It is possible to perform the automatic dynamic Web service composition in an acceptable
time, even if the QoS and pre-/post-condition are considered, the queries arrive
continuously, and we also have to react to changes in the service environment.
Considering the effectiveness of condition compatibility evaluation, we proposed
two approaches, based on a relational database and encoding, which show to be
performing well even for complex formulae. In the context of QoS-driven control/data-flow design, we developed a method of service space restriction, which could
be applied also in other approaches, and showed significant improvement in performance when it was applied.
The objective to develop a Composition system relates to the point 5). To
satisfy all the (non)functional requirements for the Web service composition, we
designed our composition tool as a queuing system. It consists of several modules,
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performing individual tasks, which are coordinated to avoid inconsistency and
incorrect results.
How we deal with the Continuing user query arrival is addressed by contribution 6). We showed that the natural overhead, caused by multiple tasks requiring
processing, is low enough in our approach and the processing time remains acceptable.
To capture the functional behavior of services more precisely, we use a fragment of predicate logic to describe the pre-/post-conditions of services (Bartalos and Bieliková, 2010b). Our contribution is a detailed formal definition of
the Web service composition problem, including the aspect affected by the pre/post-conditions. In opposite to simple association of the service I/O with concepts, the pre-/post-conditions, in a form of predicate logic formulae with possible
value restrictions over the predicate arguments, provide much higher expressiveness. In opposite to other works, we clearly state what the pre-/post-conditions
and value restrictions are, and how they are considered during the composition
process. The pre-/post-conditions allow to disambiguate services having the I/O
associated with the same concepts, however, performing a distinct functionality, or
requiring/producing the I/O in a different form. On the other side, considering the
pre-/post-conditions involves more complex computations. This is due to the need
to deal with condition compatibility during the composition. The basic operation
here is to evaluate the implication between two conditions. Even though this problem is NP-hard in general, we showed that in the context of service composition,
the problem could be solved effectively.
We presented two approaches for condition compatibility evaluation. The first
approach, based on exploitation of relational databases, showed to be a relatively
simple way to deal with the problem (Bartalos and Bieliková, 2009b). It is easy to
implement and scales well according to the complexity of the formulae. Our second
approach is based on encoding certain characteristics of the conditions (Bartalos
and Bieliková, 2010b). Our experiments showed that both approaches are capable
of evaluating the condition compatibility in a feasible time, even if complex conditions had been considered (e.g. conditions consisting of 37 conjunctions, each
containing 20 predicates on average). From the two approaches, better performance was achieved by the encoding based approach. The encodings faster the
evaluation process in most of the cases. In some special situations, when the codes
are not applicable, we use an algorithm working for any conditions. Even in such
a case, the evaluation is realized in an acceptable amount of time. The analyzes
of the experimental results showed that our approach suffers by the dependence
on the difficulty to transform a logic formula into DNF. We have been speculating
and suppose that the conditions in practical scenarios are more like conjunctions
of relatively independent sub-formulae (independent in terms of distinct predicates
and variables used in distinct sub-formulae). Instead of transforming the condition
to DNF, we should use conjunctive normal form (CNF). Our preliminary exper- 103 -
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iments show that the transformation into CNF is fast if the input is a formula
which is a conjunction at the first level. Our idea of encoding application and the
algorithm to decide if an implication between two formulae holds, can be relatively
easily adapted to work with CNF.
All the work presented in this thesis is done with a strong focus on the effectiveness. The aim was to propose solutions which can be applied even in large
scale problems. One of the most influential issue, but not the only one, is the
number of Web services which are considered during the composition. To make
an imagination about the number of currently available Web services, we made an
overview of some public repositories. The number of services which can be found
in these repositories varies from several thousands up to several ten thousands.
The largest one, called Seekda 25 , included more than 28 000 service descriptions
in August 2010, as claimed by the repository provider. To process such amount of
services, the performance of the approaches must be really good. Moreover, since
the number of the available services rises, scalability is an important issue, too.
Our work contributes by an approach to effective QoS-driven composition which
showed promising results in terms of effectiveness and scalability (Bartalos and
Bieliková, 2009c, 2010a,b). We have been experimenting with different data sets,
created by a third party tool, consisting of 10 000 up to 100 000 services. Our
composition system was able to process these service sets and presented good
performance in any of the test cases. The performance scales well depending on
the size of the service repository. Even in the hardest case, the composition time
is less than 200 msecs. From the user point of view, we consider this time as
acceptable.
The fact that our approach performs well is supported also by achievement
of good results at the Web Services Challenge 2009. Web Services Challenge is
a world competition aimed at developing software components and/or intelligent
agents that have the ability to discover pertinent Web services and also to compose
them to create higher-level functionality26 . The competition presents an international forum where research groups from all over the world can test and compare
their results. It provides a unique opportunity to evaluate different approaches
under common conditions. To participate in the competition, an implementation
fulfilling the defined requirements must be provided for the organizers, so that
they can run and evaluate it. In 2009 the Web Service Challenge focused on automatic Web service composition considering the QoS (Kona et al., 2009a). The
approaches have been evaluated at two levels. First, the performance was tested.
Second, the composition systems have been evaluated from the architecture point
of view by a committee.
25 http://Webservices.seekda.com/
26 http://ws-challenge.georgetown.edu/wsc09
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Considering performance, even during the hardest test set at the competition,
consisting of 15 000 services, our implementation of a composition system found a
solution in an acceptable time – in less than 300 msecs. The time includes a call
of the composition system from a client application, composition, transformation
of the result into BPEL format, and realization of a callback from the composition system to submit the result back to the client application. We achieved the
third place in this category. The two approaches, which scored better than ours,
performed better considering the first four test sets. In the hardest test set, one
of the approaches showed an increase in the composition time to more than 900
msecs. From this we can assume that the approach does not scale well regarding
the number of services. The rest of the approaches presented problems even with
the easier test sets. Most of them did not find the solution in a given time limit
(5 minutes) even for the basic test cases.
Our approach which took part in the challenge was only a preliminary version
of the current one. We had been able to improve its performance in more than one
order of magnitude considering the composition time. Based on this, we believe
that our approach is one of the best performing from any known ones.
In the architecture category, our approach won the competition. Our composition system was considered as the best, having additional features making it more
practically applicable.
To make our approach closer to practical usage, we also dealt with handling
changes in the Web service environment. We considered the change of the QoS
attribute values, adding a new service, and removing a service from a service
repository. These changes are a natural phenomena and its crucial to be able
to manage them effectively. Only minor research attention was devoted to these
issues. We have designed an algorithm performing updates in our data structures
based on the changes in the service environment. Our experiments show that the
changes are handled quickly. This way we assure that the composition reflects
the current situation in the service environment and the composition time is not
significantly affected.
The performance of our composition system was evaluated also in a scenario
when multiple queries may be independently sent to the composition system. These
are collected in a queue and processed one by one. Composition and update queries
are considered, each collected in a separate queue. Hence, our composition system
can be modelled as a queuing system with different type of requests. We have
analyzed how the system behaves when queries are sent with different frequencies.
The results show that the system can manage the composition request if the mean
interarrival time between them is no less than a twice of the composition time.
The processing time of the composition requests is not significantly affected even
if the update queries arrive frequently, e.g. 100 per a second.
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The aim of this thesis was to contribute to the field of automatic dynamic semantic
Web service composition. It focuses on service description able to capture its
functionality more precisely. This is done by defining the pre-/post-conditions of
services in terms of predicate logic formulae. The approach achieves much better
results in the way of more meaningful compositions. Without consideration of the
conditions, the composition may result in an inappropriate solution, not satisfying
the user goal from the functionality point of view. Beside the functional aspect
of the service composition, we also dealt with the non-functional properties. To
achieve user satisfaction, these are important, too. In this thesis we have shown,
that it is possible to realize a pre-/post-condition aware, QoS-driven composition,
even if large-scale service repositories are considered. This is a crucial issue to make
the overall service composition idea a reality. Moreover, in practical scenarios, the
service composition must deal with the changes in the service environment and
must be able to process multiple queries from different users. We have shown that
these issues can be handled effectively, too.
The composition system presented in this thesis realizes explorative service
composition. Based on a composition query, it designs a composite service satisfying both the functional and non-functional requirements. The result of the
composition is a prescription defining the control-/data-flow of the composite service. In real applications, additional requirements such as transactional behavior
of service composition execution may be needed. In this context, our approach
can be used to solve the part of the whole composition problem. Real use cases
must be identified and studied to realize what are the requirements in practical
scenarios. Recently, the idea of automatic dynamic service composition has only
been a subject of research. However, several results, including those presented in
this thesis, show that the idea is vigorous and might be applied in practice.
On the other side, there are still problems requiring attention. We believe that
the developed methods are already advanced enough, to bring benefits when applied in real life. The essential issue is to provide tools, frameworks, and guidelines
supporting the whole life-cycle of Web services and composition systems. These
must make different processes convenient such as the software design of the Web
services (Papazoglou and Yang, 2002), their semantic annotation, and provision of
the composition capabilities (Blake et al., 2010; Rosenberg et al., 2009b).
The design decisions significantly affect the further possibility to compose the
developed services. Developing services which are too complex, for example, could
significantly decrease the potential benefits of the automatic composition. Thus,
it is needed to heed to the automatic composition already during the design time
of the single services.
It is clear that well done annotations are crucial to make the automatic service composition feasible. However, although there are proposals for the kinds of
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semantics that can help, the creation of the annotations is still a big challenge.
It seems that generally in the Semantic Web, the acquisition of the annotations
is difficult. The Web page, or service designers have low motivation to create the
annotations manually. On the other side, automatic semantic annotation is still
not precise enough to be practically applied. Our opinion is that the basic annotation of the Web service’s I/O is simple enough to be realized even in a manual
or semi-automatic manner, if suitable tools supporting this process are available.
A more complicated issue is the annotation concerning the pre-/post-conditions.
In this context, methods helping to create them should be further researched.
We consider a very important issue to find a killer application showing the
usefulness of the service composition in practical life. It should be investigated
which are those domains where the concept of dynamic service composition can
be really beneficial. Nowadays, the most spelled areas are traveling and gene
engineering. The attempt to apply service composition in practice would show
what are the real problems that are necessary to deal with.
Our further research will deal with the Web service composition from wider
perspective. We will focus on analysis of the key problems making the dynamic
service composition hard to apply in practical scenarios. We will try to show that
the idea can be implemented in a solution bringing noticeable benefits.
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Experimentation platform and test set creation

All experiments had been realized using a Java implementation of our composition
system. The computations had been running on a machine with two 64-bit QuadCore AMD Opteron(tm) 8354 2.2Ghz processors with 64GB RAM.
The experiments had been realized using data sets generated by a third party
tool used to create data sets for Web services Challenge 2009 (http://ws-challenge.
georgetown.edu/wsc09/software.html). It generates the syntactic and semantic descriptions of services, ontology hierarchy, and the QoS descriptions of services
including the response time and throughput. The generator allows to set the following parameters:
• number of concepts in the ontology,
• number of services in the generated set,
• truth value depicting the existence of a solution,
• solution depth (the number of services required in the solution),
• names of the output files.
We generated test sets consisting of 10 000 to 100 000 services. The number of
concepts in the ontology varied from 30 000 to 190 000. The number of services
required in the solution, i.e. the solution depth, was 10, 30, and 50 services. To
allow others to evaluate their composition system on the same data, the test sets
with solution depth 50 are made available at
http://semco.fiit.stuba.sk/compositiontestsets/.
The generator tool from Web Services Challenge does not create the pre-/postconditions of services, nor the goal condition. Due to this, we developed our
own condition generator extending the data sets from the challenge. It generates
random conditions and value restrictions, which are described using SWRL and
are included in the OWL-S semantic description of the services. The generator
takes as parameters the maximal size of the disjunction and each conjunction of
the generated condition, transformed into DNF. Since our condition compatibility evaluation method is based on different types of encodings, our aim was to
evaluate these separately. We can generate the test sets in such a way, that the
condition compatibility evaluation is done based on one of the encodings (WITH,
WITHOUT, CONJ, UNQCON), or the iterative process. This allows evaluating
each mechanism individually.
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